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Abstract

Growing awareness of climate change and the risks associated with our society's de-

pendence on fossil fuels has motivated global initiatives to develop economically vi-

able, renewable energy sources. However, the transportation sector remains a major

hurdle. Although electric vehicles are becoming more mainstream, the transportation

sector is expected to continue relying heavily on combustion engines, particularly in

the freight and airline industries. Therefore, research efforts to develop cleaner com-

bustion must continue. This includes the development of more efficient combustion

engines, identification of compatible alternative fuels, and the streamlining of existing

petroleum resources. These dynamic systems have complex chemistry and are often

difficult and expensive to probe experimentally, making detailed chemical kinetic

modeling an attractive option for simulating and predicting macroscopic observables

such as ignition delay or CO 2 concentrations.

This thesis presents several methods and applications towards high fidelity predic-

tive modeling using Reaction Mechanism Generator (RMG), an open source software

package which automatically constructs kinetic mechanisms. Several sources con-

tribute to model error during automatic mechanism generation, including incomplete

or incorrect handling of chemistry, poor estimation of thermodynamic and kinetics pa-

rameters, and uncertainty propagation. First, an overview of RMG is presented along

with algorithmic changes for handling incomplete or incorrect chemistry. Complete-

ness of chemistry is often limited by CPU speed and memory in the combinational

problem of generating reactions for large molecules. A method for filtering reactions

is presented for efficiently and accurately building models for larger systems. An ex-

tensible species representation was also implemented based on chemical graph theory,

allowing chemistry to be extended to lone pairs, charges, and variable valencies.
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Several chemistries are explored in this thesis through modeling three combustion 

related processes. Ketone and cyclic ether chemistry are explored in the study of 

diisoproyl ketone and cineole, biofuel candidates produced by fungi in the decom

position of cellulosic biomass. Detailed kinetic modeling in conjunction with engine 

experiments and metabolic engineering form a collaborative feedback loop that ef

ficiently screens biofuel candidates for use in novel engine technologies. Next, the 

challenge of modeling constrained cyclic geometries is tackled in generating a com

bustion model of JP-10, a synthetic jet fuel used in propulsion technologies. The 

model is validated against experimental and literature data and succeeds in captur

ing key product distributions, including aromatic compounds, which are precursors 

to polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and soot. Finally, oil-to-gas cracking processes 

under geological conditions are studied through modeling the low temperature pyrol

ysis of the heavy oil analog phenyldodecane in the presence of diethyldisulfide. This 

system is used to gather mechanistic insight on the observation that sulfur-rich kero

gens have accelerated oil-to-gas decomposition, a topic relevant to petroleum reservoir 

modeling. The model shows that free radical timescales matter in low temperature 

systems where alkylaromatics are relatively stable. 

Local and global uncertainty propagation methods are used to analyze error in 

automatically generated kinetic models. A framework for local uncertainty analysis 

was implemented using Cantera as a backend. Global uncertainty analysis was imple

mented using adaptive Smolyak pseudospectral approximations to efficiently compute 

and construct polynomial chaos expansions (PCE) to approximate the dependence 

of outputs on a subset of uncertain inputs. Both local and global methods provide 

similar qualitative insights towards identifying the most influential input parameters 

in a model. The analysis shows that correlated uncertainties based on kinetics rate 

rules and group additivity estimates of thermochemistry drastically reduce a model's 

degrees of freedom and can have a large impact on model outputs. These results 

highlight the necessity of uncertainty analysis in the mechanism generation workflow. 

This thesis demonstrates that predictive chemical kinetics can aid in the mech- · 

anistic understanding of complex chemical processes and contributes new methods 

for refining and building high fidelity models in the automatic mechanism generation 

workflow. These contributions are available to the kinetics community through the 

RM G software package. 

Thesis Supervisor: William H. Green 

Title: Hoyt C. Hottel Professor of Chemical Engineering 
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1

INTRODUCTION

Growing awareness of climate change and the risks associated with our society's

dependence expansion on a resource-limited planet has motivated global initiatives

to develop technologies that decrease our dependency on fossil fuels. Particularly

imminent is the need to curb greenhouse gas emissions. A limit of 2 'C warming

as measured from preindustrial times has been set in the 2009 Copenhagen Accord;

any further warming would lead to "dangerous" implications on the global climate

system. Rising global temperatures could lead to the break up of the West Antarctic

ice sheet, which may lead to devastating ripple effects such as the rise of sea levels by

as much as 12 feet, flooding most coastal cities. A 2013 report by a United Nations

panel on climate change [1] claimed a rise of up to a meter in global mean sea level

by 2100 if current greenhouse gas emissions rates continue. More ominous is the

recent 2016 climate change model [2] which doubles that projection. Although the

2015 Paris Climate Deal signed by both the United States and China has resolved

to curb emissions, a full throttle global effort is necessary to develop economically

viable renewable energy for replacing carbon-intensive energy sources.

In 2015, renewable energy represented the majority of new electricity generation

capacity added around the world, due to strong investments in developing countries

such as China, India, and Brazil. [3] However, a major hurdle remains in transporta-

tion fuels. Although fuel cell technology and electric vehicles are becoming more

prominent, the transportation sector is expected to rely heavily on combustion en-

gines in the near future, particularly in the freight and airline industries. Shown in

Figure 1.1, the transportation sector contributes to more than 28% of total energy

consumption in the United States. Despite the introduction of ethanol and biodiesel,
renewables contributed to only 5% of the overall US transportation sector energy

usage in 2013. [4] The steep rise of oil prices in 2008 spawned not only renewable

energy research but also the increased refining of heavier crudes, extraction of oil from
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tar sands, and fracking of shale oil and gas. The refiming of these inconveiitional oil

solirces have actually led to an increase in emilissiois associated with extract ion and

refining of oil bv nearly 33%, over the last decade. [5] Consequently. the crilde oil price

drop of 2014 has done little to curb fossil fuel demand. Therefore. it is ill) to policy-

makers to implement new measures to combat climate cliaige al(l for researchers to

develop affordable, clealler co(liblistiOnl.

Percent of Sources Percent of Sectors
Total 97.5 Transportation

26.9
(28%)

Industrial
21 5

(22%)

Source ector

Figre 1.1: United States primary energy consumuptioi by source and sector in 2013.

Total nisage was 97.5 quadrillion Btu. Fignre taken from the Energy Information

Administration.

A multi-pronged approach is requiired to tackle the clean energy problem: (1)

management of existing petroleimi resources, (2) developmeiit of alternative green

fuels, (3) improvement of emissions controls inl existiig engine designs. and (4) de-

velopment of more efficient and cleaner novel engine technologies. New teclnmologies

such as the homogeneous charge compressiol ignition (HCCI) emgnme can operate at

uil) to 15% improved fue, efficiency over the spark igiition elgline while maintainiig

cleaner emissiomis. [6] In addition. the HCCI engine is compatible with a wide variety

*of alternative fuels unlike coimveiitiomal diesel al(l spark igilitioni eligilies. p)rovi(ling

new avenues in the search for rencwable fuels. Ignitioi in HCCI engines occnrs via

auto-ignitiol after the mechaiical compressioln of a homnogeneons gas mixture. The

challenge associated with auto-ignition iin HCCI engines amid similar novel emigille

teclologies is that their ignition timing is fuel dependelt. Extensive knowledge of

fuel cleIlistry an(l comblstioln kinetics is necessary for such engines to operate suc-
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cessfully, and engine characteristics must be adjusted to the fuel used. Although

the combustion kinetics of conventional fuels such as gasoline is well known, detailed

investigation of new fuel candidates is required.

One approach that ameliorates the expense of expensive engine tests and ex-

perimental data collection is predictive detailed kinetic modeling. Detailed kinetic

models consist of reaction networks with rate coefficients and equilibrium constants

that describe the system at a set of reaction conditions. These models can be used

to simulate macroscopic behaviors such as ignition timing or the formation of soot.

Being able to predict the behavior of fuels within engines provides a means to quickly

screen fuel candidates.

1.1 Automatic mechanism generation

Detailed combustion models become very tedious to construct manually as the num-

ber of reaction species and intermediates increase. These processes involve complex

free-radical reactions between hundreds of reaction intermediates, coupled with ther-

modynamic and heat and mass transfer effects. In the past, models were often greatly

simplified due to lack of computing power as well as lack of understanding of under-

lying chemistry. Today, numerical solvers and computational chemistry has advanced

to the point where detailed kinetic models can now be constructed and applied to

complex systems. Some detailed kinetic models are constructed by hand through

carefully keeping track of all species and reactions and incorporating relevant chem-

istry. This process is often tedious and error-prone and additionally requires expert

and up-to-date understanding of chemistry. These challenges can be avoided by using

automatic reaction mechanism generation, which comprehensively constructs kinetic

models using a set of reaction templates and kinetics rules, relying on a database that

is continually updated. Automatic reaction mechanism generation can be used as a

high throughout method for screening potential fuel targets for advanced engines, as

well as for developing kinetic models for regimes where it is expensive or unwieldy to

perform experiments.

1.2 High fidelity predictive kinetic modeling

Several sources can contribute to model error during automatic mechanism genera-

tion, including (1) incomplete or incorrect handling of chemistry, (2) poor thermo-

dynamic and kinetics parameter estimation, and (3) uncertainty propagation (Figure

1.2).
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I

Poor
Thermodynamic

and Kinetic
Parameter
Estimation

Incomplete or
incorrect Uncertainty

handling of propagation
chemistry

Model
Error

Figure 1.2: The three major sources of model error ill autoumatic reactioll mechanism

genieration.

Uncertaiuty analysis cani hell) idelitify the largest coiitributing sources of output

error from the miodel inputs. Theriodynaic aiid kinet-ics paraieter estimat ion can

be imllproved through algoritluniic ul)(lates to chelilistry treatment adi(I cot mined ad-

ditions to the cheinstry database. Identifyinig iiicorrect or iincomlplet e chemistry is

the iiiost difficult. as there are n(o svsteiatic mlethods for ildeutifying unknown chem-

istrv without exteisive iiiodel develo)iiellt and ex)erimleital validatioll. However,

through nmlodeling of iew molecules alid physica l systems. coiii)uter ul(lerstauldiig of

chemistry will gradually improve. Addressing all three sources of error is necessary

for the generation of high fidelity predictive kinetic iodels.

1.3 Thesis overview

i\ v thesis has imiade several contributions toward (evelo)ing iethodologies for high

fidelity predictive mlodehilig within EMG. To I)ut these mlethodologies into practice,

my thesis also highlights three combustion related process iodeled by RMG. iiclud-

ing uniderstain(ig ketone aii( cyclic ether cemistry through the study of 1)iofliel

can(lidates dliiso)ro)yl ketone and cineole, combustion mnodeling of the fused tricychic

jet fuel JP-10, alld iodeliig the geological oil to gas cracking process via the heavy

oil analog I)hellyldodecalle.

Chapter 2 discusses the fraiework for automatic mechanism generation. focusing

on the software )ackage Reaction Mechanism Generator (RNIG) developed at MIT
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and used throughout this thesis. The features of the Python version of RMG are

summarized in this chapter, including several new features that differentiate it from

the former Java version: a new species representation that is capable of describing

lone pairs and formal charges on molecules, a modification to the rate-based model

enlarging algorithm which filters reaction to speed up model generation, and a web

interface that allows users to draw molecules and generate adjacency lists, search

RMG's databases, and visualize RMG-generated models online. RMG is capable of

generating reaction mechanisms for C, H, 0, N, S, and Si chemistry and modeling

both gas and liquid-phase kinetics, thermochemistry, and transport.

Chapter 3 presents the role of automatic mechanism generation in a biofuel collab-

oration that uses mutual feedback between biologists, combustion experimentalists

and theorists to screen fungi-derived biofuel candidates for use in HCCI engines.

RMG is used to generated detailed low temperature oxidation models for diisopropyl

ketone and cineole. Quantum chemical calculations are used to derive the initial

hydrogen abstraction reaction rate coefficients and used as a base reaction network

for which the final reaction mechanism is generated. The model is evaluated against

chlorine-initiated oxidation experiments and is qualitatively able to identify a vari-

ety of species intermediates, demonstrating the capability of automatic mechanism

generation to model new chemistries in practice.

Chapter 4 presents a comprehensive combustion model of JP-10, a tricyclic syn-

thetic aviation fuel prized for its high volumetric energy density and low freezing

point. Significant ongoing research is focused on the development of ramjet, scramjet

and pulse detonation engines that burn JP-10 fuel. However, the testing of these

engines is very expensive and time-consuming and have been prone to ignition prob-

lems, prompting the development of kinetic models to better understand the fuel's

chemical behavior. A comprehensive detailed model was generated using RMG and

extensively validated against a new set of shock tube experimental data and flow

tube pyrolysis and ignition delay data from literature. Since JP-10 is a fused tricyclic

compound, this presented additional challenges for estimating thermochemistry and

kinetics accurately during automatic mechanism generation.The final model succeeds

in capturing key trends in product distributions. We are also able to predict specia-

tion of aromatic compounds, which are the precursors to polyaromatic hydrocarbons

(PAH's) and soot, both potent atmospheric pollutants. Finally, we use our model to

predict ignition delays over multiple experimental datasets, with general agreement

within a factor of 4.

Chapter 5 discusses ihe influence of non-hydrocarbon compounds on the thermal
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decomposition of kerogen and oil at geological conditions, a topic of great interest

for petroleum reservoir modeling and prospecting. Organic sulfur is thought to be

an accelerant in kerogen decomposition due to the facile nature of mercapto radical

generation; however, the mechanism by which this occurs is relatively unknown. In

this study, we investigate the influence of organic sulfur (diethyl disulfide, DEDS) on

the decomposition of a heavy oil analog (phenyldodecane, PDD) through a combi-

nation of confined anhydrous pyrolysis experiments in gold capsules and automatic

mechanism generation. RMG was used to automatically construct a full decomposi-

tion mechanism of PDD neat pyrolysis and decomposition in the presence of DEDS.

We show that DEDS does not substantially accelerate PDD decomposition at 350'C

(after 72h), in contrast to previous investigations in fixed volume reactors, but does

exhibit statistically significant acceleration effects on decomposition at 250 C (after

1001h), hinting that free radical timescales may affect oil decomposition.

Chapter 6 presents methods for uncertainty analysis within RMG. Uncertainties

within a kinetic model can become exaggerated for some input parameters while

becoming irrelevant for others, due to the nonlinearity of chemical kinetic systems.

Uncertainty analysis is the most efficient way to improve a model because it seeks

to identify the greatest sources of model output error. This is especially significant

in automatically generated mechanisms, where uncertainties are correlated because

kinetics rate rules and thermodynamic group values can be used to estimate values

in multiple input parameters. Local first order uncertainty propagation was imple-

mented in RMG with respect to kinetic parameters and species thermochemistry. A

cythonized wrapper PyDAS [7] was written for the DASPK3.1 [8] fortran code, a

solver with native sensitivity analysis, to compute sensitivities in RMG. Global un-

certainty propagation was also implemented using adaptive Smolyak pseudospectral

approximations [9] to generate global sensitivity indices for the input parameters. A

toy model was used to evaluate results from the two uncertainty propagation meth-

ods. Local uncertainty analysis was also used to investigate the effect of correlated

uncertainties.

Finally, Chapter 7 discusses several recommendations for future work in predictive

chemical kinetics.
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2
REACTION MECHANISM GENERATOR: AN OPEN SOURCE

SOFTWARE PACKAGE FOR AUTOMATIC MECHANISM

GENERATION

This chapter introduces the primary software used in this thesis for modeling the

chemistry of combustion processes: Reaction Mechanism Generator. RMG is an au-

tomatic reaction mechanism generator which uses known chemistry knowledge stored

in a database along with parameter estimation methods to generate detailed chemical

kinetic mechanisms which can then be used as input to third party reactor software

(e.g. CHEMKIN, Cantera, ANSYS Fluent) to simulate predictions for macrovariables

of interest such as product composition, ignition behavior, or flame speed.

The four principal capabilities required for any automatic reaction mechanism

generation code are [1]: a way to uniquely and unambiguously represent chemical

species, a method to determine what reactions can occur between species, a means

to estimate the kinetic and thermodynamic parameters, and a metric by which to

include or exclude species and reactions in the model.

RMG uses a functional group based methodology to work with species and reac-

tions. In this approach, reaction families are defined by templates that manipulate

matching functional groups to convert molecules from reactants to products. Chem-

ical graph theory is used to represent molecules and functional group substructures,
with vertices representing atoms and edges representing bonds. This allows for graph

isomorphism comparisons: for identifying functional groups when estimating param-

eters, and for comparing species against one another. Thermodynamic parameters

are estimated for chemical structures using the Benson group contribution method

[2, 3] or on-the-fly quantum chemistry calculations [4]. The species and reactions

included in the final model are chosen by expanding the model using the rate-based

algorithm of Susnow et al. [5]
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2.1 Background

Several automatic reaction mechanism generation codes have been developed in the

past, some proprietary and some open-source, including MAMOX, NetGen, REAC-

TION, and EXGAS. Broadbelt and Pfaendtner [6] provide an introduction to the

general concepts and terminology of kinetic model generation, and several recent re-

views describe the commonalities, differences, and histories of these software projects

[7-10].

The open-source software package RMG was developed in the Green Group at

MIT to to help researchers model physical processes through automatic mecha-

nism generation. All 60,000 lines of Python code are open-source and hosted on

Github (https: //github. com/ReactionMechanismGenerator/RMG-Py). RMG was

originally developed in Java by Jing Song [11] in 2004, following approaches pio-

neered by NetGen and the ExxonMobil Mechanism Generator (XMG) in the 1990s

[12, 13]. An object-oriented programming style was used prioritizing flexibility and

extensibility of chemical rules and code re-usability. Over the years, several de-

tailed kinetic models generated by RMG have been published in literature, including

models for butanol [14], ketone biofuels [15], JP-10 jet fuel [16], and neopentane

[17]. The source code for the Java version of RMG can be found both on Github

(https: //github. com/React ionMechanismGenerator/RMG- Java) and Sourceforge

(http: //rmg. sourcef orge . net/), with over 7000 downloads from Sourceforge alone

over the last two years. In 2008, Joshua Allen and Richard West began writing a

Python version of RMG, known as RMG-Py [18]. This was motivated by improved

code readability, better error handling, and broader access to a variety of existing

chem-informatics libraries. This chapter presents the features and usage of the new

Python version of RMG.

2.2 Overview

An overview of the RMG workflow is presented in Figure 2.1. First, ab initio cal-

culations or experimental data is inputted into the RMG databases. RMG uses a

combination of chemistry knowledge, functional group-based assumptions, and the

flux-based algorithm to build detailed kinetic models for use in simulating macrobe-

haviors of interest.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the RIG workflow.

2.2.1 Species and functional group representation

Clheinical grapl theory is uise(l in for species and functional group representation., With

gra)lh vertices re)resentilig atoms and edges repnreselnting boids. Graph isomJonrpIlisll

checks between reacting molecules and grollu) deffiitiolns cani quickly identify func-

ti onal group-specific rea(tion sites. wich allows for functional-group i ased tlhermlno

estimation and kinetics. Currently, the VF2 algorithm [19] for graph aid sllbgraplh

isoiorphisms is iiplemented.

2.2.1.1 Molccilc adjacercy lists

Molecules are described using "adjacency lists," a graph representationi of the atoms

an( bonds that connuect them. A set of molecule objects which are resoiance isomers

form a single sl)ecies. This species contains its owin thermocheical (i.e. enthalpy.

entrol)y, and heat capacities) and statistical nmechanical (i.e. frequencies almd energies)

iniforiation. The adj acencv list for a methyl radi al CH3 is depicted iII Figure 2.2.

Tme first colunn indicates the atom iindex. tie secoi( colunmim ilndicates the atomic

elememit, the 3rd colummn in(licates the number of unpaired electrons associated each

atom and is )rece(led by the lovercase letter u representing "nlIaire(i", the 4th col-
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multiplicity 2 2H
1 C ul p0 cO {2,S} {3,S} {4,S}
2 H uO pO cO {l,S} j 11
3 H uO 0 cO {l,S} "H-C-

4 H uO p0 cO {1, S}

atom index Hi
element

unpaired electrons

pairs of electrons---
charge-

bonded atom index
bond order

Figure 2.2: Adjacency list (left) and graph (right) of a methyl radical.

umn1 indicates the number of lone pairs associated with each atom and is preceded by

the lowercase letter p representing '-pairs". and the 5th coluin indicates the fornal

charge on the atom preceded by the lowercase letter c representing "-charge". The

values in brackets indicate the presence of a bond. with the first value in brackets

indicating the atom in(lex of the atom to which the current atom is bonded. and the

second value indicating whether the bond is single S. double D, triple T., or benzene

B. Finally, the molecule has an overall spin multiplicity defined above the adjacency

list. In the above adjacency list, the carbon atom has a single inpaired electron and

3 single bonds to hydrogen atoms, forming a methyl radical.

2.2.1.2 Grwup adlaccncy lists

Similar to molecule adjacency lists, functional groups can also be described by ad-

jacency lists. but group atom types are used in the adjacency list instead of atomic

elements. These atom types can describe more a more general set of elements and

can sometimes provide additional local )ond structure requirements. The use of

atom types accelerates graph isomorphismn. or equivalency. checks and helps define

both broad and general functional groups. The list of atom types used in 13MG are

defined in Table 2.1. Shown in Figure 2.3 is an example of a group adjacency list.

utilizing the R! H. Cd, and Od atonmtypes described in Table 2.1.

Note that ini a group adjacency list. multiplicity. bonds. atom types. and even

unpaired electrons can be a set of values. In order to distinguish from the notatioll

used for bonds. square brackets are used for a grouping of values. In a group. only

the miumiber of lllnpaired electrons and bond information are required. Values that

are unspecified. such as the number of lone pairs and charges on each atom in the

adjacency list above. are assumed to be wildcards. The notation x can also be lsed

in place of a wildCard.
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Table 2.1: Atom types used in RMG group definitions

Atom type Description

R any atom with any local bond structure
R! H any non-hydrogen atom with any local bond structure
H hydrogen atom with any local bond structure
C1 chlorine atom with any local bond structure
He helium atom with any local bond structure
Ne neon atom with any local bond structure
Ar argon atom with any local bond structure

Carbon atom types

C carbon atom with any local bond structure
Cs carbon atom with only single bonds
Cd carbon atom with one double bond
CO carbon atom with one double bond (to oxygen)
CS carbon atom with one double bond (to sulfur)
Cdd carbon atom with two double bonds
Ct carbon atom with one triple bond
Cb carbon atom with two benzene bonds
Cbf carbon atom with three benzene bonds

Silicon atom types

Si silicon atom with any local bond structure
Sis silicon atom with only single bonds
Sid silicon atom with one double bond
SiO silicon atom with one double bond (to oxygen)
Sidd silicon atom with two double bonds
Sit silicon atom with one triple bond
Sib silicon atom with two benzene bonds
Sif silicon atom with three benzene bonds

Nitrogen atom types

N nitrogen atom with any local bond structure
Nid nitrogen atom with one double bond and two lone pairs
N3s nitrogen atom with up to three single bonds
N3d nitrogen atom with one double bond and up to one single bond
N3t nitrogen atom with one triple bond
N3b nitrogen atom with two benzene bonds
N5s nitrogen atom with four single bonds
N5d nitrogen atom with one double bond two single bonds
N5dd nitrogen atom with two double bonds
N5t nitrogen atom with one triple bond and one single bond
N5b nitrogen atom with two benzene bonds and one single bond

Oxygen atom types

0 oxygen atom with any local bond structure
Os oxygen atom with only single bonds
Od oxygen atom with one double bond
Ot oxygen atom with one triple bond
Da oxygen atom with no bonds

Sulfur atom types

S sulfur atom with any local bond structure
Ss sulfur atom with only single bonds
Sd sulfur atom with one double bond
Sa sulfur atom with no bonds
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Group

multiplicity [1,2,3]
1 R!H ux {2,S} {3,D}
2 H uO {1,S}
3 [Cd,Od] u[0,1] {l,D}

Possible Molecular Structures

R

I.~ H H

H R!H C R R!H R R!H

Figure 2.3: Adjacency list for a functional group (top) and its possible molecular
structures (bottom).

2.2.1.3 Shift to new-style adjacency list: inclusion of lone pairs, charge, and

multiplicity

RMG-Java was developed for C, H, 0 elements only, which generally required only sp3

orbital chemistry and fixed valencies. These old style adjacency lists contained only

information about atom to atom connectivity and radical electrons per atom. An old

style adjacency list is shown in Figure 2.4 depicting a singlet carbene species. Without

spin multiplicity descriptors, there is no way to distinguish a singlet carbene from a

triplet form carbene species. Similarly, variable valencies cannot be implemented

because bonds are calculated implicitly based on an 8 electron configuration for all

atoms, whereas the new style adjacency list independently assigns unpaired electrons,
lone pairs, and partial charges on each atom, allow far more flexibility for accurate

species representations (Figure 2.5).

The implementation of new lone pair attributes for group adjacency lists also

distinguishes the different reactivities of singlets vs triplets. Previously, any type

of radical electron could participate in a reaction family involving radicals. With

the new style group adjacency lists, triplets instead participate in radical step re-

actions (i.e. hydrogen abstraction), while singlets participate as electrophiles and

nucleophiles that react with p orbitals. Three new lone pair reaction families were
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CH2 (S)
1 C 2
2 H 0
3 H 0

{2,S}
{1,S}
{1,s}

13,S}

atom index -

element U
radical electrons -

bonded atom index -
bond order

Figure 2.4: Old style molecular adjacency list for singlet carbene.

spin multiplicity

*H

variable valency

F

F

partial charges

+

Figure 2.5: Tiee new species representation capabilities of the new style adjacency

list: Spin nmltiplicity as a, speies attribuite (left. i.e. singlet vs. triplet carbelle),

variable valency (middle i.e.

nitrogen (lioxi(le).

sulfur hexafluoride). and partial charges (right. i.e.

a(lde(l to RIG as a result: 1+2_Cycloaddition. 1,2_Insertioncarbene, and

loneelectronpairbond.

2.2.2 Thermodynamic parameter estimation

Benson-style group ad(itivity [2. 3] is iisel to estimate therinocheniical paralieters.

inclldi(ling enthalpy AH entropy S', and heat capacities CP. For free radicals. we

use the hydrogen bond increment (HBI) method of Lay ct al. [20]. RIMG1 0 Sls

hierarchical trees in its (latabase for organizing functional group (lata in order to

improve the speed (Iof identifying group contributions. Trees are organize(l by placing

general funictional groui-ps as top inodes, then creating Iiore spCifi( functional groups

as childrei. Identifying the group contribution requires traversing down the tree from

general to specific functional group.

The algoritln for estimating the thermodynamic iparaneters for a species is shown

in Figure 2.6. First. resonance isomers of the species are generated, including aromatic

forms of the species. Then, the t hermodIynamic paramleters for each individual isomer
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is calculated, first by checking whether the isomer is a free radical species in which HBI

corrections are needed. After this step, group contributions to the enthalpy, entropy,
and heat capacities are applied to the the saturated compound. Then, symmetry

algorithms are used to apply a total symmetry number o- correction to the entropy

of formation:

S0 = SA - Rln- (2.1)

where S' is the standard corrected entropy of formation at 298K, SGA is the standard

entropy at 298K calculated by the group additivity method, and R is the gas constant.

Finally, cyclic and polycyclic ring corrections and gauche corrections are made to

the thermodynamic parameters. Once the algorithm finishes iterating through all

the isomers, RMG chooses the thermochemistry of the isomer with the most stable

enthalpy to represent the thermochemistry for the overall species.

2.2.2.1 On-the-fly quantum mechanics for cyclic species

Benson group additivity is known to poorly estimate the enthalpy and entropy of

cyclic and fused cyclic compounds due to the lack of appropriate ring strain cor-

rections. RMG includes a Quantum Mechanics Thermodynamic Property (QMTP)

interface [4] which allows it to perform on-the-fly quantum calculations to determine

thermodynamic parameters for cyclic and polycylic species. This interface utilizes

three-dimensional molecular structures in force field or quantum mechanical calcu-

lations to obtain thermodynamic parameter estimates. First, RMG sends molecular

connectivities derived form its internal molecular graph representations to RDKit [21],
which converts them to 3D coordinates using a distance geometry algorithm. Then,
an input file containing the 3D molecular structure is sent to an external quantum

mechanics program such as MOPAC or GAUSSIAN. RMG derives the thermody-

namic properties from parsing the relevant frequencies and energies from the output

files. Currently, RMG supports several semi-empirical methods such as PM3, PM6,
and PM7.

2.2.3 Kinetic parameter estimation

RMG generates elementary reactions from chemical species using an extensible set

of 45 reaction families. A reaction family consists of a template that describes the

reactive sites, as well as a reaction recipe which dictates how the bond connectiv-

ity changes when the reaction proceeds to products. Associated with each reaction

family is a hierarchical tree of rate estimation rules, classifying reactions according

to neighboring functional groups. The rate estimation trees can be modified and
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Apply ring and gauche corrections

Apply symmetry number
correction to entropy
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End of isomers?
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Choose thermo parameters
of isomer with lowest AH~f,298K

Figure 2.6: Flowchart of the group additivity-based
mation algorithm as implemented in RMG.

thermodynamic parameter esti-

extended without editing or recompiling the software, making it much more practical

for chemists to add new information.

For example, the reaction family Habstraction dictates the hydrogen abstrac-

tion from species XH by a radical species Y, as shown in Figure 2.8 along with its

reaction recipe.
kf

For any reversible reaction Reactant(s) - Product(s), thermodynamic consis-
kr

tency is maintained through the following relation between the forward and back-
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Figure 2.7: Schematic depicting the QMTP interface for calculating thermodynamic

parameters on-the-fly using quantum mechanics in RMG. Adapted from Magoon et

al. [4]

*1 *2

+

Reaction Recipe

*1

Break bond
Form bond
Gain radical
Lose radical

*2 *

+ Y

{*1, S, *2}
{*2, S, }
{*1, i}

{* , i}

Figure 2.8: Reaction template and recipe for the HAbstraction family.

I
wards reaction rate:

RT)
=Kcq = (P eXI -AG Tn (T)

RT

where Keq is the equilibrium constant of the reaction, T is the reaction temperature,

R is the gas constant, P0 is the standard pressure (1 bar), AG,),(T) is the standard

reaction free energy, and An is the change in moles in the reaction.

For most reaction families in RMG, the rates are defined in the forward direc-

tion. The reverse kinetics are calculated through the relation k, = kj/Keq using the

thermodynamic parameters estimated for the reaction species. The organization of

kinetic rate parameters is done, like for thermodynamic parameters, using hierar-

chical trees based on the principle that reactions between similar reacting sites in a
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family will have similar kinetic rates. For each reactant site, a hierarchical tree is

constructed with a general functional group that subdivides into children that are

mutually exclusive and more specific than the parent. Partial representative trees

of the two reactants from the Habstraction family, XH and Y, are shown in Fig-

ure 2.9. Individual "rate rules" are defined for a set of functional groups for each

reaction site through a temperature dependent kinetic paramter k(T) described by

the modified Arrhenius expression:

k(T) = A ( T 9fexp (2.3)
1 K RT

where A is the pre-exponential factor, n is the temperature exponential factor, Ea is

the activation energy, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature. Alternatively,
the activation energy E can be related to the enthalpy of reaction AHrx through

the constrained Evans-Polanyi relationship:

E= max(0, aAHrxn + EO) (2.4)

where a, and EO are constants. Finally, for endothermic reactions in RMG, the

activation energy E is raised to at least the endothermicity of the reaction using the

following relationship:

Ea = max(Ea, AH,,n) (2.5)

Upon loading the database, RMG fills in data within the hierarchical tree through

an averaging algorithm. It locates sets of parent functional groups which have children

containing data, and generates an geometrically averaged rate rule using the formula:

nlog ki (T)
log k(T) = l ((2.6)

where ki (T) is the ith child rate rule and n is the total number of children. Parents

which are higher up in the tree may include children that are averaged rate rules

themselves. To estimate the kinetic rate parameter for an individual reaction, the

most specific functional groups that describe the reaction are determined by descend-

ing the reactant trees as far as possible. This set of functional groups is then used to

match rate rules in the database. Consider the simple hierarchical trees for functional

groups in a bimolecular reaction shown in Figure 2.10. If a reaction matches the func-

tional group pair (A 3 ,B3), but the database is missing this particular rate rule, then

RMG will first search the nearest distance parent pairs (A1 ,B3) and (B1 ,A 3) to see if

these pairs contain data. If one or more of these pairs contains data, the geometric

average of those rates will be used as the kinetics estimate. If neither contain data,
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RMG will move on to the distance 2 pairs: (A1,B 1 ), (A,B3 ), (B,A:3 ), and once again

check for data and use the geometric average of these data if it exists, continuing

until it reaches the topmost general set of groups. Given the use of the averaging

approximation for kinetic parameter estimation, RMG's accuracy is highly dependent

on the amount of data present in its hierarchical trees.

X-H
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CH4

-C-H C=-H O=C-H 0=0-H
I I I I

-CH
3 -CH
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Figure 2.9: Hierarchical trees for the reactants in the HAbstraction family. Top:

Partial tree of the X-H reactant. Bottom: Partial tree of the Y reactant.

Table 2.2: RMG Reaction Families
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Table 2.2: continued from previous page

1,2_Insertion CO

1, 2_ shif tS

1,3_InsertionCO2

,---2s-3R S-_3R--

>=10=0 + 4R

1,3_InsertionROR

1,3_InsertionRSR

1,4_Cyclicbiradscission

1,4_Linearbiradscission

2+2_cycloadditionCCO

2+2_cycloadditionCd

2+2_cycloadditionCO

Biradrecombination

CyclicEtherFormation

Diels alder addition
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H_Abstraction
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Table 2.2: continued from previous page

->N-
3
0-l H

intra_N02_ONOconversion

intra_OH_migration

Intra_R_AddEndocyclic

Intra_R_AddExocyclic

Intra_R_AddExoTetCyclic

IntraRHAddEndocyclic

IntraRHAddExocyclic

avo% 20- OH 3
HO-- P rVF n 20

a Ju. 2R =3R R uvx 2R-R

rkf\.r R R

Jof-PR=3R __ A~ 
2

R--
3

R

Ifavn2R--R R -
2

R + 3R

H

H-2 3 3Av2R -R
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2

S

intrasubstitutionCScyclization

intrasubstitutionCSisomerization

intrasubstitutionScyclization
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Table 2.2: continued from previous page

3s

R_AdditionCSm -s*+ R.

R_AdditionMultipleBond R + 
3R R-R-3R

R_Recombination K + 
2R R

Substitution_0 R- 
2

R + 
3

R R-'0-
3

R + 2R

SubstitutionS R- S_ 2
R + R R -S-

3
R + 

2
R

2.2.3. 1 Training reactions

One drawback of a rate rule based database is the loss of molecular information.

The user inputting the rate rule into the database selects the most fitting groups

to represent the reaction; however, this provides only functional group information

rather than complete information regarding the specific reactants and products. If

the functional group hierarchical trees were to be altered, it becomes very difficult

to reassign the rate rules without knowing the original reaction. Therefore, in RMG-

Py, new kinetic parameter data is encouraged to be added in the database through

"training" reactions, which retains information about the real molecules. When RMG

finds the training reaction during model generation, it uses the exact kinetics from

the training reaction. In addition, RMG uses the training reaction to generate rate

rule data for the set of functional groups that match that reaction in the current

hierarchical tree so that it can improve the kinetics of similar reactions.

2.2.3.2 Reaction libraries

Sometimes users will wish to use reactions from literature or calculations that they

do not wish to influence other kinetics. In this case, they can create a "reaction

library" which contains individual reactions and kinetic data that overrides RMG's

native kinetic parameter estimation scheme. RMG will use the reaction library's

kinetic data to determine how to proceed in generating the model. In RMG, multiple

reaction libraries can be used with user-assigned priority.

2.2.3.3 Seed mechanisms

If an entire submechanism is desired to be included in the model, the user can use a

"seed mechanism" in the model generation process. By doing so, the seed mechanism's

kinetic parameters will both override RMG's native parameter estimation as well as
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Figure 2.10: Simple hierarchical trees for a bimolecular reaction family containing
reactants A and B.

be forced to be included in the model, whereas reactions from a reaction library will
only enter the model if the reaction is deemed to be important through the flux-based
model expansion algorithm. Multiple seed mechanisms can be specified in RMG with
user-assigned priority.

2.2.4 Rate-based algorithm

RMG uses the rate-based algorithm of Susnow et al. [5] to determine which species
and reactions to include in the model. The flow chart shown in Figure 2.11 demon-
strates the model generation process, which begins with a user-specified set of initial
species and conditions (i.e. temperature, pressure) and some termination criteria for
which to end the simulation (i.e. a specified end time or goal conversion for some
initial species). The initial species in the reaction system are placed into the "core"

of the model and RMG determines all the possible reactions that can result from the

core species, generating a list of possible product species on the "edge." The reactor

is initialized at t = 0 and integrated in time until the flux Ri d= to an edge
species i exceeds ERchar, where e is the user-specified error tolerance, and Rchar is the
characteristic flux of the system, defined by:

Rchar = R species j E core (2.7)
j

The edge species with the largest flux is brought into the core, and the reaction

generation and integration steps are repeated until the termination criteria is satisfied,
generating the final kinetic model, which now contains all the species and reactions

that have significant fluxes at the reaction conditions. The expansion of the model

core is depicted in Figure 2.12.
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Initial set of Reactor
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Figure 2.11: Flowchart of the rate-based algorithm as implemented in RMG. The
generated mechanism contains the final set of species and reactions in the core.
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Figure 2.12: Schematic depicting expansion of the model core as RMG proceeds.

Currently, there are two reactor types that can be simulated within RMG. The first

is the SimpleReactor, which is an isothermal, isobaric reactor in the gas phase. The

second is the LiquidReactor, which is isothermal and isochoric reactor in the liquid

phase. More information regarding liquid phase solvation and diffusion estimation is

detailed in the Additional Features section.
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2.2.4.1 Filtering reactions within the rate-based algorithm

Model convergence through the rate-based algorithm is often difficult when generating

models for large molecules. For instance, model generation can take several days to

converge for a C18 molecule such as phenyldodecane with very loose tolerances. The

pain point in the rate-based algorithm is the generation of reactions, particularly

within the bimolecular reaction families, where new edge reactions are created on

the order of mreaction sites -ncore species - number of bimolecular reaction families per

iteration, where m is the number of reaction sites on the newly added core species,
and n is the number of total core species.

Reaction generation can be thought of as a two step process. For each new edge

reaction, RMG must create the appropriate product species objects in memory based

on the reaction family template as well as retrieve the kinetics from the rate rule

estimation scheme (step 1). Then, the fluxes of all new and old edge reactions are

evaluated to determine the next species to include in the model core (step 2). In

terms of CPU speed, step 1 is extremely slow in comparison to the simple numerical

evaluation performed in step 2. Therefore, a method was devised to filter the reactions

generated in step 1, based on the expectation of their fluxes in step 2. This can be

done by applying a conservative bound on the reaction fluxes based on the maximum

kinetic rate possible kthreshold and turning off reaction generation when fluxes are

expected to be negligible.

For unimolecular reactions, the bound is applied to the reaction flux Runimoiecuiar

Runimolecular = kunimolecular, threshold CA > EfRchar for all t

kBT (2.8)
kunimoiecuiar, threshold = h

where CA is the concentration of the unimolecular reactant species A, E is the

model error tolerance, Rchar is the characteristic flux defined in Equation 2.7, kB is

the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, h is Planck's constant, and t is time.

For bimolecular reactions, the bound is applied to the reaction flux Rbimolecular

Rbimolecular = kbimolecular, threshold CA CB > Efchar for all t

cm3  (2.9)
kbimolecular, threshold = 1 > 101

mol - S

where CA and CB are the concentrations of the bimolecular reactant species A and

B, e is the model error tolerance, Rchar is the characteristic flux defined in Equation

2.7, and kbimolecular,threshold is set to the diffusion-limit rate coefficient.
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Table 2.3: Comparison of model generation times for n-heptane pyrolysis with reac-
tion filtering turned off and on in the rate-based enlarging algorithm.

Reaction filtering off Reaction filtering on

Model generation time (hr) 24 2.5
Memory usage (MB) 2500 2000
Core species 128 248
Core reactions 1410 2420

Within the code, binary arrays unimolecularThreshold and bimolecularThreshold

are used to store flags for whether a species or a pair of species have concentrations

that satisfy the bounds applied in Equation 2.8 and 2.9 evaluated at each time step

in the simulation.

Two additional binary arrays unimolecularReact and bimolecularReact store

flags detecting when the unimolecularThreshold or bimolecularThreshold flags

shift from False to True. These flags signal for RMG to react species together in

the reaction generation step, filtering reactions that have expected fluxes that are

negligible.

Reaction filtering results in more than ten times CPU speed up as well as a

decrease in RAM usage when applied to a n-heptane pyrolysis model, as shown in

the comparison in Table 2.3. The model generated when reaction filtering is turned

on produces contains nearly twice as many species as the original model with no loss

of accuracy in output species profiles.

2.3 Features

A number of additional features in RMG include the ability to automatically gen-

erate pressure-dependent rate coefficients, reactions in the liquid phase, estimation

of transport properties, and sensitivity analysis. In addition, the latest version of

CanTherm is bundled within RMG and can be used to calculate thermochemical

and kinetic quantities through transition state theory when used in conjunction with

quantum chemistry software. In order to assist browsing the database and working

with the species representation within RMG, a web front end has been developed and

hosted on http: //rmg. mit . edu, where many tools and graphical interfaces for RMG

are available.
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2.3.1 Estimation of pressure-dependent rate coefficients

Thermal unimolecular reactions proceed via nonreactive collisions with an inert third

body to provide or remove the energy necessary for reaction. The reaction rate for

these unimolecular reactions depend on the number of nonreactive collisions, which

in turn is dependent on the pressure of the system. Under conditions where such

collisions are rate-limiting, the observed phenomenological rate coefficient k(T, P) is

a function of both temperature T and pressure P. A unimolecular system is shown

in Figure 2.13.

k.(E) *0 k(E)

kd(E)
W(T, P)

2) A + B
(reactants)

uJ
(adduct)

D + E
(products)

Reaction coordinate

Figure 2.13: A typical unimolecular system. An activated species C* can be formed
either from chemical activation (as the product of an association reaction) or ther-
mal activation (via collisional excitation). Once activated, multiple isomerization and
dissociation reactions may become competitive with one another and with collisional
stabilization; these combine to form a network of unimolecular reactions described
by a set of phenomenological rate coefficients k(T, P) that connect each pair of con-
figurations, not just those directly adjacent.

A framework for estimating these pressure-dependent rate coefficients using high-

pressure-limit kinetic data has been implemented in RMG and is described thoroughly

in a separate paper [22]. The master equation model describes the unimolecular re-

action network mathematically but is very computationally intensive. Thus, three

methods for reducing the master equation and estimating the phenomenological rate

coefficients have been implemented within RMG in addition to the master equa-

tion model: the modified strong collision method [23], the reservoir state method

[24], and the chemically-significant eigenvalues method [25]. In the case of auto-

matic generation of pressure-dependent rate coefficients, the modified strong collision
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method is recommended for its speed and robustness. However, detailed investigation

of individual reaction networks should be refined using either the reservoir state or

chemically-significant eigenvalues method as they are more accurate.

2.3.2 Liquid phase solvation and diffusion

A framework for modeling solvent effects in RMG has been implemented [26] and

is described briefly here. To model solution phase chemistry, we must estimate the

changes in the thermochemical properties of a species going from the gas phase to

the solvent phase. The thermodynamics of solvation for a species can be modeled

through the partition coefficient K, which is defined as the ratio of the concentration

of the species in the solvent phase to that in the gas phase at equilibrium:

K = ( " ) (2.10)
(Cgas ) e

Assuming the chemical potential of a species i in each phase may be modeled

using the equation:

pi = p' + RTInC, (2.11)

the change in the standard Gibbs free energy of a species in going from the gas phase

to the solvent phase may be written as

AGO =-RTln i -RT lnK, (2.12)
Cgas )eq

In other words, the free energy of solvation can be directly calculated from the

partition coefficient. Thus, RMG must be able to estimate the free energy change

using estimated partition coefficient data as well as assign the free energy change to

enthalpic and entropic contributions in a suitable theoretical scheme.

Linear Solvation Energy Relationships (LSERs) have been developed in order to

understand the fundamental nature of solute-solvent interactions. In particular, the

Abraham model [27, 28] uses molecular descriptors to predict the partition coefficient

of a species in a large number of solvents:

log K = c + aA + bB + sS + eE + lL (2.13)

where K is the partition coefficient, the upper case parameters A, B, E, S and L are

properties of the solute, and the lower case letters c, s, a, b, e and I are properties of

the solvent.

The Abraham model is an empirical model that relies on experimental partition

coefficient data to fit the model parameters. The aA and bB account for the free
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energy change associated with the formation of hydrogen bonds between the solute

and the solvent, the sS and eE terms account for intermolecular interactions such as

dipole moments, the 1L term accounts for the free energy change associated with the

cavity formation process, and c is a correction factor.

The solvent parameters are obtained through multiple linear regression techniques

on partition coefficient data of several solutes in the solvent of interest. These pa-

rameters are known and found in RMG's database as a library. The technique used

to obtain solute parameters A, B, E, S, L for a compound for which experimental

data are available is similar to the method used for the solvent parameters; however,
in order to use the model for a large variety of solutes where experimental data are

unavailable, a predictive method is necessary. RMG uses the Group Additivity based

scheme for the estimation of Abraham solute parameters published by Platts et al.

[29].

In the absence of a quantitative understanding of the temperature dependence of

solvation thermodynamics [30], we use the simple approximation to model first order

temperature dependence of AG, 0 ,:

AG801V(T) = AHsOIv - TASsoIv (2.14)

In RMG we use the Mintz [31-33] correlations to estimate AH,OIv empirically:

AHSO 1V = c' + a'A + b'B + e'E + s'S + l'L (2.15)

where A, B, E, S and L are the same solute descriptors used in the Abraham model for

the estimation of AGol,. The lowercase coefficients c', a', b', e', s' and ' characterize

the solvent and were obtained by regression to experimental data in a manner similar

to that employed for the Abraham correlations.

Generation of kinetic models requires an understanding of solvation effects on

elementary reaction rates. Solution phase reactions can be limited by transport of

the reacting species towards each other (known as diffusive limits) and the cage-

effect, which describes the increased probability of reaction between species trapped

in a solvent cage. The theory behind diffusive limits in solution phase reactions is

well established [34] and gives the the expression of the effective rate constant kff for

a diffusion limited reaction:
4'7FRD kr

keff- 4rRDkr (2.16)
4,r RD + k,

where k, is the intrinsic reaction rate, R is the sum of radii of the reactants and D

is the sum of the diffusivities of the reacting species. This expression represents the
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simplest equilibrium treatment of diffusive limits in the solution phase and is based

on the Smoluchowski theory with corrections made by Collins and Kimball [35]. The

effect of diffusive limits on reaction rates depends on the relative magnitudes of the

intrinsic reaction rate k, and the diffusive limit 47rRD. Estimation of diffusive limits

for a given reaction requires estimates of the species radii and diffusivities in different

solvents. In RMG, we use the McGowan scheme [36] to estimates the species vol-

ume and its effective radius and the Stokes-Einstein correlation to estimation species

diffusivities, which requires the solvent viscosity as input. Temperature-dependent

viscosity correlations are included for a variety of solvents.

In order to maintain thermodynamic consistency, the forward rate constant, kf
kf

in the reaction scheme A r B + C shall be affected if the reverse process kr,eff is
kr,eff

slowed down by diffusion. In cases where both the forward and the reverse reaction

rates are bimolecular, both diffusive limits are evaluated and the direction with the

larger effect is used.

2.3.3 Transport property estimation

RMG is capable of estimating the transport properties of chemical species in a re-

action mechanism automatically [37]. The transport data are saved in a CHEMKIN

compatible format and can be used to run transport-dependent simulations such as

laminar flames. RMG includes the GRI-Mech3.0 [38] transport library and estimates

the transport properties for other molecules. The transport properties outputted are

the parameters for the Lennard-Jones potential, which describes the intermolecular

potential between two molecules or atoms:

12 - or 6~

V(r) = 4c (2.17)

where V is the intermolecular potential, E is the well depth and measures the strength

of attraction between the two particles, o is the internuclear distance at which the

intermolecular potential is zero, and r is the internuclear distance between the two

particles. RMG estimates a (in Angstroms) and E (in Joules) using the properties of

the fluid at the critical point (c) through empirical correlations taken from Tee et al.

[39]:

1

07= 2.44 ("C) 3 (2.18)
PC

0.77Tc (2.19)
kB
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T, is the critical temperature in Kelvins, and

P, is the critical pressure in bar. The critical temperature and pressure, as well as
boiling point Tb, for each molecule are estimated using the Joback group additivity

method [40, 41]:

TT = 2 (2.20)
0.584 + 0.965' Tc,Z -

PC = 2 (2.21)
0.113 + 0.0032na - (Pc,2

Tb= 198 +Z Tb,i (2.22)
i

where na is the total number of atoms in the molecule, and Tc,j, Pc,i, and T,i are

the group contributions to critical temperature, critical pressure, and boiling point,
respectively.

RMG also provides the shape index, which indicates whether the molecule is

monatomic (shape index = 0), linear (shape index = 1) or nonlinear (shape index =
2) in geometry. Currently, RMG sets the dipole moment, polarizability, and rotational

relaxation collision number to zero.

2.3.4 Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis can be performed within RMG with respect to either the forward

kinetic rate parameters or thermochemistry AG,(T) of an individual species. The

kinetic model can be described as a set of ordinary differential equations of the form:

dy
= fy t; A)

dt (2.23)
y(to) = Yo

where y is the solution vector, t is time, A is the time-independent vector of input

parameters, and yo is the initial value of y. In this definition the first order sensitivity

coefficient of output yi with respect to parameter A3 is given as:

y= (2.24)

We are particularly interested in the normalized sensitivity of species i with respect

to the rate coefficient k3 of reaction j:
9 ln ci kj Oci (2.25)
0 In kj ci k Okj
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and the semi-normalized sensitivity with respect to the the AGO of species j:

&ln c= 1 ( - C) (2.26)
OAGi' ci KAGI

Both types of sensitivities can be automatically simulated within RMG, either in

a stand-alone analysis or at the end of an RMG job. RMG relies on the differential

equation solver DASPK3.1 [42] to compute the sensitivities automatically.

2.3.5 CanTherm

The most up to date version of CanTherm is bundled as a subprogram of RMG

and contains additional features and improvements on the original program [43]. It

is a tool used for computing the thermodynamic properties of chemical species and

the high-pressure limit rate coefficients for chemical reactions using the results of

quantum chemistry calculations. Thermodynamic properties are computed using the

Rigid Rotor Harmonic Oscillator approximation with optional corrections for hin-

dered internal rotors. Kinetic parameters are computed using canonical transition

state theory with optional tunneling corrections. CanTherm is compatible with out-

put files from several well known quantum chemistry software programs, including

Gaussian, MOPAC, QChem, and MOLPRO. For different methods, CanTherm ap-

plies additional atom, bond, and spin-orbit coupling energy corrections to adjust the

computed energies to the usual gas-phase reference states.

2.3.6 Cantera support

Cantera [44] support allows RMG to access a variety of reactor system solvers beyond

RMG's native isothermal, isobaric batch reactor. Several new classes and functions

to help the user work with Cantera models and simulations were implemented in

rmgpy. tools .canteraModel. Cantera is written in C++ but contains Python wrap-

pings, making it highly compatible with RMG. Support includes both the capability

to convert a RMG-generated CHEMKIN model to a Cantera format .cti file, as

well as direct conversion of RMG Species and Reaction objects to Cantera python

objects.

2.3.7 Web front-end

Since RMG is a software program with a command-line interface, there is a learning

curve for many experimental chemists and kineticists. To familiarize users with RMG,

we have created a web interface for working with the software, located at http:

//rmg.mit.edu.
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A visual display and molecular search tool available for the all the databases

(kinetics, thermodynamics, solvation, statistical mechanics, and transport), providing

live queries for thermodynamic and kinetic parameter estimates valuable for working

with the software as well as for comparing with literature. The demand for such

comprehensive databases is high in the chemistry community. For example, the NIST
Chemical Webbook has more than 10,000 unique visitors per month. With an user-

inputted molecule or reaction, the website can return RMG's estimate for kinetics

or other properties, along with the original sources for those estimates. This helps

provide transparency for RMG's databases and methodology.

Since the RMG adjacency list format for molecules can be difficult to construct

by hand, the website also provides tools to convert SMILES, InChI, CAS number,
and common species names into the adjacency list format.

Visualization of the molecular structures and reactions within an RMG-generated

model is also possible by uploading the outputted CHEMKIN file and associated

species dictionary file. Visualization through the interactive website also enables

filtering of the reactions by family and species, and automatic display of evaluated

kinetics and heats of reaction. Additional web tools include visual model comparison,
model merging, input file construction, and kinetics plotting.

The RMG interactive website is written on a Django python-based framework and

is also open source. The most up to date version of the source code can be found on the

Gitlub reposi ory https: //github. com/ReactionMe chanismGenerat or/RMG-website

2.4 Example: n-heptane pyrolysis

The following example uses an n-heptane model generated by RMG to simulate recent

pyrolysis experimental data gathered by Yuan et al. [45] at Hefei. The experimental

study was performed at low pressure (400 Pa) with temperatures ranging from 780-

1780 K.

The input .py file for the n-heptane pyrolysis model is shown below:

database (

thermoLibraries = [ primaryThermoLibrary'],

reactionLibraries = [,

seedMechanisms = [1,

kineticsDepositories = ['training'],

kineticsFamilies = 'default',
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kineticsEstimator = 'rate rules',

)
generatedSpeciesConstraints(

maximumRadicalElectrons = 1,

)
species(

label='n-heptane',

reactive=True,

structure=SMILES('CCCCCCC'),

)
species(

label='Ar',

reactive=False,

structure=SMILES('[Ar]'),

)
simpleReactor(

temperature=(1000,'K'),

pressure=(400,'Pa'),

initialMoleFractions={

'n-heptane': 0.02,

'Ar': 0.98,

terminationConversion={

'n-heptane': 0.99,

},

terminationTime=(1e6,'s'),

)
simpleReactor(

temperature=(1500,'K'),

pressure=(400,'Pa'),

initialMoleFractions={

'n-heptane': 0.02,

'Ar': 0.98,

terminationConversion={

'n-heptane': 0.99,
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},

terminationTime=(1e6,'s'),

)

simpleReactor (

temperature=(2000,'K'),

pressure=(400, 'Pa'),

initialMoleFractions={

'n-heptane': 0.02,

'Ar': 0.98,

},

terminationConversion={

'n-heptane': 0.99,

},

terminationTime=(1e6,'s'),

)

simulator (

atol=le-16,

rtol=le-8,

)

model(

toleranceTMove oUCore=U0. U02,

toleranceInterruptSimulation=0.02,

)
pressureDependence (

method='modified strong collision',

maximumGrainSize=(0.5, 'kcal/mol'),

minimumNumberOfGrains=250,

temperatures=(300,3000,'K',8),

pressures=(0.001,100,'bar',5),

interpolation=('Chebyshev', 6, 4),

)

This input file first describes databases to be used: the specific libraries and

estimation method. A generatedSpeciesConstraints option is used to constrain

the maximum number of electrons in the model to 1 or fewer, excluding biradical

species from appearing in the model. This parameter is used to speed up model
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convergence by restricting the types of species that RMG considers within the model.

Then, the reactive and nonreactive species are declared: n-heptane and argon,

followed by a series of one or more reaction systems that describe the initial quantities

of the reactants and the temperature and pressure conditions. Since the experimental

conditions spanned a wide range of temperatures, 3 reactor systems were used with

temperatures of 1000, 1500, and 2000 K. Each reactor has a conversion termination

criteria of 99% conversion of n-heptane with a fallback time termination criteria.

Then the numerical simulation tolerances are given, followed by RMG's desired

model generation error tolerance c described in Section 2.4. This tolerance C = 0.02

can be further tightened to a smaller value if the user wishes to obtain a larger and

more comprehensive model.

Pressure dependence in this example is turned on because the reaction conditions

are at low pressure and high temperatures, making pressure dependence highly rel-

evant. Additional options for the job for drawing molecules, saving simulation data,
etc. follow. Note that these input options are incomplete; the complete set of in-

put file options can be found in the documentation. Several example input files are

included within the RMG-Py/examples/rmg/ folder.

The completed n-heptane pyrolysis RMG model contains 49 species and 638 re-

actions. Simulations of the flow tube pyrolysis experiments were carried out in

CHEMKIN-PRO [46] for the RMG-generated model and the LLNL n-heptane de-

tailed mechanism version 3.1 [47]. The major species found in experiment along with

the simulations are shown in Figure 2.14. The RMG-generated model is a first-pass

model constructed automatically solely using RMG's databases. It is able to match

the LLNL model for predicting the species conversion of n-heptane. Sensitivity anal-

ysis and refinement of thermodynamic and kinetic parameters within the database

typically follow in the model development cycle.

2.5 Design principles

RMG-Py is implemented using a new modularization design that improves upon

its predecessor, RMG-Java, using smaller modules and packages grouped by more

specific functionality. The database is distinctly separate from the code and stored

in a separate RMG-database folder. RMG-Py has also been developed using the

software principles of unit testing, strong error handling, integrated documentation,

and distributed version control through GitHub. The shift to Python allows us to

work with a number of existing cheminformatics libraries which provide a number
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Figure 2.14: N-heptane flow tube experiments at P = 400 Pa for an initial mixture of

2% n-heptane and 98% argon. Simulated mole fraction profiles by the RMG-generated

model (lines) and LLNL v3.1 model (dotted lines.)

of advanced features to RMG. Selective optimization of performance-critical areas of

the code has been done through Cython [48, 49]. Cython compiles Python-style code

to C through static typing, leading to over an order of magnitude or higher speed up

for numerically intensive code. We are currently developing parallelization methods

to further increase the speed and reduce memory requirements. The new version of

RMG is designed with the user in mind, with a web front end to improve ease of use

and transparency within the kinetics community.

2.6 Binary packaging using the Anaconda Python

distribution

The advantage of migrating to the Python language is wide availability of Python-

based cheminformatics libraries and dependencie. A major drawback of relying on

a variety of libraries is the increased difficulty of installing a working version of the

software given dependency compatibility issues across different operating systems and

software versions. This is especially difficult when a user develops or compiles other
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software using Python, which may lead to conflicting dependencies with RMG.

The Anaconda Python distribution [501, developed in 2013, was selected to address

the problem of managing the Python environment for RMG. Anaconda has local

desktop environment management and segregation, allowing software to be compiled

with an isolated set of dependencies. It also has the capability to compile Anaconda-

compatible software packages using simple recipes. Package management is freely

accessible to individuals and groups, allowing us to upload RMG-specific dependency

packages onto the Anaconda RMG channel found at http: //anaconda. org/rmg/.

These packages are then accessible to anyone by simply adding an extra flag to the

installation commands referring to the rmg channel. Common dependencies such

as numpy, scipy, and matplotlib are managed by Anaconda, and a variety of other

libraries can be found precompiled, available to copy and distribute onto any number

of channels. Using the Anaconda Python distribution allows us to maintain and

manage RMG's dependencies on a single channel. Anaconda not only gives us the

capability to create RMG binaries, it also enables developers to compile RMG by

source without having to reinstall dependencies and easily switch between isolated

Python environments when working on different projects. From installations that

often took several hours or fail, RMG installation now takes less than 20 minutes

across all major operating systems: Linux (32 and 64-bit), Mac OSX (64-bit), and

Windows (32 and 64-bit).
More information on installing RMG through the Anaconda platform can be

found in the RMG documentation online: http: //react ionmechanismgenerator.

github. io/RMG-Py/. Additional guides for compiling Anaconda binaries can be

found on the RMG wiki: https: //github. com/ReactionMechanisimGenerator/RMG-Py/

wiki.

2.7 Conclusion

RMG is one of the most widely used automatic reaction mechanism generation codes

currently available. With the shift to Python, it now takes advantage of several exist-

ing chemistry libraries and is capable of constructing mechanisms for species involving

carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, sulfur, and nitrogen. RMG's features include thermody-

namic and kinetic parameter estimation, automatic generation of pressure-dependent

rate coefficients, liquid phase solvation networks, transport property estimation, and

sensitivity analysis. RMG has been developed for over a decade and has generated

numerous validated reaction networks. This new version of RMG provides the most
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advanced features for reaction mechanism generation in a single open-souce and easily

extensible package, with a convenient web-based graphical user interface.
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3
SCREENING FUNGI-DERIVED BIOFUEL CANDIDATES: A

LOW TEMPERATURE OXIDATION MODEL FOR CINEOLE

Conversion of lignocellulosic biomass to fuels has been a subject of interest driven

by an era of high oil prices and a desire for a sustainable, carbon-neutral fuel econ-

omy. The first generation of biofuels have been derived primarily from sugar, starch

and oil crops, producing biodiesel, ethanol, and syngas. Due to the nature of these

feedstocks being tied to global food production, research has been directed toward

second-generation biofuels derived from lignocellulosic biomass. [1] Although biofuels

are derived from renewable sources and thus have lower net greenhouse gas emissions

than fossil fuels, their economic viability for large-scale commercialization remains

an open question. Furthermore, biomass-derived biofuel candidates are not typically

compounds found in conventional fuels, leading to the question of their compatibility

with current and future engine technologies. In particular, advanced clean, efficient

combustion engines which rely on compression ignition are very sensitive to fuel oxi-

dation chemistry. [2, 3]

Recently, several strains of endophytic fungi which can directly break down cellu-

lose into potential fuel compounds have been discovered by researchers at Montana

State University. [4] This discovery could potentially eliminate the expensive de-

composition step required in most conventional processes for lignocellulosic biofuel

production. Isolating and scaling up the fungi metabolic processes through biological

engineering may be a promising route toward cellulosic biofuel generation, especially

given their relatively minimal fungi genomes. [5] These isolated metabolic pathways

can then be expressed in more tractable organisms such as E. coli to maximize fuel

production. [6]

The fungi produce a large selection of novel hydrocarbon compounds with widely

unknown fuel chemistry, including a variety of ketones, ethers, and terpenoids. [7, 8]

Conventional diesel and gasoline cannot be obtained in pure form. It is believed that
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bioengineering can improve the selectivity of certain products, but product optimiza-

tion cannot occur without knowledge of which fuel targets are viable. Fundamental

combustion experiments on the representative compounds and detailed theoretical

kinetics are needed to provide feedback on the desirability of specific molecules as

fuels.

To address these issues comprehensively, coordinated efforts towards metabolic

engineering and biofuel-engine co-development are required. Figure 3.1 depicts the

collaborative framework. Combustion researchers develop fundamental mechanisms

for the combustion of potential biofuels that have been identified by synthetic biolo-

gists. Ignition and engine trials then provide feasibility tests for the fuels and yield

recommendations for the bioengineering scale-up of specific metabolic pathways. This

coupling of fundamental and applied combustion chemistry with synthetic biology is

a strategy to identify and investigate the most promising fuel compounds through

mutual feedback. [6, 9]

First, the spectrum of volatile organic compounds are profiled from the natural

fungal metabolization of biomass. From these compounds, candidates for further in-

vestigation are chosen based on both (1) selectivity and prominence in the product

yield and (2) lack of existing combustion chemistry knowledge. In this chapter, two

model compounds that fit this criteria were studied: DIPK (diisopropyl ketone, Figure

3.2) and cineole (1,3,3-trimethyl-2-oxabicyclo[2,2,2] octane, Figure 3.3). Fundamen-

tal experimental measurements of these two compounds are combined with detailed

theoretical kinetics efforts using RMG to develop predictive combustion models that

can simulate these fuels in engines. These models are intended to validate against

HCCI engine performance measurements and provide feedback in the screening and

recommendation of viable biofuel candidates.

The detailed kinetic modeling of DIPK and experimental validation has been

published in Combustion and Flame [9] and also described in Josh Allen's thesis

[10]. Strong NTC (negative temperature coefficient) behavior was observed in the

ignition behavior owing to the stable energy of the fuel's resonance-stabilized tertiary

alkyl radical. HCCI engine experiments were conducted for DIPK and compared

against conventional gasoline and neat ethanol performance in an SAE paper. [11]

DIPK demonstrated high temperature and pressure sensitivity compared to gasoline

and ethanol, while demonstrating lower autoignition reactivity. In summary, DIPK

operates at a higher thermal efficiency than gasoline at comparable loads and does not

require combustion timing retardation, making it suitable for use in HCCI engines.

The experimental and kinetic modeling study of cineole is the primary focus of
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Figure 3.1: The collaborative lignocellulosic biofuel research effort framework for

integrating combustion chemistry and engine performance feedback into the metabolic

engineering of fungi-generated biofuels. From Allen et al. [9]

Figure 3.2: DIPK (CH140); diisopropyl ketone; 114 amu

0

Figure 3.3: Cineole (C 10H IO); 1,3,3-trimethyl-2-oxabicyclo[22,2]octane; 154 amu

this chapter. Experiments were performed by collaborators Adam M. Scheer and

Craig A. Taatjes at the Combustion Research Facility at Sandia National Labora-

tories. Cineole, sometimes referred to as eucalyptol, is a saturated cyclic ether and

monoterpenoid found naturally in the essential oil of the Eucalyptus tree. Due to

its pleasant aroma, cineole is traditionally used in fragrances and flavorings at low
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concentrations [12, 13] and is also used in non-prescription pharmaceuticals [14, 15]
and solvent degreasers. [16] Cineole is relatively non-toxic and fully biodegradable,
making it a favorable candidate in potential fuel applications. It has been shown to

prevent phase separation as an additive in ethanol-gasoline fuel blends in the presence

of water, [17] as well as boosting octane number due to its limited reactivity. [18,
19] Widespread industrial use of cineole is limited due to its primary source being

the Eucalyptus tree. However, cineole is produced in significant concentrations from

fungi consumption of lignocellulosic biomass, prompting researchers to reconsider ci-

neole as a prospective biofuel for advanced engine strategies. However, despite the

interest in cineole as a fuel, little is known about the oxidation chemistry of fused

cyclic ethers.

3.1 Methodology

The low temperature oxidation pathways of cineole were studied through a com-

bination of experiment and theory. Chlorine-initiated oxidation using multiplexed

photoionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MPIMS) [20] was used to identify

products as a function of mass, time, and photoionization energy, allowing for the

isolation of species intermediates. Qualitative mechanistic information is available

from the experimental observations, and quantitative determinations can be made

for some reaction products. Nevertheless, the complexity of the eineole oxidation re-

action pathways makes complete detailed analysis of the intermediates and products

infeasible and must therefore include input from theory. Quantum chemical calcu-

lations were performed to determine thermochemical parameters of key species and

kinetic rates for initial abstraction reactions and major pathways. These theoretical

values were used in conjunction with RMG to generate a detailed kinetic model for

the low temperature oxidation of cineole.

The detailed kinetic model will assist the identification of peaks generated by the

MPIMS experiments. The RMG-generated model will provide guesses for isomers

found in experiment. Conflicts between the mechanism and data will be investigated

by performing quantum calculations for specific isomers to deduce photoionization

spectra or by making recommendations for further experimentation.

3.1.1 Chlorine-initiated oxidation

Low temperature oxidation of fuels can be probed using Cl-initiated oxidation. First,
a flow tube reactor is filled with a homogeneous mixture containing a small concen-

tration of target fuel, excess oxygen, trace C12 , and inert bath gas at low pressure. A
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pulsed photolysis laser beam photolyzes a small amount of C1 2 into Cl atoms. The Cl

atoms quickly react with the target fuel, generating an R radical and propagating a

series of reactions between the R radical and excess oxygen molecules. The resulting

products can be analyzed through a multiplexed photoionization time-of-flight mass

spectrometry (MPIMS) as a function of mass, time and photoionization energy. Pre-

vious publications describe the MPIMS methodology and 3-dimensional data analysis

in detail [20, 21] and is briefly described here.

The flow tube reactor is side-sampled during the reaction and irradiated with tun-

able photoionizing radiation to form ions that are detected using a time-of-flight mass

spectrometer. This allows isomers to be differentiated not only by molecular weight

but also their photoionization spectra. However, the 3D data must first be decoupled

to give quantitative concentrations of individual isomers. The signal intensity for a

given ion mass peak z+ at any given time t and photoionization energy eV can be

represented as:

I,+ (t, eV) = cj(t)gjsj+ (eV)fi+,+ (eV)R(z+) (3.1)

where ci is the concentration of isomer i, g is the function describing the fraction

ionized, and f is the function describing the fraction of ions that convert to ions

of mass peak z+, and R is a mass-dependent response factor that accounts for the

different sampling and detection efficiencies for ions with different masses. Signals

are difficult to transform back to concentrations due to the unknown functions g

and f. Lack of known photoionization spectra for most isomers (particularly radical

intermediates) make it difficult to construct g without isolated experiments using

known standards. Due to the nature of the photoionizing radiation, isomers also

fragment through dissociative ionization during sampling, leading to a non-unity

function f. The combined g and f terms can be collectively understood to be the

absolute photoionization cross section o for a single isomer:

0-,2+ (eV) = gj+ (eV)fi+ Z+ (eV) (3.2)

which is known for only a small number of compounds and difficult and time-

consuming to construct for others.

The cineole experiments were carried out by Dr. Craig Taatjes and coworkers

at the Combustion Research Facility in Sandia National Laboratories. The tunable

photoionization radiation was provided by the Synchrotron at the Advanced Light

Source (ALS) in Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL).
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Table 3.1: Initial concentrations (molecules/cm 3) in the cineole Cl-initiated oxidation
experiments. Helium was added to reach a total pressure of 4 Torr in all experiments.

Temperature (K) [Cineole] [02] [C12] [Cl]

550 2.6 x 1013 1.8 x 1016 5.9 x 1013 1.8 x 1012
650 2.2 x 1013 1.5 x 1016 5.0 x 1013 1.5 x 1012

The vapor pressure of cineole is low (1.34 Torr at 20 'C) [22] and a bubbler held

at 20 'C backed by He was used to introduce cineole into the flow tube. Data was

recorded with both single photoionization energies and energy scans at 550 and 650

K. The initial concentrations used for the 550 and 650 K oxidation experiments are

given in Table 3.1. In all experiments helium was added to a total pressure of 4 Torr.

Cineole is a large molecule prone to dissociative photoionization. Therefore, it

is important to identify all fragment ions of the parent cineole before an analysis of

oxidation data. Figure 3.4 gives the partial photoionization cross-section of cineole

as a function of photoionization energy. This spectrum was obtained by flowing a

known concentration of cineole along with calibration gas standards of known pho-

toionization cross-sections. The cineole signal at 10.4 eV was pinned to that of a

propene standard at the same energy and the rest of the spectrum is normalized

accordingly. The largest source of error anticipated in such a measurement involves

uncertainty in the flow rates maintained by mass flow controllers used to introduce

gases into the reactor tube. This uncertainty is estimated at 20%. It is observed

that the ionization onset for cineole begins at 8.5 eV followed by a steady increase

until approximately 10.4 eV before leveling off.

Figure 3.5 shows a calibration mass spectrum of cineole and its fragment ions

observed by integrating the ion signal from 8.5 - 11.0 eV. Prominent fragment ions

appear at m/z = 139, 136, 125, 96 and 84. No fragment ions below m/z = 59 are

observed for photon energies up to 11.0 eV.

Mass spectra shown in the remainder of this chapter for the photolytically initiated

reactions are difference mass spectra, subtracting the pre-photolysis signal of cineole

and its fragment ions from the post-photolysis ion-signal. This analysis isolates the

changes in concentration because of photolysis and chemical reaction; removal of

precursor molecules appears as negative-signal peaks (e.g., for cineole), and products

appear as positive peaks.
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3.1.2 Quantum chemical calculations

Prior to developing a kinetic mechanism for the reactions between cineole and Cl,
the thermodynamics of key species and kinetics of initial abstraction reactions were

obtained from quantum calculations at the CBS-QB3 level of theory. [23] CBS-QB3
is a reliable and relatively low-cost composite method that has proven throughout lit-

erature to yield accurate thermochemical and kinetic data. The CSB-QB3 composite

method consist of a geometry optimization and frequency analysis at the B3LYP/6-

311G(2d,d,p) level, followed by single-point calculations on the CCSD(T)/6-31+G(d')

and MP4SDQ/CBSB4 levels. The total energy is obtained from a basis-set extrapola-

tion using MP2/CBSB3 pair natural orbital energies. For reactions having more than

11 heavy atoms (mainly oxidation reactions of cineole), the BMK/6-311G(2d,d,p)

density functional method was used instead of CBS-QB3. [24] This hybrid meta

GGA-functional has been recommended for main-group thermochemistry and kinet-

ics. [25]

For reactions having a well-defined barrier, rate coefficients were calculated with

classical transition state theory using the harmonic oscillator formalism for rovibra-

tional motions. Tunneling corrections were obtained from the Eckart formula. [26]
For some reactions, mainly hydrogen abstraction reactions by Cl from cineole, sub-

merged barriers were found. In some cases saddle points were found that were close

to 10 kcal/mol below the energy of the reactants. For these specific cases, a canonical

two transition state theory model was used:

1 _ 1 1

kHabsraction kinner(T) kouter(T)

The two transition state model is used because for the reaction to occur, the

reactants must pass two bottlenecks. A first one, the outer transition state, is char-

acterized with the formation of a van der Waals minimum while the second bottle-

neck, or inner transition state, corresponds to the actual breaking and forming of new

bonds. The inner transition state can easily be located by a saddle point search on the

potential energy surface. The outer transition state can only be obtained using a vari-

ational approach, in which care needs to be taken to accurately treat the modes that

describe the relative position of the two interacting fragments. At larger separations

these modes can no longer be approximated as harmonic oscillators. To circum-

vent this problem kouter was estimated to be temperature independent and equal to

8 x 1013 cm3/(mol . s) for each equivalent C site that can participate in the abstraction

reaction. This value agrees well with the measured value of 8.97 x 1013 cm3/(mol - s)
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for lhy'drogen abstraction of a tertiary hydrogen atom from iso-butane [27] by Cl and

leads to rate coefficients for hydrogen abstraction from a primary C atom that agree

within a factor of 2 with those obtained for hydrogen abstraction from ethane. [28] At

the temperatures of interest for this paper (600 K), the rate coefficients for hydrogen

abstraction reactions by CI are mnainlv limited by kuLJIU.

The initial hydrogen abstraction of cineole can occur at multiple sites, as shown

in Figure 3.6, leading to alkvl radicals R1-R5. All possible hydrogen abstraction

kinetics of cineole with chlorine radical and with iiethyl radical were computed using

the CBS-QB3 method. The resulting rate coefficients can be found in Table 3.2.

These rate coefficients are important as they will determine the initial alkyl radical

pool il the system. It is found that at the tellmperature of interest (600 K) the

highest rate coefficients are obtained for hydrogen albstraction by Cl of one of the

secondary H atoms. i.e. lea(ding to R2 amid R4. These hydrogen abstraction reactions

are approximately a factor 2 faster than for abstraction fron the tertiary site (R5). As

all these abstraction reactions are barrierless. this difference is mainly caused by the

reaction path degeneracy. For abstraction Iy CH:, significant barriers are obtained

for the reactions. and in this case the tertiary site is preferred.

x

XH

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5

Figure 3.6: Hydrogen abstractions froii cineole lead to five possible alkyl radicals.

Decomposition pathways for thel dominamt R,2, R4 and R5 alkyl radicals have also

been theoretically studied. These 3-scissions and isoierization reactions are shown

ini Figure 3.7 to 3.11 while the calculated CBS-QB3 Arrhenius parameters can be

found in Table 3.3. The calculated rates are compared with the RMG estimated

rate for the addition of 0. to the radical site. A direct comparison is possible whei

this rate coefficient is multiplied with the 0., concentration. The rate coefficients

at 600 K presenited ili Table 3.3 show that the various 3-scission reactions in B2 are
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Table 3.2: CBS-QB3 Arrhenius parameters and rate coefficients at 600K for hydrogen
abstraction reactions by chlorine and methyl radical from cineole. The resulting
radicals R1 to R5 are shown in Figure 3.6. A two-transition state approach was used
to obtain data for reactions involving Cl radicals. For hydrogen abstraction from
cineole leading to R5 no inner transition state could be found.

Reaction A (Z' ) n Ea (kcal/mol) k(600 K) (3)
Cineole + Cl > R1 + HC1 2.9 x 10" 0.65 -1.1 4.7 x 101
Cineole + Cl R ft2 + HC1 1.7 x 10" -0.33 0.30 1.6 x 1014

Cineole + Cl : R3 + HCl 6.0 x 109 1.19 -1.9 6.0 x 1013
Cineole + Cl : R4 + HCl 1.7 x 1016 -0.67 0.5 1.5 x 1014
Cineole + Cl : > R5 + HCl 8.0 x 1013 0.00 0.0 8.0 x 1013
Cineole + CH3  R ft 1 + CH 4  1.7 x 10-4 4.90 7.6 1.2 x 107

Cineole + CH 3  ) R 2 + CH 4  1.5 x 10-- 4.62 5.3 1.2 xi08
Cineole + CH3 ( R3 + CH4  1.6 x 10-4 4.91 7.4 1.4 x 107

Cineole + CH3 : R4 + CH 4  5.3 x 10-4 4.66 5.2 6.0 x 107
Cineole + CH 3  5 5 + CH4  3.9 x i0- 4.58 5.4 2.2 x 108

slow. The fastest reaction is the f-scission leading to R2c for which the CBS-QB3 rate

coefficient at 600 K is 3.5 x 103 s-1. R2c will in a subsequent step lead to the formation

of acetone and a 1-methyl-cyclohex3-en-1-yl radical. Due to the relatively slow 3-
scission reactions in R2, addition reactions of 02 to this radical competes with the

non-oxidative decomposition path. Hydrogen abstraction reactions in R200 followed

by a substitution reaction lead to cyclic ethers with a mass of 168 amu. A slower

rate coefficient for R2 T= R2c will hence lead to more cyclic ethers. Because the

network is very sensitive to this reaction, and CBS-QB3 is known to overestimate rate

coefficients for -scissions of this type, [29] the BMK/6-311G(2d,d,p) rate coefficient

was used instead for network generation. This value is shown in Table 3.3 and is

approximately one order of magnitude smaller than the CBS-QB3 value. R4 will

mainly decompose by -scission to R4b. The data in Table 3.3 show that at 600 K 3-

scissions of a C-O bond (1.6 x 106 s- 1) is approximately 3 orders of magnitude faster

than scission of a C-C bond (6.0 x 103 s- 1). The R4b radical swiftly decomposes

to acetone and cycC7H11-2 (1.5 x 10" s- 1 ). Also R5 will predominantly decompose

by -scission reactions, as a C-O bond in a / position is available. The resulting

radical R5a is found to further decompose to R5a__bscis, which will in subsequent

steps react with 02.

Rate coefficients for the hydrogen abstractions and decomposition reactions shown
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Ria Rib

Figure 3.7: Major Reaction Pathways for RI Alkyi Radical.

R2 R200

2

4,

R2a R2b R2c

Figure 3.8: Major Reaction Pathways for R2 Alkyl Radical.

R3

R3a R3b

Figure 3.9: Major Reaction Pathways for R3 Alkyl Radical.
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Figure 3.10: Major Reaction Pathways for B4 Alkyl Radical.

R5

R5a

H

R5ahabs

CH2

R5abscis

Figure 3.11: Major Reaction Pathways for B5 Alkyl Radical.

in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 were gatlered in a seed inechanisi for DMG niechanisin

generation.

The thermoclieiiiistry of the Inajor radicals and decomposition products were coin-
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Table 3.3: Important reactions for major alkyl radicals of cineole. High-pressure limit
Arrhenius parameters and rate coefficients at 600 K for the -scission reactions were
calculated using the CBS-QB3 method. Values in parentheses were calculated using
BMK/6-311G(2d,d,p).

Reaction

R, Ria

R2 (+02 ) 1R200
R2 : >R2a

R2 R2b

R2 < > R2C

A (s- 1)

2.5 x 1012

3.6 x 10"
1.9 x 105 *

1.4 x 1012

4.3 x 10"
3.5 x 1012

(4.32 x 101
R3  ) R3a 3.8 x 10"
R3 : R3b 1.1 x 1012

R4  R4a 6.1 x 10"
14 : R4b 1.2 x 1013
R4b : > R4b_habs 5.6 x 107
R4b i acetone + cycC 7 H, 1 -2 8.2 x 10"
R5 R5a 2.0 x 1012

R5a ( R5 a_habs 2.5
R5a T ) R5a_bscis 4.4 x 10"

* Assuming an oxygen concentration of 1.5 x
From Curran et al. [30]

n Ea (kcal/mol)

0.080 24.3
0.446 26.0
0.0 0.0
0.323 32.2
0.596 28.9
0.261 26.7

2) (0.18) (29.8)
-0.058 21.8
.310 27.8
0.500 25.8
0.071 19.4
1.37 3.5
0.63 6.8
0.46 18.4
3.81 7.5
0.75 9.5

1016 molecules/cm 3 (see T

k(600 K) (
5.9 x 103
2.1 x 103
1.9 x 105
2.1 x 101
5.8 x 102

3.4 x 103

(2.0 x 102)

3.2 x 104

6.0 x 102

6.0 x 103

1.6 x 106
1.9 x 1010
1.5 x 1011
7.8 x 105

9.8 x 107
9.7 x 109

able 3.2).

puted at the CBS-QB3 level and listed in Table 3.4.

3.1.3 Mechanism generation

The model was generated in RMG-Java at experimental conditions at temperatures

of 550 and 650 K and 4 Torr pressure. The reacting species were subject to a con-

straint of a maximum of 10 carbon atoms, 5 oxygen atoms, and two radical electrons

per species. Additionally, a thermodynamic library for key species in cineole decom-

position was used to override RMG's estimates. Two seed mechanisms were used to

provide a reaction framework from which RMG would proceed: the first seed mech-

anism contains small molecule reactions taken from the EFRCvO.3 mechanism [31]

which are highly influential and strongly pressure-dependent; the second seed mecha-

nism contains initial cineole decomposition and oxidation rate parameters computed

via quantum chemistry. The final model contains 211 species reacting in 537 reac-

tions.
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Table 3.4: Thermochemistry of important radicals in cineole oxidation chemistry. AH in units of kcal/mol, and AS, C, in units
of cal/(mol - K)

Cp(800K)

108.38
106.24
106.27
106.29
106.18
105.70
106.38
105.26
106.60
102.48
102.79
106.83
106.16

Cp(1000K)

122.01
119.05
119.14
119.10
119.05
118.67
118.74
117.69
118.97
114.86
115.11
119.10
118.76

Cp(1500K)

141.90
137.58
137.52
137.61
137.53
137.37
137.49
135.69
137.58
132.55
132.70
137.62
137.55

R4c 3.46 91.50 41.25 54.78 66.28 76.00 91.33 102.30 117.69

Species

Cineole
RI
R2
R3
R4
R5
R2a
R2b
R2c
R2d
R2e
R4a
R4b

AHY,298K

-82.51
-30.76
-36.84
-31.61
-35.70
-30.86
-15.44
-15.19
-17.01
-52.20
-5.10
-20.46
-17.46

ASY, 298K

99.96
103.90
102.49
104.56
102.56
100.49
109.39
105.79
112.26
97.67
97.74
111.13
108.70

Cp(300K)

48.22
49.22
49.42
49.35
49.21
48.19
50.96
51.07
50.86
47.17
47.62
52.07
50.07

C(400K)

64.02
64.43
64.34
64.56
64.39
63.54
65.01
65.24
64.75
62.062
62.55
66.18
64.57

Cp(500K)

78.05
77.67
77.30
77.73
77.38
76.79
77.76
77.56
77.47
74.60
75.054
78.83
77.63

C(600K)

89.87
88.74
88.48
88.76
88.47
87.93
88.94
88.22
88.74
85.36
85.76
89.81
88.88

00

R4c 3.46 91.50 41.25 54.78 66.28 76.00 91.33 102.30 117.69



RMG estimates thermodynamic quantities using the Benson group additivity

scheme; however, group additivity is known to poorly estimate the thermochem-

istry of cyclic and fused cyclic compounds, which are highly important in the cineole

mechanism. Therefore, on-the-fly semi-empirical PM7 calculations were performed for

cyclic and polycyclic species for which an exact ring correction cannot be found. These

calculations are performed by outsourcing molecular geometries to MOPAC2012 and

returning the relevant thermodynamic parameters to RMG. For radical species, HBI

(hydrogen bond increment) corrections are applied to PM7 calculations for the satu-

rated parent compounds. For more details, refer to Chapter 2.

3.2 Results and discussion

The general oxidation pathways of fuel radicals (R) have been extensively investi-

gated in the literature. [2, 32] A partial schematic of the low temperature oxidation

pathways for cineole is shown in Figure 3.12. Coproducts of the chain-propagating

OH-elimination channels from QOOH are expected to appear at m/z = 168. Simi-

larly, the unsaturated coproducts of the chain-terminating H02-elimination channels

are expected at m/z = 152. The initial alkyl radical R can also decompose through

/3-scission reactions, forming additional radicals that can react with 02 and further

decompose. The ROO can abstract a hydrogen atom. for example from HO 2 , and

form a hydroperoxide ROOH. Dissoci.ation of this hydroperoxide could form OH and

an oxy radical RO (m/z = 169) that would likely rapidly dissociate or react with 02.
Results from MPIMS verify that the expected products at m/z = 152, 153, and

168 form during low temperature chlorine-initiated oxidation of cineole. Figure 3.13

demonstrates the 3-dimensional data collection scheme where photoionization spec-

tra, product time profiles, and mass spectra are acquired simultaneously. The mass

peak at m/z = 168 is likely one or more of the cyclic di-ether ring-closure coproducts

resulting from OH-elimination. The time profile of the m/z = 153 signal displays a

sharp rise followed by a gradual increase reflective of a stable product. Both R and

ROO radicals form and decompose rapidly after a few ms. Therefore, m/z = 153

is assigned to a combination of the initial fuel radical as well as possible fragment

ions from ROO or fragment ions resulting from loss of a neutral methyl radical from

the m/z = 168 product(s). The peak at m/z = 152 has an onset at 8.4 eV, and

in accordance with previous discussion, is assigned to an unsaturated coproduct of

H02-elimination.

The full experimental and simulated product mass spectra for Cl-initiated oxi-

dation of cineole at 550 K and 650 K are shown in Figure 3.14. The experimental
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R RH R2
XH R' + alkene Thain termination

R

+O2 XH ROOH RO + OH

ROO x

HO 2 + alkene

m/Z=185 QOOH
OH + 0-heterocycle

Figure 3.12: Schematic of low temperature oxidation pathways for cineole. Expected

masses of species involved in cinole (m/z= 154) oxidation are indicated in red.

spectrumi is obtained by integrating the post-photolysis ion signal over the first 40

is of reaction. then subtracting the averaged pre-photolysis signal from the post-

photolysis signal to exclude( cineole and its fragment ions. Major peaks are observed

at m/z = 43, 58. 70, 82, 94. 110. 124, 152. 153. and 168 along with a number of ad-

ditional minor features. The RIG-generated model was simulated at experimental

conditions in CHEMKIN-PRO. [331 In order to visually compare the results against

the mass spectra given by experiment, the product mole fractions were integrated

over the first 40 ins of reaction. and the parent fuel cineole and chlorine-containing

collpounds were omitted for clarity. Like found in experiment. the simulated spectra

are very sinilar at 550 K and 650 K. with minor temperature dependence in the

appearance of certain mass peaks. However. quantitative differences exist between

the experinent and the simulations in the relative yields of the various products.

Product time profiles alongside plhotoionization spectra and dedilced species at

550 K are given in Figure 3.16 and 3.17. Typically, fragment ions exhibit gradual

onsets and gradual increases in ion signal since they are forned through dissociation

of true products. From this observation. in/z = 82. 94, 110. and 124 are possible

fragment ions of other products or mixtures of stable products and fragment ions.

The im/z =70 product is umatches the molecular fornula C,,HO. With an ionization

onset of 9.55 ('V. this excludes dinethyl ketene and ethyl ketene, which have much

lower onsets. The modl assigns the mn/z = 70 product to a mixture of mnethyl vinyl

ketone and nethacrolein (see Figure 3.16). Methacrolein has a measured AIE of 9.91
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Photoionization Spectra

-0- m/z 168
-0- "- -

8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5

C

.

0m2

150 155
m/z

160 165 170

Figure 3.13: An example of the 3-dimensional data collection scheme eniployed in

this stu(dv with cineole, 02 chlorine, mid chlorine radical reacting at 550 K. Top:

Photoionization spectra for mn/z

profiles for iim/z

152, 153. and 168 signals. Middle: Produnt time

152. 153, and 168 signals. Bottom: Mass spectrun showing the

coproducts of the chain-propagating and chain-terminating channels associated with

the oxidation of cineole radicals. The three sets of data are acquired simultaneously.

I

NV, [341 while methyl vinyl ketone has a mneasured AIE between 9.61-9.66 eV, [34-

36j which is very close to the ionization onset found in our e(xperimlient. Shown in

Figure 3.15, fitting the two PIE spectrumnis for methacrolein andi methyl vinyl ketone

against the nm/z

products.

70 product PIE spectrum shows confirms that these two are likely

The mn/z = 58 photoionization spectrnnm matches that of acetone and is confirmed
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Figure 3.14: A comparison of experimental (left) vs. sinilated (right) product mass

spectra for the Cl-initiated oxidation of cineole at 550 K (bottom) and 650 K (top).

The experimental difference imass spectra is norialized to photocurrent resulting from

integrating the ion signal for 40 ins immediately following photolysis over ionizing

photon energies 7.9 - 10.6 eV. then subtracting the averaged pre-pliotolysis signal.

The simulated mass spectra gives the product mole fractions integrated over the first

40 ins of reaction. omitting eineole and chlorine-containing compounds for clarity.

C o mmnon mass peaks found in 1oth experiment and simulation are labeled in red.

to he acetone ill the imodel as well. The in/z 70 and 58 ion signals grow as a function

of temperature. consistent with the assignient of 3-scission products of the initial

radicals that undergo thermal decomposition. However. in comparing the signals

relative to m,/z 110. the experimentally observed increase of the im1/z

i/z = 70 channels with temperature appears slightly larger than that l)re(licted by

the RNIG model. Signals for m// 152, 153. and 168 are all found in the model.

confirming some of the previously discussed expected pathways. Finally, in/z = 43.

95, and 135 display sharp temporal onsets followed by varying degrees of decay iii

their timie profiles. These signals are likely radical int ermnediates which produced early

in reaction post-phlotolysis and then decay quickly. The model has assigned species to

imost of these product peaks: these structures are shown iiin Figures 3.16 and 3.17. i/z

= 43 and 95 are found within the imodel at low concentration. but in/Z 135 remains
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mlz = 70 product - fit
- - Methacrolein
---- Methyl vinyl ketone

C
0

0) |/

8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0

Photon energy (eV)

Figure 3.15: Comparison of the relative photoionization signal for the product peak

found at m/z = 70 against the individual photoionization spectra of methacrolein

and mnethyl vinyl ketone. The black solid line shows the fitted weighted sumn of the

two species' photionization spectra.

an unknown species. Several of the species found in simulation but not in experiment

have photoionization onsets above the ionizing photon energies used, which explains

why they do not appear in experiment. However, it m-ay be worthwhile to investigate

experimentally using higher photoionization energies or other techniques to validate

the existence of these intermediates in the model.

Rate of production analysis was perforied oni the simulated model at 650 K and

40 ns of reaction and shown in Figure 3.18, identifying the major product pathways

leading to mass pes fevrd of epeies found ine radical abstraction of hydrogens

from the parent fuel inolecule occurs rapidly and exhausts the chlorine radical pool

within the first ms of reaction. The alkyl radicals Re-R5 then proceed to react and

decompose, producing OH radicals that lead to additional parent fuel consumption.

The figure shows OH as the major radical attacking cineole because instantaneous

fluxes are shown at 40 ins towards the end of reaction time, when Cl radicals have

already been consumed.

The branching ratio of hydrogen abstraction from cineole by OH radical leans

heavily towards the secondary R2 and R4 alkyl radicals. R2 and R4 react predomi-
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Product Time Profiles
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m/z=58
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m/z=82
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m/ z =- 95
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Time (ms)
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Photon Energy (eV)

0

daughter ion

66
Figure 3.16: Product time profiles (left) and correspondling plhotoionlization spectra

(middle) and deduced species (right) for mass peaks in/z 43. 58, 70. 82, 94, and 95

at 550 K.

naiitly via a ring-opening 3-scission and siubsequent 3-scission decoiposition leading

to large quaitities of acetone (n/= 58). The radical coproduct of acetone gelnerates

the rapidly decaying i/z = 95 peak found in experiment, which proceeds to react

via 02 addition, QOOH isomerization, 1(d OH elimination to produce large quan-

tities of cyclic ether products, observed at im/z 110. The i/z =168 cyclic ether

prod()ct fouiind ili experiient originates from cyclic ether formation via 02 addition

with the R3 alkyl radical followed by QOOH isoinerization and OH elimijation, with

a minor clianiiel originating from the B2 alkyl radical (not pictured in Figure 3.18).

The model shows that the major 1/z = 152 product is not formed via H02 elim-

ination from an BOO radical resulting from 02 a(l(lition on a parent alkyl radical.

but rather elimination from an ROO radical formed by 02 a(l(itiol to a j-scission
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Product Time Profiles
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Figure 3.17: Product tine profiles (left)

(middle) aid deduced species (right) for
and 168 at 550 K.

and correspondig photoiollization spectra

mass peaks in/z 110, 124. 135. 152, 153.

I
product of B5. Riig-opeliug scissions in the parent alkyl radicals tend to be favored

over 0, addition, making the prina facie alkene formation channels unfavorable. The

relative exPeriment al yields of the mi/z = 152. m/z = 168. and m/z = 110 products

are not directly deterined because the photoionizaton spectra aiid cross sections of

the products are not known. However, the relative signal for the in/z 152 product

appears substantially nore prominieit in the experiment than in the R\MG predic-

tion, so that if the )liotoio)nizationi cross sections for the various products are similar,

the experiient suggests niore facile formation of HO. in reactions of the initial fuel

ra(ical (or its ring-opening products) withii 02-

Minor experimieital products iii/ = 70 and 94 are predicted to originate from

side chanliels in B4 decomposition. In fact, all experiment ally observed peaks were

RI - R5
+ daughter ions

0 0 O
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Figure 3.18: Reaction fluxes relative to the total consumption of cineole at 40 ins,
T = 650 K, P = 4 Torr. Key reaction species found in experiment are boxed and

highlighted.
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predicted in the model except for an unknown radical species at m/z = 135.

For species intermediates, fused ring configurations lead to unstable thermochem-

istry. Thus, ring-opening reactions are favored over oxygen additions of the parent

alkyl radicals, in contrast with typical oxidation pathways exhibited in alkanes. In

addition, many intramolecular hydrogen abstractions are slowed by the constrained

geometry of cineole's fused rings. This leads to many interesting and unusual reaction

channels in the low temperature oxidation of cineole.

3.3 Conclusion

We have generated a detailed kinetic model for the low temperature oxidation of ci-

neole that is qualitatively consistent with experiment. The model corroborates major

product peaks found in experiment and helps identify unknown species intermediates

and product formation pathways. This preliminary study on a fused bicyclic ether

shows that cyclic ethers can exhibit significantly different oxidation chemistry than

alkanes due to the limitations of their geometric configurations and ring-strain de-

pendent thermochemistry and transition states. Quantum chemical theory can help

identify the primary oxidation and decomposition pathways for cyclic compounds,
which often diverge from their alkane counterparts. This coordinated study of cine-

ole, a promising prospective biofuel, using a combination of experiment and theory

serves as a a basis for future investigations of exotic fuel compounds.
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4
AN EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE

PYROLYSIS AND OXIDATION OF JP-10

This chapter presents the combined experimental and theoretical modeling study on

the pyrolysis and combustion of JP-10. A more detailed publication containing the

CHEMKIN format mechanism and supporting information can be found elsewhere

[1]. New shock tube studies were conducted at Aerodyne, Inc. at pyrolysis conditions

and oxidation equivalence ratios between iD = 0.14 to 1.0 and temperatures between

1000-1600 K. This new dataset enabled the tracking of product yield dependence on

equivalence ratio as well as the identification of several new decomposition interme-

diates. A detailed, comprehensive model of JP-10 combustion and pyrolysis kinetics

was constructed using RMG and extensively validated against the new shock tube

data as well as flow tube pyrolysis data from Ghent. The model yields new insights on

JP-10's complex decomposition and oxidation chemistry and identifies key pathways

towards aromatics formation.

4.1 Background

JP-10 is a synthetic aviation turbine fuel that is almost entirely composed of one

molecule, exo-tetrahydrodicyclopentadiene, ClOH16 (Figure 4.1). Its low freezing

point, high volumetric energy density, and high specific impulse make it one of the

most promising air-breathing missile fuels [2-4]. Due to its success, JP-10 prices sky-

rocketed and almost doubled from 2006 to 2010, driving further research into more

efficient use of this expensive fuel, such as blending JP-10 with cheaper alternatives.

Major research efforts have also been focused on the development of propulsion tech-

nologies, including ramjet, scramjet and pulse detonation engines, using JP-10 as the

predominant fuel. JP-10 is often regarded as being easier to study than other jet

propulsion fuels in that it is essentially a single-component jet fuel, making it a favor-
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able target for kinetic modeling. Component analyses indicate that JP-10 consists of

approximately 96.5 wt% exo-tetrahydrodicyclopentadiene, 1.0 wt% adamantane and
2.5 wt% endo-tetrahydrodicyclopentadiene (Figure 4.1). Due to the complexity of

the molecules involved, we assume in the remainder of this work that JP-10 can be
regarded as its primary component.

H H

H H

Figure 4.1: Main constituents of JP-10: (from left to right) exo-
tetrahydrodicyclopentadiene, endo-tetrahydrodicyclopentadiene and adamantane.

The current literature data provide an incomplete picture of JP-10's complex py-
rolysis and combustion behavior. Moreover, available datasets often show significant

discrepancies amongst each other. One of the first extensive studies on the pyrolysis

of JP10 was conducted by Davidson et al. [5] using high speed UV adsorption behind

reflected shock waves at 1400 K and 1 atm. The authors identified cyclopentene as

one of the major initial decomposition products amongst other major decomposition

products: ethene, propylene, benzene, butadiene and cyclopentadiene. Nakra et al.

[6] studied the pyrolysis of JP-10 in a micro flow tube reactor at roughly 2 x 10- atm

with electron impact and ion impact mass spectra analysis. Their studies covered high

temperature pyrolysis and millisecond residence times but did not include the high-

pressure regime. Benzene and cyclopentadiene were identified as main decomposition

products but the authors failed to identify large concentrations of cyclopentene, which

would be expected from the Davidson et al. experiments. Striebich and Lawrence

[7] focused on higher pressure experiments, working at supercritical conditions of 34

atm and 373 - 873 K to illustrate the thermal stability of JP-10, which was found to

be more stable than other jet fuels tested. They found that JP-10's decomposition

products were predominantly alkanes and alkenes, but they also detected smaller con-

centrations of cyclohexene and dimethylcyclopentadiene. Xing et al. [8] studied the

decomposition of JP-10 at 900 K and pressures ranging from 1 to 40 atm, contribut-

ing to an enhanced understanding of reaction pressure on product selectivities. That

work points to secondary reactions of alkenes, formed during the initial decomposition

phase, as the major contributing pathways to aromatic species formation. However,
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this conclusion contradicts Herbinet et al.'s observation that some aromatics such as

benzene and toluene must also have direct reaction channels, based on experiments

conducted in a jet stirred reactor [9].
The combustion of JP-10 has primarily been studied under conditions that mimic

those applicable in engines: residence times are typically very short (i.e. ms range)

with temperatures exceeding 1000 K. These studies generally focused on measuring

ignition delays and do not report detailed product distributions, which are important

for understanding engine performance and predicting the fuel's sooting behavior.

Davidson et al. [10] reported ignition delay times and OH concentration time histories

behind reflected shock waves in the temperature range 1300 - 1700 K with pressures

ranging from 1 - 6 atm. Colket and Spadacinni [11] reported ignition delays in the

temperature range 1250 - 1500 K. Mikolaitis et al. [12] conducted ignition delay

measurements at higher temperatures up to 2000K and higher pressures of 10 - 25

atm. They also found that JP-10's ignition delays were generally insensitive to fuel

additives. More recently, Wang et al. [13] reassessed ignition delays for JP-10 at

pressures of 1.5 - 5.5 atm and temperatures ranging from 1000 - 2100 K to fill gaps

between the other datasets.

Many computational studies have focused on solving specific problems related

to understanding JP-10's decomposition chemistry. Zehe and Jaffe [14] studied the

thermochemistry of exo-tetrahydrodicyclopentadiene using composite methods such

as CBS-QB3 and the Gx family of methods. Bozzelli et al. [15] extended this to

all possible radicals formed after abstracting a hydrogen from JP-10 and used a

reaction scheme approach to obtain enthalpies of formation for various radicals with

approximately 1 kcal/mol accuracy. Chenoweth et al. [16] used a reactive force

field (ReaxFF) to identify major initial decomposition pathways including (a) a path

leading to the formation of ethene and a C8 hydrocarbon and (b) a path producing

two C5 hydrocarbons. Various reactions paths have also been studied by Yue et al.

[17] using the M06-2X functional. Recent work by Magoon et al. [18] focused on

calculating energy barriers for intramolecular disproportionation reactions that are

important during the pyrolysis of JP-10.

Despite the broad range of experimental and computational studies that have been

conducted in an effort to increase our understanding of JP-10's decomposition chem-

istry, the development of an accurate, detailed combustion mechanism has remained

elusive. The pyrolysis mechanism developed by Herbinet et al. [9] lacks oxidation

chemistry and is not publicly available. The first JP-10 combustion mechanism was

developed by Li and coworkers [19] a decade ago; however, the initial decomposition
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steps were modeled using lumped reactions to capture a simple model which largely
avoided the kinetics of any species larger than C3 . The resulting lumped model
contained 36 species and 174 reactions, with no decomposition products larger than

C5 . This preliminary model was admittedly highly speculative for kinetics involving
species larger than C 3 but yielded satisfactory ignition delay predictions relative to

available shock tube data. For many years, the Li et al. mechanism was, to our

knowledge, the only published mechanism available for modeling JP-10 combustion.

Previous Green group members developed and refined the first detailed JP-10 combus-

tion mechanism [18] using RMG-Java. This first-generation mechanism characterized

the initial decomposition kinetics of JP-10 combustion but included very rough es-

timates for many important reactions and had little experimental validation due to

lack of speciation data. More recently, Vandewiele et al. [20] generated an improved

pyrolysis model validated by new experimental data obtained at Ghent University.

In this chapter, RMG was used to generate a new comprehensive combustion

model for JP-10, extending on the Vandewiele pyrolysis model with updates to rate

coefficients and thermochemistry based on quantum chemistry calculations and val-

idated through new shock tube experiments. These experiments were performed by
collaborators at Aerodyne Research, Inc. The aim of this new set of experiments

is to fill in the gap existing in the current literature and better understand JP-10's

decomposition and oxidation chemistry. Products of decomposition were identified

and measured behind reflected shock waves at pyrolysis and pre-ignition oxidation

conditions ranging from very lean (1 = 0.14), lean (P = 0.24), to stoichiometric (D =
1.0). The experiments were conducted at temperatures ranging between 1000 - 1600
K, pressures of 6 - 8 atm, and a residence time of about 500 ps. These data were fur-

ther used to validate a new detailed kinetic model generated by RMG that captures

both the pyrolysis and oxidation chemistry of JP-10. Modeling advances were ac-

complished by supplementing the RMG database with higher fidelity computational

estimates and reported literature values for critical kinetics and thermodynamic pa-

rameters, in addition to algorithmic improvements to the RMG software. This work

highlights the current capabilities of computer-based kinetic model generation with

respect to cyclic chemistries such as JP-10 as well as opportunities for further re-

search.

4.2 Methodology

The shock tube experiments described here were performed by the following collabo-

rators at Aerodyne, Inc.: Robin E. Bonomi, Hsi-Wu Wong, Oluwayemisi 0. Oluwole,
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aini David K. Lewis. The od(eliig work was assiste(d )y Aaroii G. Vandeputte.

Gregory B. Magoon. Nick iM. Valld(ewiele. alld Nathan Yee.

4.2.1 Shock tube experiments

The JP-10 pyrolysis alnd oxidatliOll exj)erimiellts were caried oit in a 2.54 em internal

(lianleter presslre-drivell single-pulse shock tb)e of the desigli described by Lifshitz

ct al. [21] Shown in Figure 4.2, the drivel (sample) section is 1.75 in long. an(d

the driver sectioli (adjustable for tuiing) is 0.91 m11 long. A Mylar diap)hragmn, 2.0

/111 tHick. separates the two sect ions. A 3.2 x 102 1m13 (lli>j) tank is positioned just

dowinstreail froi t he dial)liragi for t he purpose of preventing iimlt iple reflections

of the shock. Two rapid-res)olnse pressure sensors are mounted in the wall of te

driveii section to (letect the arrival of the incideiit alld refleotecd shocks; the out)ullt is

aiipl)ifie(d and recor(ed( oil digitizilig storage oscilloscopes. aiid reactioni tempiieratures

are deteriied fromn the recordled shock velocities.

Dump Pressure

UTank Gauges

Product Gas
2.54 cm Driver Section Driven Section Collection Bulb

0 91 m 1.75 m

2 pm

Diaphragm

Figure 4.2: Schematic of the shock tube used for the exl)erilmelltal stuldy.

Before each experiieilt, the eintire systemi is evacuated iy a molecular drag pump

that is backed by a (Iiaphiragm 1)111mp1), to a I)ressuire < 0.1 Pa. Helimi is used as the

driver gas alnd research-grade argon is used as the diluieiit for time reactant sal)les.

Reactalit samiiples were pre)ared in 1.0 L glass bulbs (sealed with Tefloni stopcocks)

onltainiing glass beads to eihance iixilg. A ftew droI)s of liquid JP-10 were added.

aid the )uilb) was evacuated briefly (sonic liquid IJP-10 lremnained). After this, the

bulb was filled to 850 torr with either argon (for )yrolysis) or a pre-miixe O 2 /Ar

mixture (for oxidation) and swirled for at least 5 minutes to estaliisli a saturated

JP-lO/Ar or JIP-10/02/Ar mixture. Reactant saimples were stored for at least an

hour at 20'C before use. Heated tilbes (- 50'C) connecting tme sampnIle bull) and

shock-tube prevemlt JP-10 condensation. and 2.5 x 10' to 5.0 x 104 Pa of the reactant

sampiile was eventually transferred to tie shock-tube. As sooi as tile (esire(l samI)le

p)re(ssurl had been mileasred in the shock tube tie shock was initiated by excee(dilig
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the diaphragm's bursting pressure with the He driver gas. Immediately after each

shock, the product sample was withdrawn through a small outlet in the side-wall 7.5
mm upstream of the end wall of the driven section into a 100 cm3 glass bulb that

had been previously evacuated and then filled with a small amount (1.3 x 103 Pa)

of a calibration mixture containing argon and measured amounts of two standards,
isobutene and cis-cyclooctene. These two compounds were chosen as calibration

standards since neither had been detected among the JP-10 pyrolysis or oxidation

products in earlier qualitative test runs, and because both were well-resolved from

the pyrolysis and oxidation products.

The gas collection bulbs containing product gas samples and the calibration stan-

dards were analyzed on two GC-MS systems: an Agilent 6890 GC with an Agilent

7850 MS and a Hewlett-Packard 5890 GC with a Hewlett-Packard 7820 MS. The Ag-

ilent GC-MS was used to analyze compounds greater or equal to C5 with an Agilent

HP5-MS (5% Phenyl Methyl Siloxane) column of dimensions 30 m x 0.25 mm x 0.25
pm. The HP GC analyzed compounds smaller than C5 using a Restek PLOT S-Bond

column of dimensions 30 m x 0.25 mm x 0.53 pm. Previously, a set of 10 compounds

of known concentration, ranging from C3 to C1 0 in size, had been analyzed and quan-

tified on each GC-MS. Using calibration analyses of cis-cyclooctene, isobutene and

the ten other compounds, standard curves were made to relate the MS response to

the molar concentration of each species. This gave a set of MS response calibration

curves that were offset according to molecular weight and molecular structure. For

species found in the JP-10 reaction products that were specifically calibrated for with

standards, the product quantification was done based on direct response factors for

those specific compounds. For species found in the reaction products that were not in

the calibration standards, the MS response factors were interpolated from the stan-

dard curves for species of similar molecular weight and structure. In all cases the

peak areas were first normalized by the MS response to cis-cyclooctene or isobutene

in order to correct for day-to-day variations in the responses of the two GC-MS in-

struments. Every sample was analyzed three times before taking an average mole

fraction of each species.

Under pyrolysis and stoichiometric oxidation conditions, carbon balances of 80
to 110% were obtained. This is within the accepted error in GC-MS quantitative

analysis, i.e. 20%, and averages on the low side of 100% mainly due to our inabil-

ity to detect CO, C0 2, CH4 and HCHO because of the peaks' overlapping retention

times with the diluent gas Ar. Due to the excess argon in the samples, it was very

difficult to detect and quantify most of the lighter species, including all C1 com-
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pounds. Under leaner conditions, carbon balances based on the species we were able

to quantify dropped to approximately 50%, due to larger relative amounts of CO and

CO 2 formation. The pressure, temperature and density of the reacting shock-heated

gas immediately after passage of the reflected shock was calculated from measured

incident shock speeds, the initial (pre-shock) sample temperature and pressure, con-

servation equations (mass, momentum, energy), and heat capacity polynomials for

JP-10, 02 and Ar. The reaction time for the sample was determined from the pressure

versus time traces at the downstream end of the tube, as the time interval between

initiation of the reflected shock and arrival of the cooling expansion wave. This time

is longer for gas at the end of the tube, but is less for gas that was further upstream.

Assuming that the composition of each 100 cm3 product sample collected is repre-

sentative for the product gas at a certain position in the shock tube, we can derive

the average reaction time from its average location under the compressed reaction

conditions. Samples had an effective average reaction time of 500 (t 10%) ps.

4.2.1.1 Experimental error analysis

A single-pulse shock tube can be, in many respects, an ideal choice for the study of

rapid thermally-induced reactions under homogeneous conditions. Gas samples can

be brought rapidly (t - 10-" s) and homogeneously to temperatures ranging from

hundreds to thousands of degrees above ambient temperature, at pressures ranging

from < 103 to > 107 Pa, then quenched back to room temperature and recovered for

analysis. Since the heating is brought about by the passage of a compression shock

wave through the gas sample, the walls of the apparatus remain essentially at room

temperature throughout the sub-millisecond reaction time; a thin boundary layer

of cold gas forms along the walls insulating them from the hot reacting gas. This

effectively eliminates the potential complications of catalytic surfaces but also means

that some of the recovered gas for analysis was not heated to the temperature of the

gas in the center of the tube. In the present study, that percentage was determined

by running JP-10/Ar samples to temperatures above 1600 K, under which JP-10

consumption should have been close to 100%. These experiments indicated that the

actual residual reactant concentration amounted to approximately 1/3 of the original

JP-10 feed (i.e. 67% 5% of the feed reacted).

Another limitation arises because of the inherent differences between compression

(heating) and expansion (cooling) waves. In an ideal temperature jump experiment,
both the heating and the cooling should be instantaneous. Shock waves are by nature

convergent processes; as the shock front is formed, successive stages of compression
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travel through increasingly hot gas, at progressively faster velocities, until they co-
alesce into a single, abrupt pressure discontinuity. Expansion waves travel through
progressively cooler gas and therefore diverge. Thus the desired instantaneous heat-
ing of the reactant sample is achieved, but the cooling of the reaction products at the
end of the reaction time is not instantaneous. In the shock tube used in this study,
the typical initial cooling rate was determined, from the recorded pressure trace, to be
> 5 x 105 C/s; so 100 ps into the cooling process (one fifth of the reaction time) the

temperature drops at least 50 degrees. The rate at which each reaction is quenched
depends on the activation energy and the reaction order (since the gas density also
drops, lowering collision rates). For the initial pyrolysis reactions of JP-10, with esti-
mated activation energies > 80 kcal/mol, a temperature decrease from 1200 to 1150 K
should lower the rate of JP-10 consumption by more than a factor of four. However,
abstraction or addition reactions of radicals, such as would form alkenes, alkynes and
aromatic species, will be slowed down less rapidly. By the time the product sample is
collected for analysis, it will contain only- neutral, non-radical species. Thus, the con-
centrations of benzene, toluene, cyclopentene, cyclopentadiene and similar product

species are likely to be greater than they were in the shock tube at the end of the reac-
tion time but before the cooling process occurred. Considering all these uncertainties,
the total estimated uncertainty in species concentrations is approximately 30%. For
this reason, we believe that the pyrolysis and oxidation experiments performed in
ThIS sLuUy are most useful for qualitative and seimi-quantitative comparisons with the

model.

The final source of uncertainty in the experimental data is the error associated
with the reaction temperature, which is back-calculated from the recorded shock wave

velocities. These times are determined from the pressure-jump found in the oscillo-
scope readings, which have an uncertainty of approximately 0.4 Ps (the oscilloscopes

have a resolution of 0.2 [is). The temperature error arises from the propagation of
the oscilloscope error and from the assumption of complete translational, rotational,
and vibrational equilibration of kinetic energy when converting shock speed to tem-
perature. We estimate the total temperature uncertainty to be about 3 - 4%, or 50
K. This is a significant uncertainty, since the chemistry can vary greatly with a 50 K
change in temperature.

4.2.2 Detailed chemical kinetic modeling

RMG-Java was used to generate the kinetic models in JP-10 combustion. The mod-

eling of JP-10 represents the first time RMG has been used to investigate the com-
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Table 4.1: RMG model generation conditions for the four
mechanism.

subnetworks in the JP-10

Network Equivalence Ratio (<b) Temperature (K) Pressure (atm)

Low temperature pyrolysis n/a 1000 11.7
Medium temperature pyrolysis n/a 1400 7
Medium temperature oxidation 0.14 1400 7
High temperature oxidation 0.14 2000 1 and 20

bustion kinetics of a fused cyclic molecule. The model development process led to

multiple improvements to RMG's databases.

The final JP-10 combustion model presented in this work was obtained by merging

four smaller networks generated at the reaction conditions of interest. The final

model contains 691 species and 15518 reactions. A low temperature pyrolysis model

was generated to cover the reaction conditions associated with the Ghent pyrolysis

data. Medium temperature pyrolysis and oxidation models were generated to cover

the reaction conditions of the shock tube data presented in this study. Finally, a

high temperature oxidation model was generated to span the range of experimental

conditions associated with the ignition delays. The conditions associated with these

four models span a broad range of temperatures, pressures and equivalence ratios as

detailed in Table 4.1.

For all models, the JP-10 goal conversion was set to 99% with an error tolerance

of c = 0.05. RMG reached full convergence under all simulated reaction conditions.

In order to control the radical addition reactions proceeding to much larger hydrocar-

bons, all jobs restricted the maximum number of carbon atoms per species to 10, the

number of heavy atoms per species to 12, and the number of unpaired electrons to 2

or less. All networks were generated within the high pressure limit; however, rates for

small molecule reactions involving OH, H, H20, CO, etc. which are highly influential

and strongly pressure dependent were taken from the EFRC vO.3 mechanism [22] and

seeded into the RMG-generated models. RMG also had access to a set of calculated

rate coefficients (mainly CBS-QB3 [23] and BMK/6-311G(2d,d,p) [24]. The calcu-

lated reactions are mainly hydrogen abstraction reactions from JP-10 and -scissions

in the most important JP-10 radicals formed after hydrogen abstraction from JP-10.

For the hydrogen abstraction reactions, the 1-D hindered rotor (1D-HR) approach

was used to obtain a more accurate treatment of low vibrational internal rotations.

The methodology for this approach has been described in the work of Sharma et
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al. [25] Due to their importance in the initial decomposition steps, rate coefficients

for intramolecular disproportionation reactions presented in the work of Magoon et

al. [18] calculated using various multireference methods were also included in this

database.

Compared to previous models this current model benefits from major upgrades

to the RMG thermochemical database which are (a) revision of the ring strain cor-

rections for polycyclic compounds, (b) improved databases for hydrogen abstraction

reactions and -scission reactions that use rate rule estimates based on the group

additivity concept for Arrhenius parameters [26, 27] and (c) updated estimates for

important intramolecular reactions. RMG traditionally estimates thermodynamic

quantities using a Benson group additivity scheme, which is unable to deal with

many cyclic and fused cyclic compounds accurately without requiring a large num-

ber of ad hoc ring corrections. To avoid inaccuracies, when an exact polycyclic ring

correction cannot be found, we used the on-the-fly quantum mechanics (QM) feature

[28] within RMG to perform quantum calculations for cyclic species based on estimat-

ing explicit 3D geometries. In particular, on-the-fly semi-empirical PM7 calculations

were performed for cyclic species using MOPAC2012 [29].

After model generation, additional third body reactions involving Ar and Ne were

added manually as RMG currently cannot deal with them. These reactions involve

recombination reactions of atoms such as H and 0. The initial model however tended

to over-predict the JP-10's decomposition rate and yielded too much propene. A

sensitivity analysis showed that this was likely caused by an over-prediction of the rate

coefficient for hydrogen abstraction reactions from JP-10 by allyl estimated by group

additivity [27]. To correct for this we lowered the n factor in the three parameter

Arrhenius equation for hydrogen abstraction reactions from JP-10 by allyl radical

from 4.24 to 4.00.

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 The reaction network

The pyrolysis of JP-10 can be understood as a three step process. In the initial step,
JP-10 isomerizes to other components, typically by a ring opening followed by an

intramolecular disproportionation. The model predicts in this initial stage the iso-

merization of JP-10 to 2-cyclopentylcyclopentene (2CC) and 4-ethylbicyclo[3.3.0]oct-

2-ene (4EBO), as shown in Figure 4.3. The shock tube experiments confirm the

presence of 2CC during pyrolysis and oxidation. This is also supported by experi-
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mental data presented by Vandewiele et al. [30], where many unidentified C9 and

C10 species with similar volatility to JP-10 were found at low conversion. The species

undergo bond scissions which lead to the formation of two radicals that initiate the

radical mechanism. Those radicals undergo 3-scissions until a radical is obtained that

has a sufficiently long lifetime to participate in hydrogen abstraction reactions. In

agreement with Herbinet et al. [9], we find that the main radical initiation reaction is

bond scission in 2-cyclopentylcyclopentene (2CC in Figure 4.3) with the formation of

cyclopentenyl and cyclopentyl radicals. Cyclopentenyl radicals subsequently decom-

pose by -scission to cyclopentadiene and hydrogen radicals. Cyclopentyl radicals

decompose mainly by ring opening and -scission to ethene and allyl.

Radical chain initiation -----------------------------------------------------------------

4EBO JP-10 2CC

Radical chain
reactions R4 R5 R6 R8

0~O0Aromnatization

Figure 4.3: The three step mechanism of JP-10 thermal decomposition: radical chain

initiation reactions (top), radical chain reactions (middle), and finally aromatization
(bottom).

Radical chain reactions constitute the second step of the decomposition process,

which begins with hydrogen abstractions from JP-10. Allyl and H radicals formed

in step 1 are responsible for most of the hydrogen abstraction reactions, which can

occur at 6 different sites on JP-10. As intramolecular hydrogen abstraction reactions

in JP-10 radicals are strongly hampered due to its fused ring structure, each primary

hydrogen abstraction reaction initiates a distinct decomposition channel with its own

set of products. The main decomposition products for the four dominant channels
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are presented in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the main products are ethene, 1,3-
cyclohexadiene, cyclopentadiene and propene. Once a sufficient amount of products

are formed, secondary reactions will lead to the formation of aromatic components

from the main decomposition products. This can be seen as an important third step

in the pyrolysis mechanism and is often regarded one of the most difficult ones to

model. Under oxidation conditions, the decomposition of JP-10 will be very similar

to the one observed during the pyrolysis, except that oxygen will participate in chain

branching reactions, speeding up the radical reactions and reacting with the pyrolysis

products to form CO, H20 and CO 2.

In Figure 4.4 the predicted decomposition pathways for the pyrolysis and stoichio-

metric oxidation of JP-10 is shown. Both conditions for the model were simulated in
a plug flow reactor operated at 1000 K and a pressure of 1.7 atm. At 10% conver-

sion, almost 8% of the JP-10 decomposes by ring opening reactions leading to three

different biradicals (BR1, BR2, and BR3 in Figure 4.4). These biradicals undergo in-

tramolecular disproportionation reactions leading to saturated products that further

decompose to two radicals each. Shown in Figure 5, BR1 leads to the formation of two

cyclic C5 radicals that further react to form cyclopentadiene and hydrogen radicals or

allyl and ethene. BR3 has a decomposition path leading to the formation of ethyl and

a bicyclo[3.3.0]oct-2-enyl radical. Approximately 92% of the decomposition of JP-10
is governed by hydrogen abstraction reactions at the pyrolysis conditions. The main

abstractors are the hydrogen radical and allyl, each accounting for approximately one

fourth of the total decomposition rate of JP-10. The other main abstractors from
JP-10 are the methyl radical, phenyl and cyclopent-2-enyl. The favored abstraction

site is the secondary carbon atom of the norbornane-type ring structure forming R8

in Figure 5. R8 decomposes mainly to cyclopentadiene and cyclopentyl. Hydrogen

abstractions leading to R4, R5 and R6 are nearly equally important. R4 decomposes

to an allyl radical and norbornene, which then decomposes by a reverse Diels-Alder

reaction to cyclopentadiene plus ethene. This reaction path has also been proposed

by Herbinet et al. [9] However, the reaction network developed by RMG predicts

alternative decomposition channels for radicals R5 and R6. Almost 50% of the R5

radicals form benzene, by (a) a path that leads to the formation of butadiene and

cyclohexenyl through a bicyclo(3.1.0)hexane ring intermediate or (b) a path that
leads to the formation of two ethene molecules and cyclohexadienyl that involves the

formation of intermediate tricyclo[4.2.1.1(2,5)]decyl radicals. Channel (a) is favored

at higher temperatures while at lower temperatures (< 1000 K) channel (b) is domi-
nant. The rate of production analysis further shows that R6 primarily decomposes to
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toluene or important toluene precursors such as 3-methylidenecyclohexa-1,4-diene.
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Figure 4.4: Predicted major decomposition pathways of JP-10 pyrolysis (9.34 mol%
JP-10 in N 2) and stoichiometric combustion (0.62 mol% JP-10 and 8.72 mol% 02 in
N 2) in an isothermal batch reactor operated at 1000 K and 1.7 atm. Rates are ex-
pressed relative to the total JP-10 consumption rate and are reported at a conversion
of 10%. The values for the pyrolysis are written in normal font while those for the
stoichiometric combustion are indicated in italic and bold.

Under stoichiometric oxidation conditions at 1.7 atm and 1000 K, it was found

that at 10% conversion, ring opening reactions contribute to a mere 0.4% of the

total consumption rate of JP-10. This is almost a factor of 20 lower than observed

for pyrolysis. Chain branching reactions, particularly H + 02 z )z OH + 0 and

H20 2 : OH + OH, lead to an increase in the radical count and thus a faster

radical mechanism. Abstractions by OH and OOH account for almost 80% of the
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total consumption rate of JP-10. Hydrogen abstractions predominantly occur from

secondary carbon sites in JP-10, leading to alkyl radicals R4, R5, and R8. In contrast

to pyrolysis, hydrogen abstraction reactions from the tertiary carbon atom of the
norbornane structure become important and lead to a significant reaction channel for

R7 formation. This channel accounts for almost 14% of JP-10's decomposition under

stoichiometric combustion whereas it contributes to only 3% of the consumption in

pyrolysis. R7 primarily decomposes through -scissions to butadiene and C6 products

passing through an intermediate 9-membered ring structure.

RMG identified reaction paths to the following aromatic products: benzene,
toluene, ethylbenzene, styrene and indene. As shown in Figure 4.4, a large part

of R5 decomposes to cyclohexenyl and cyclohexadienyl radicals, which can easily
dehydrogenate to form benzene. Most of the benzene (approximately 70% at 1000
K, 1.7 atm and a conversion of 10%) is hence formed by the -scission reaction in
cyclohexadienyl leading to benzene and a hydrogen atom. Other reactions leading
to the formation of benzene are well-skipping reactions as studied by Sharma et al.

[25] Approximately 25% of the benzene is computed to be formed by RXN 4.1, the
well-skipping reaction involving fulvene:

>+ -H + -H (RXN 4.1)

The formation of fulvene is initiated by the recombination reaction of a methyl
radical with cyclopentadienyl, which forms methylcyclopentadiene. Hydrogen ab-
straction reactions from this component followed by 0-scission/disproportionation

reactions yield fulvene. Toluene is predominantly formed by decomposition of R6.
The model predicts that approximately 50% of the toluene is formed by RXN 4.2,
3-scission reactions of dimethylcyclohexadienyl (DMC in Figure 4.4):

S+ CH 3  
(RXN 4.2)

The other 50% is formed by hydrogen abstraction reactions involving benzyl rad-
icals, which are formed by hydrogen abstraction from 3-methylidenecyclohexa-1,4-

diene, another decomposition product of R6. As benzyl is fairly abundant in the
system, the main reaction path leading to ethylbenzene is the recombination of ben-

zyl with methyl radical. Ethylbenzene easily dehydrogenates and forms styrene in
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successive reactions. Indene is predominantly formed from a path initiated by the

addition of cyclopentadienyl to cyclopentadiene (RXN 4.3). This model uses the rate

coefficient for this well-skipping reaction computed by Cavallotti et al. [31]

The reaction network presented here can be regarded as an extension of the Van-

dewiele et al. [20] JP-10 pyrolysis model to include combustion. Due to the scarcity

of rate rules in certain reaction families in the older version of RMG, Vandewiele et

al. opted not to include intramolecular hydrogen abstraction reactions and exo- and

endo-cycloadditions. The new network reported here includes these reaction fami-

lies with the addition of new rate rules and additional updates to the thermo and

kinetics databases. As shown in Figure 4.4, these reaction families are important in

the paths towards toluene and benzene formation. The inclusion of these pathways

corrects for the underestimation of ethene, coproduct in the formation of benzene,
and overestimation of cyclopentadiene yields in the Vandewiele et al. mechanism.

+ 'CH3 (RXN 4.3)

4.3.2 Pyrolysis and oxidation shock tube speciation

CHEMKIN-PRO [32]was used to simulate the experimental shock tube conditions

in an isothermal isobaric batch reactor with an initial loading of 0.2% mol JP-10

with oxygen at fuel-to-oxidation equivalence ratios of 1.0, 0.24, and 0.14 diluted in

Ar. The main decomposition products were found to be ethene, cyclopentadiene,
cyclopentene, propene, allene and aromatics such as benzene and toluene. Figure

4.5 shows that as expected, JP-10 decomposes faster under leaner conditions. The

main reason for this is that oxygen speeds up initiation of the radical mechanism

by abstracting hydrogen atoms from JP-10 and also participates in chain branching

ratios which increase the total number of radicals in the system. An important chain

branching reaction in this regard is shown in RXN 4.4, in which one H radical reacts

with 02 to form two reactive radicals:

H+ 0 2  )OH + 0 (RXN 4.4)

The model is able to predict the decomposition rate of JP-10 as a function of the

temperature but tends to underpredict the yields of the major decomposition products

(ethene and cyclopentadiene) by a factor of three. Propene and allene, on the other
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hand, are predicted fairly well by the nodel. In particular, the dependence of the

pr~opene yield on equivalence ratio is captured accurately for all studied equivalence

ratios. Since most propeiie is formed through hydrogen abstractions by allyl from the

parent muolecile. the imiodel proves to accurately capture the hydrogen abstractions

from the parent fuel anid imanages to accurately describe the influence of oxygen on

the radical pool. responsible for those hydrogen abstraction reactions. This is also

supported by the good agreemnciut for the JP-10 decoimipositio l profiles, which are

donillated by hydrogeln abstraction reactiols.

* Pyrolysis Experiment - Pyrolysis Model
* Oxidation <F = 1.00 Experiment Oxidation <1 = 1.00 Model

Oxidation <) = 0.24 Experiment Oxidation () = 0.24 Model

Oxidation <1 = 0.14 Experiment Oxidation ( = 0.14 Model

0.30,

0.25

0.20

- 0.15
0
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0.00
1000 1100 1200 1300 1400

Temperature / K
1500 1600

Figure 4.5: Experimentally neasured (data points) and simulated concentration pro-

files (lines) of JP-10 as a function of temperature. Pyrolysis and oxidation expI)er-

imients were conducted in a shock tube with an initial JP-10 loading of 0.2 imol'

diluted in Ar P = 7 atm. aiid T = 500 /is. Experimental error is shown on a single

(ata point to illustrate uncertainties in concentration ( l+ 30%/) and in temperat are

( 50 K).

Figure 4.7 illustrates that the inodel accurately captures the formation of most

aromatic comilpoliidis and the imlportant intermediates leading to aroiiat ic products.

such as 1.3-cyclohexadiene. Under pyrolysis conditions and a residence time of 500
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largest discrepancies between the model and experiments are found for 1,3-butadiene,
in particular for the leanest oxidation case (<D = 0.14), and for butene. The model

systemically underestimates the butene yield by a factor of 2 to 3 but seems to be able

to accurately reproduce the temperature at which the butene yield will be maximal.

Species that have been systematically observed during the pyrolysis experiments

but are missing in the model are summarized in Table 4.2. The main missing compo-

nents are 1,3,5-cycloheptatriene and 2-propenylidene cyclobutene. Both products

are structural isomers of toluene. We expect that 1,3,5-cycloheptatriene and 2-

propenylidene cyclobutene are predominantly formed by isomerization reactions on

the C7 H7 surface followed by hydrogen abstraction reactions. Other missing com-

ponents are mostly (de)hydrogenated forms of some of the major reactions prod-

ucts. Phenylethyne is obtained by dehydrogenation of styrene while indane and 1,3-

cycloheptadiene are the hydrogenated products of indene and 1,3,5-cycloheptatriene.

The formation of 4-ethyl 3-ethylidene cyclohexene and 1,2-divinyl cyclohexane fur-

ther support the newly discovered reaction paths towards benzene. Intramolecular

hydrogen shifts in the major intermediates, such as for 4-ethylbicyclo[3.2.1]oct-2-ene

shown in RXN 4.5, can easily lead to the observed species.

-(RXN 4.5)

4.3.3 Pyrolysis flow tube speciation

A second validation for the model compares our predictions with the JP-10 pyrolysis

flow tube experimental data reported by Vandewiele et al. [30] These experiments

were obtained in a bench scale setup recently used for studies on butanol and aromatic

hydrocarbons. The experimental setup is extensively described in the previous papers

[33-35] and described briefly here. The reactor is a 1.475-m long, 6-mm internal

diameter tube made of Incoloy 800HT (Ni, 30-35; Cr, 19-23; and Fe > 39.5 wt%). The

analysis section consists of a GC x GC equipped with a mass spectrometer to analyze

the C5+ fraction, while the C4 fraction is analyzed by a Refinery Gas Analyzer

(RGA) equipped with two TCD's and a FID. Residence times varied around 0.4 s

while conversions between 4 and 94% were obtained.

Two dilutions (7 and 10 mol %) of JP-10 in nitrogen were studied and the results

are presented in comparison with model predictions in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12,
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Table 4.2: Species that have been experimentally observed but are missing in the
model. The peak concentrations listed are from the shock tube pyrolysis experiments.
The initial JP-10 feed was 0.2 mol%. Structures are deduced from experiment based
on mass spectrum and retention time in GC/MS.

Name

2-propenylidene cyclobutene
1,3,5-cycloheptatriene
1,3-cycloheptadiene
bicyclo(4. 1.0)hept-2-ene
phenylethyne
naphthalene
indane
4-ethyl 3-ethylidene cyclohexene
1,2-divinyl cyclohexane

Chemical Formula

C7 1- 8
C7 1- 8
C7H10

C7H 10
C8 1- 6
C8 1- 8

C91-110
ClOH16

Peak

1.2 x
2.4 x
4.4 x
4.0 x
5.3 x
4.7 x
5.6 x
6.5 x
2.1 x

Concentration (mol %)

10-2
10-2
10-3
10-3
10-3
10-4

10-4

10-3

10-3

with time traces computed as normalized mole percentages excluding nitrogen. It

can be seen that the model is able to accurately reproduce the decomposition rate of

JP-10 for both dilution conditions. At higher temperatures 1020 to 1080 K, the model

tends to overestimate the conversion of JP-10 by 20% and consequently slightly over

predicts the yields of the main decomposition products.

The largest discrepancy between the model and simulated data is the methane

yield. Experimentally it is observed that up to 15% of the products consist of methane

(mole based), while the model only predicts values up to 10%. This is directly

related to a too low methyl concentration in the simulated radical pool, as methane is

predominantly formed by hydrogen abstraction reactions involving the methyl radical.

This discrepancy can have various origins, i.e. missing pathways that produce methyl

or recombination/addition reactions involving the methyl radical that are too fast.

Due to the overestimation of the toluene concentration, we suspect that part of the

underestimation of the methyl concentration is due to missing either some of the

addition reactions of hydrogen radicals to methylated aromatics (toluene, xylene ... )

or missing some of the elimination reactions leading to CH3 radicals, e.g. (RXN 4.6).

Due to breaking aromaticity in the ring, some of the independent addition reactions

are deemed too slow to be included by RMG, however, the sum of their contributions
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can be significant.

+ -H a+ CH3 (RXN 4.6)

Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 illustrate that temperature dependencies and rela-

tive yields for the major components are reproduced well by the model. Both the

experimental data and model predict a maximum for propene and cyclopentadiene

at temperatures around 1050 K. Most aromatic and minor components are repro-

duced within a factor of two, again capturing most temperature dependencies. Trace

components such as ethyne, propyne and allene are also predicted by the model and

generally agree within a factor of 4 with the experimental data. Contradicting the

model is the higher concentration 10 mol% JP-10 pyrolysis experiment showing a de-

creasing propyne yield with increasing temperature. However, this trend is reversed

in the 7 mol% experiment, where the propyne yield increases with temperature as

predicted by the model.

An important missing species in the model is naphthalene, which accounts for

approximately 1 mol% of the measured product distribution excluding N2 at a tem-

perature of 1080 K in the experiments. We found that in the lower temperature

region (1000 to 1100 K), the rate coefficient reported by Murakami et al. [36] for

RXN 4.7:

++ -H + -H (RXN 4.7)

is able to predict the observed naphthalene quite well. However, we opted not to

include this reaction in the network since at higher temperatures (1300 to 1400K),
this rate leads to an over prediction of the naphthalene yield by a factor of 5. This

systematic over prediction of the naphthalene yield by inclusion of RXN 4.7 using the

Murakami et al. rate coefficient has also been observed by other authors. [37]

4.3.4 Ignition delay

Four experimental datasets for JP-10 ignition delay can be found in literature. [10-

13] The summary of the experimental conditions and ignition delay measurement

metrics can be found in Table 4.3. The expression T = APn exp(B/T) can be used
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Figure 4.11: Experimentally measured (data points) and simulated concentratiol

profiles (lines) as a function of temperature for the pyrolysis of JP-10 as reported by

Vandewiele et al. Experimental conditions: 7 mool%' JP-10 diluted in N 2. P

MPa, mass flow rate of JP-10

0.14

2.33 x 10-2 g/s. Mole 1)ercentages are normalized

excluding N 2 .

to correlate the experimental data (where P is in atmospheres and T in Kelvin).

By fitting a unique correlation for each dataset at the given mole % JP-10 and

stoichionietric ratio. pressure corrected ignition delays Tp e.g. (P/PO)" O can be

derived, allowing datasets amongst multiple pressures to be compared. The fitted

parameters for these correlations ean lhe found in the Supporting Information of

reference [1]. In Figure 4.3, the stoichiometric ignition delays from all four datasets

7 attn and comipared with simulated ignition delays.

It can be seen fronm this figure that there are some discrepancies ammongst the existing
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profiles (lines) as a function of temperature for the pyrolysis of JP-10 as reported by
Vandewiele et al. Experimental conditions: 10 mol% JP-10 diluted in N 2 - P = 0.14

MPa, mass flow rate of JP-10 = 2.33 x 102 g/s.

excluding N 2 .

Mole percentages are normalized

I
datasets. Though the Colket and Spadaccini [11] experiments were conducted at

lower feed concentration (0.15 lnolt JP-10), the ignition delays were comparatively

fast compared to the Davidson et al. [1

feed concentrations (0.20 inolt JP-10).
0] experiments conducted at slightly higher

The Mikolaitis et al. [12] dataset has the

fastest ignition delays. as expected from a higher feed concentration (1.48 mol% JP-

10). The apparent activation energy (-)f ignition (the slope of the correlation) for the

Wang et al. [13] ignition delay data appears to be smaller than the for the other

datasets. The discrepancies betweeli these datasets may be due to slight differences
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Table 4.3: Summary of experimental conditions for JP-10 ignition delay datasets
available in literature.

Dataset

Colket and
Spadaccini [11]
Davidson -et al. [10]

Mikolaitis et al.
[12]
Wang et al. [13]

Temperature
range

1250 - 1500 K

1300 - 1700 K

1200 - 2000 K

1000 - 2100 K

Pressure
range

3 - 7 atm

1 - 6 atm

10 - 25 atm

1.5 - 5.5 atm

Equivalence
ratios (ID)
0.5 - 1.5

0.5 - 2.0

1.0

0.25 - 2.0

Bath Ignition
gas delay metric

Ar Initial rise onset
in OH* emission

Ar Peak CH*
emission

N 2  Peak CH*
emission

Ar Initial rise on-
set in CH* emis-
sion for 4D = 1.0
experiments, ini-
tial rise onset in
OH* emission for
all other experi-
ments

in the ignition delay metrics employed, as well as accuracy of the JP-10 concentration

measurements. The Davidson and Mikolaitis datasets used the peak CH* emission

as the indicator of ignition, while both Colket and Wang experiments used initial

rise onsets of the CH* emission, leading to faster measured ignition times. Mikolaitis

and coworkers [12] found that at intermediate temperatures, two emission peaks for

ignition delay were present. The first peak ignition delays from the CH emission were

recommended by the authors the true indicator of ignition and are compared with

the model predictions here.

Ignition delays at stoichiometric conditions were simulated using the model at

7 atm and experimental feed conditions and compared with experiment in Figure

4.13. The maximum in the [C2H][0] product was used as the metric for ignition

delay in the simulations. Since CH* emissions occur primarily via the reaction 2H +

0 ; ) CH* + CO, the [C 2 H][0] product most effectively simulates experimental

CH emissions used to measure ignition delay. [10] In Figure 4.13, we see that the

simulated ignition delays are slower than experiment for the Davidson and Colket

datasets, but systematically faster than the Mikolaitis ignition delays. However, the

predicted apparent activation energy for ignition agrees well with all datasets except
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the Wang experiments.

Colket (0.15 mol% JP-10) A - - Mikolaitis (1.48 mol% JP-10)

U - - - Davidson (0.20 mol% JP-10) Wang (0.24 mol% JP-10)

102

10-3

u
10)

10-4

-)

0

10-

10-6
4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10000fT [1/K]

Figure 4. 13: Pressure corrected (7 atm) experimental ignition (delays for Colket (0.15

niol% JP-10 feed. circles). Davidson (0.20 mol%/ JP-10 feed. squares). Wang (0.24

mol( JP-10 feed. diamonds). and 'Mikolaitis (1.48 imol% JP-10 feed. triangles) at

stoichionietric conditions, along with simulated ignition delays (lines) at (D = 1.0 and

P = 7 atm.

In Figure 4.14. a parity plot is shown between cxperimentally observed and mod-

eled ignitiol delay times for all four experimental datasets over all experimental

conditions. It can be seen from Figure 4.14 that the model succeeds to reproduce all

reported ignition delays covering a broad range of temperatures to imostly withill a

factor of 4.

In particular. the experimental ignition delays measured by Davidson and by

Colket are mostly reproduced by the mnodel (within a factor of 2 to 3).

OH sensit ivitv analysis was performed for the mlodel at stoichlioletric conditions

(1500 K and 7 atm for a 0.20 luol% feed JP-10 in argon, 50% JP-10 conversion), with

the most important reactions presented in Figure 4.15. In agreement with David-

So c/t al. [5], we find that the OH concentration is most sensitive to the branching

reaction H + 02 0 + OH. Davidson's model used a modified version of the

Lindstedt and Maurice mechanism [38] and found that the OH concentration is pri-
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Figure 4.14: Parity plot comparing simulated and neasured

for JP-10 for existing experimental datasets: Colket (circles)

Mikolaitis (triangles); and Wang (diamonds).

ignition tiie delays

Davidson (squares):

marily sensitive to C2 oxidation reactions. Figure 4.15 illustrates that besides the C2

oxidation chemistry, ignition delays are also sensitive to reactions with some of the

decomposition products. These reactions arc mainly recombination reactions or by-

drogen abstraction reactions involving long-lived. resonantly stabilized radicals such

as cyclopentadienyl and allyl. The largest negative sensitivity coefficient is obtained

for the recoibiaiition of H with allyl forning propene., followed by the recoimibina-

tion of H with cyclopentadienyl forming cyclopentadienie and the recombination of H

with propargyl radical to produce allene. Particularly in oxidation conditions, reso-

nantly stabilized ralicals can accumulate in larger concentrations and combine with

the relatively unreactive HO, radical, contributing to chain branching reactions that

accelerate ignition. [39] For instance, the sensitive reaction of cyclopentadienyl rad-

ical with HO, can lead to active OH radical generation through the dissociation of

the RO-OH bond in the hydroperoxide product. This shows that a predictive model

for ignition delays requires (i) correct snall molecule chemistr y and (ii) a correct

treatment of the main stable radicals and their interaction with the radical pool.
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Figure 4.15: Most sensitive reaction kinetics found in nlormlalized OH sensitivity
analysis (dln[OH]/din k) conducted at 1500 K. 7 atm. D = 1.0. 0.20 imol% JP-10
diluted in Ar in an adiabatic batch reactor. Reactions grouped together have nearly

equal iiportalice.

4.4 Conclusion

Despite JP-10's popularity as a jet propellant. few detailed kinetics models for JP-10

cobull)stioll exist, and most are invalidated against pre-ignition product distriblutions.

inainly due to lack of experiinental data. This work aims to gain new insights on JP-

10's collplex decollposit ion chenistry through a conbination of experilental and

modeling efforts. Experinients were carried out in single-pulse shock tubes at pyrolysis

and oxidation conditions, ranging from very lean (4) = 0.14) to stoicnoinetric ()

=1.0)., with products analyzed using GC/MS. The experiments show that JP-10

decomposes prinarily to ethene. propene. cyclopentadiene. and aromatics consisting

mostly of b1enzenle and toluene. GC/MS allowed for the identification of a variety of

trace components suhIi as 1.2-divinyicyclohexane. butadiene and 1,3-cyclohexadiene.

Though ninor. these components are relatively 1iportant froni a mo(leling viewpoint

as they help to elucidate illtermnediate pathways in JP-10s decomposition lnedhanisn.

The kinetic iiodel was developed using RNIG. an automatic reactioln iechanisn
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generator which uses a rate based termination criteria to include species with the

most significant fluxes to a reaction network. Four models were generated, covering

temperatures from 1000 K up to 2000K with equivalence ratios ranging from very

lean (4D = 0.14) to pyrolysis conditions. The final merged network contains almost

700 species reacting through more than 15000 reactions. Despite many similarities

with existing mechanisms, this is the first model that contains multiple reaction paths

from the parent fuel towards benzene. At lower temperatures (< 1000K), benzene

formation involves the formation of a tricyclo[4.2.1.1(2,5)]decyl radical that undergo

four successive /3-scissions to form cyclohexadienyl and two ethene molecules. Higher

temperatures favor an alternate reaction path that involves the formation of a bicy-

clo(3.1.0)hexane ring structure leading to butadiene and cyclohexenyl. These reaction

paths are supported by the identification of intermediate species by experiment and

also backed up by theory.

The generated model was thoroughly validated against the new experimental data

and literature data and succeeds in accurately simulating JP-10 conversion rates un-

der all equivalence ratios. The model captures most temperature dependencies in

the shock tube product distributions, with agreement between the modeled and ex-

perimentally observed product concentrations generally within a factor of 3. The

model was also validated using the speciation data from recent pyrolysis experiments

conducted by the Ghent group, succeeding in predicting the major products, ethene

and cyclopentadiene, within 30% and reproducing most other product concentrations

within a factor of 2. Experimentally observed ignition delays over four existing liter-

ature datasets are reproduced by the model mostly within a factor of 4. Sensitivity

analyses show that small molecule chemistry is controlling for the ignition delays at

high temperature. We conclude that the combined efforts of experimentalists, theo-

reticians and modelers has led to a new JP-10 model that is able to reliably reproduce

speciation data and ignition delays over a wide range of temperatures and equivalence

ratios, as well as elucidate new pathways towards aromatics formation.
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5
UNDERSTANDING GEOLOGICAL OIL TO GAS CRACKING

PROCESSES USING PHENYLDODECANE AS A HEAVY OIL

ANALOG

The influence of non-hydrocarbon compounds on the thermal decomposition of kero-

gens and oils at geologic temperature conditions is a subject of great interest for

petroleum reservoir modeling and prospecting.

In particular, organic sulfur (OS) is implicited in accelerating the onset of oil

generation in Type II-S kerogen, which contain between 8-14% OS. Type II-S kerogen

appears to generate oil at much lower temperatures than Type II kerogens which

contain less than 6% sulfur. There is speculation that weak sulfur bonds lead to

cleavage at labile sulfur functional groups, unlike in low sulfur kerogen, where oil is

generated by the cleavage of oxygen containing functional groups and C-C bonds.

[1] However, the effects of OS at low temperatures representative of natural systems

have rarely been studied in experiment, and the mechanism by which OS accelerates

thermal decomposition is poorly understood. Predictive capabilities at geological

conditions are invaluable for understanding petroleum systems and developing more

accurate reservoir models.

We examine the influence of organosulfur in the petroleum decomposition by

using a model OS compound DEDS (diethyldisulfide, Figure 5.1) on the anhydrous

decomposition of a heavy oil analog PDD (phenyldodecane, Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.1: DEDS (C4 H10 S2 ); diethyldisulfide; 122 amu

We aim to elucidate the mechanistic role of DEDS on the thermal decomposition

of PDD through a combination of confined pyrolysis experiments and chemical kinetic
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Figure 5.2: PDD (C 18H 30 ); phenyldodecane; 246 amu

modeling. Experiments were performed by Dr. Eoghan P. Reeves from the Stable

Isotope Geobiology Laboratory in the Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Plan-

etary Sciences at MIT. Our goal is to develop an initial framework for understanding

the influence of C-S and S-S bonds on alkylaromatic thermal stability, leading to

broader implications on the generation and fate of petroleum.

A preliminary DEDS model [2] has been generated in RMG-Java by Dr. Caleb

A. Class, a former graduate student in the Green Group who worked extensively

on sulfur chemistry. RMG-Java was also used to generate an initial PDD pyroly-

sis model; however, it lacked critical species found in experiment and never ran to

completion. In light of the new low temperature Reeves experiments, we tackle the

challenges of modeling the PDD pyrolysis using RMG-Py in this chapter. Due to

the sheer number of reaction sites on PDD, memory and CPU speed become limiting

during model generation. These issues were ameliorated through reaction filtering
in the model enlarging algorithm. The newT PDD model wTas combincd with thc

DEDS chemistry previously generated to understand the implications of sulfur on

alkylaromatic decomposition.

5.1 Background

Predictive capability in modeling reaction networks at geological conditions is sought

to understand the long term fate of sedimentary organic matter and aid the man-

agement of existing hydrocarbon resources. Differences in the initial composition of

the kerogen, a complex matrix of organic compounds in sedimentary rocks, and the

temperature profiles (typically 100 - 200 'C) under the basin affect the survival and

composition of the final hydrocarbon mixture in the reservoir. These hydrocarbons

crack and pyrolyze at low temperature for millions of years. Mimicking these high

pressure, low temperature geological conditions are impractical for experiment, neces-

sitating models of hydrocarbons representative of heavy oils such as PDD. A kinetic

mechanism developed using first principles that corroborates near-geologic temper-
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ature experiments can be extrapolated to predict the long term stability of oils in

petroleum systems.

Numerous observations from both pyrolysis experiments and natural systems

strongly support the argument that the chemical mechanisms of petroleum formation

and decomposition are dominated by free radical reactions. [3-12] These chain reac-

tions typically occur as a sequence: initiation reactions from C-C bond scissions form

initial radicals, followed by propagation reactions that further decompose the parent

compound, and finally termination reactions where radicals quench and recombine to

form more stable products. Understanding and predicting factors that can accelerate

or hinder these networks in natural systems has been difficult due to their inherent

complexity and the immense number of coupled radical reactions involved. [11] Some

molecular classes (e.g. aromatics, cyclic structures), for example, can inhibit these

networks, thereby reducing overall decompositi'on rates. [9, 13-17]

Alkylaromatics are a part of the family of natural oils present in petroleum sys-

tems. We chose to work with PDD due to the extensive experimental and mechanistic

investigations found in literature. [18-22] Aliphatic (often long) alkyl chains bonded

to aromatics are common structural moieties naturally occurring in heavy oils, as-

phaltenes and coals. [23] In addition, a dominant product of long chain alkyl aromatic

decomposition is toluene, [18-20, 23, 24] a known inhibitor of free radical decompo-

sition of aliphatic hydrocarbons. Toluene exerts a scavenging effect on alkyl radicals

that increases with decreasing temperature, by forming and subsequently terminat-

ing resonance-stabilized benzylic radicals. [15-17] Investigating mechanistic effects

of OS on alkyl aromatic decomposition is therefore important for understanding the

stability of the petroleum hydrocarbon mixtures affected by similar constituents at

geologic conditions.

5.1.1 Effects of sulfur on the thermal stability of petroleum systems

There is some general knowledge of sulfur reactivity in crude oils. Gas phase py-

rolysis experiments suggest that certain OS functional groups may accelerate free

radical reactions. [13] Aromatic sulfur, or thiophenic ring systems are very stable

and typically do not affect the thermal stability of kerogen, whereas aliphatic sulfide

groups R-S-R' and disulfide groups R-S-S-R', in particular, are fairly reactive

and can readily decompose to form thiols, hydrogen sulfide, or other aliphatic sul-

fides. OS contents of mature oils tend to be dominated by less reactive thiophene

and benzothiophene (aromatic S) moieties, but alkyl sulfides R-S-R' and disulfides

(including DEDS) are much more common in immature petroleum. [25, 26] These
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disulfide and sulfide moieties have been implicated in enhancing the rate of petroleum

formation from OS-rich kerogen under geologic conditions, [1, 21, 27] and are con-

sidered highly reactive constituents of immature OS-rich oils at reservoir conditions

[25], which potentially reduces petroleum stability. [28]

Using probe molecules to illustrate this phenomenon, Lewan [21] reacted phenyl-

dodecane (PDD) and diethyldisulfide (DEDS) liquid mixtures in stainless steel au-

toclaves and observed increased PDD decomposition with increasing DEDS concen-

trations at 350'C. DEDS contains both C-S and S-S moieties, both considered to

be relatively reactive in petroleum and sedimentary organic matter in general at el-

evated temperatures. [21, 25] Lewan thus hypothesized that similar sulfide moieties

in OS-rich kerogens (Types I-S and II-S) could preferentially generate higher initial

concentrations of propagating radicals relative to OS-poor kerogen at a given thermal

stress. This would provide a mechanistic explanation for observations of petroleum

formation at lower than expected thermal stresses, rather than the relative weakness

of C-S versus C-C bond strengths, in OS-rich kerogens. [1, 27, 29, 30]

Despite the importance of OS-rich kerogen in generating a large proportion of the

world's petroleum resources, much of it OS-rich crude oil, [1] few experimental studies

have reexamined Lewan's working hypothesis in further detail or tested the efficacy

of OS-acceleration mechanisms under conditions approaching geologic petroleum for-

mation and decomposition. Despite some pioneering works on the application of

automated reaction networks to petroleum systems, [11, 28, 31, 32] there have also

been no major efforts to investigate such accelerant effects from a theoretical perspec-

tive. We argue that the hypothesis warrants reexamination, given the concerns with

the original experimental design. The stainless steel of the pressure vessel used, for

example, is a known catalyst for decomposition reactions. [33, 34] Iron sulfide (FeS)

evidently also formed on the reactor walls due to reaction of DEDS-derived H2 S with

the iron, [21] which also has some potential to catalyze organic transformations. [35,
36]

New experiments conducted by Dr. Eoghan P. Reeves revisit Lewan's hypothesis

under confined pressure (single phase) conditions more representative of geologic con-

ditions, while minimizing the possible catalytic effects of steel reactors and unrealistic

low pressures of Lewan's studies. [21]

5.1.2 Effects of water on the thermal stability of petroleum systems

While extensive evidence exists for the role of water, minerals (e.g. iron oxides and

sulfides) and fluid redox in enhancing the transformation of petroleum to natural
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gas, [12, 37-40] the experiments and model presented in this chapter do not include

any water or mineral phases for simplicity. We wish to fully isolate the mechanistic

effects of DEDS alone on the decomposition of PDD at moderate conversion levels as

a function of temperature. We therefore do not attempt to simulate the complex nat-

ural inorganic-organic environment, where water and minerals are invariably present.

Since RMG is not yet capable of integrating mineral phase reactivity, associated po-

tential mineral catalysis would also complicate comparisons of model outputs with

experimental results.

The effects of subcritical water on the PDD-DEDS system will be investigated

in a subsequent study to address the implications of natural systems where water

and organic matter coexist. We consider our results to be applicable, however, to

environments where the activity of water is extremely low, such as within kerogen

organic matrices and discrete oil phases.

5.2 Experimental and analytical methods

5.2.1 Model compounds

Several experimental factors make PDD a suitable model compounds for this study.

The larger products of PDD cracking are more easily recoverable than that from

shorter chain alkyl substituted aromatics. From a practical standpoint, PDD and

the majority of its liquid and gaseous products (with the exception of semi-volatile

benzene and C5 to C. aliphatic hydrocarbons) are also readily recoverable and quan-

tifiable by gas chromatography. PDD was reacted both alone and in the presence of

DEDS in confined pyrolysis experiments.

The mole fractions of DEDS (XDEDS _ .087, in PDD) used this study closely

match the most S-rich compositions of Lewan (XDEDS ~ .084), allowing for direct

comparison with Lewan's results. Experimentally, DEDS is easy to work with because

its decomposition products (e.g. ethane, H2S) are also distinguishable from the major

products of PDD decomposition. [21]

5.2.2 Confined pyrolysis

A series of confined pyrolysis experiments were conducted at 252 - 353 C in sealed

gold tubes with PDD both in the presence and absence of DEDS. The moderate

organic sulfur contents chosen (- 2.5 wt.% S of total hydrocarbon weight) mimic

both natural S abundances in moderate to OS-rich oils, [26] and the PDD-DEDS

mixture compositions reacted by Lewan. Although there is debate over the role of
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pressure in organic matter maturation, petroleum generation and oil cracking, [41-44]

a constant pressure (35 MPa) reasonably within the range for petroleum formation

and destruction [45] was employed in order to focus on compositional effects alone.

Confined pyrolysis in gold capsules has been widely utilized in studies of organic

matter maturation and probe compound reactivity in recent decades. [22, 46-49]

The closed system technique allows for external control of pressure and therefore

reactant-product phase relations, as well as preventing products (which may be re-

active to starting materials) from exiting the reaction network. Gold is considered

relatively impermeable to gases such as H2, [50] and is the most inert material that can

fulfill the requirements of the experimental technique. There is some evidence that

suggests catalysis by gold capsule walls is possible, but this is suspected to be cataly-

sis by residual iron contamination from tube fabrication and inadequate/inconsistent

cleaning procedures prior to use, rather than the gold itself. [51]

All gold capsules in this study (99.99% purity, 5.0-9.0mm OD, 0.2mm wall thick-

ness, ~ 35mm length) were acid-cleaned in concentrated HCl (10 M, trace metal

analytical grade) for exactly 6 h after arc welding one end closed, thoroughly rinsed

in Milli-Q then oven-dried. Prior to loading reactants, capsules were heated in a

propane flame both to anneal the gold and combust any residual organic material.

Known masses of either PDD (97% purity, Sigma Aldrich) or a gravimetrically pre-

pared mixture of the same PDD with added DEDS (99% purity, Sigma Aldrich) were

then loaded into the capsules using glass-stainless steel syringes (previously rinsed

in dichloromethane (DCM) and oven-dried). The headspace of all capsules was then

flushed with Ar gas to remove air, crimped and cut to form an initial seal before final

arc weld closure. Capsules loaded with PDD-DEDS were chilled in dry ice powder

during Ar flushing to prevent evaporative losses of the more volatile DEDS. No mass

losses were discernable as a result.

All capsules were placed into stainless steel cold seal autoclaves using H20 as a

pressurizing fluid as in the Tuttle experiments, [52] and all autoclaves were heated

within tube furnaces at a constant pressure (35 + 5 MPa). Temperatures were mon-

itored via thermocouple temperature probes inserted into the autoclave ends ( 2'C

uncertainty). Experiments were conducted for 72 h at 350 - 353 'C, with autoclave

heatup and cool down phases of an additional ~ 2 h, and < 0.3 h, respectively. To

examine the effect of reduced temperature, a set of PDD and PDD-DEDS capsules

was reacted at 253 2'C (35 5 M1na, Expt. 6) for 1001 h in a tube furnace.

Upon completion, capsules were cooled to room temperature under pressure to

prevent rupture, removed, then rinsed in dichloromethane (DCM) to remove con-
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taminants and immediately weighed to confirm no leakage occurred. Only those

maintaining integrity within 1 mg difference were extracted for quantification of

remnant PDD and liquid or gaseous products.

Capsules for liquid phase product analyses and quantification of PDD were ex-

tracted using similar procedures to YANG et al., 2012 and SHIPP et al., 2013. Briefly,
capsules were first frozen in liquid N2 to minimize losses of semi-volatile organic liq-

uids, sliced open with a DCM-rinsed scalpel and quickly immersed in glass vials (with

PTFE-silicone caps) containing pre-weighed chilled DCM (- 22 g, CHROMOSOLV@

HPLC grade, Sigma-Aldrich) and an added internal standard (naphthalene, analyt-

ical standard grade). Vials were shaken vigorously to promote thawing and mixing

of the capsule contents into the DCM. In the cases of DEDS-containing experiments,
activated Cu granules were added to aliquots of extracts to remove elemental sul-

fur (BLUMER, 1957) prior to mass spectrometry analyses. Arc welded capsules of

unreacted initial PDD and PDD-DEDS mixtures were extracted to identify any con-

taminants either present in the organic liquids prior to reaction at conditions, or

introduced as a result of loading and welding. Selected capsules at each experimen-

tal condition were weighed after solvent extraction for any solid phase carbonaceous

products (e.g. char/pyrobitumen) that may have formed and adhered to the gold

walls during reaction, yielding excess capsule wall mass.

5.2.3 Gas analysis

For the identification and quantification of gaseous products, the gold capsules were

placed in glass serum vials (Bellco Glass Inc.) sealed with butyl rubber stoppers,
which were then evacuated. Stoppers were previous boiled in NaOH solution, af-

ter Reeves [53] and Oremland [54], to reduce hydrocarbon contamination. Capsules

were opened by piercing with a steel needle syringe containing N 2 gas to flush and

homogenize gaseous products into the serum vial headspace. H 2 and CO were then

determined as soon as possible after piercing (within - 15 min) to prevent substan-

tial loss of H2 via diffusion through the stoppers. Loop injections of headspace gas

were made into a gas chromatograph (GC) equipped with a molecular sieve column

and thermal conductivity detector. Hydrocarbons (C1 - C6 n-alkanes and n-alkenes,
methylpropane (iso-butane)) and CO 2 were subsequently determined for each of these

capsules by loop injections of headspace gas onto a gas chromatograph (GC) equipped

with HayeSep Q (divinylbenzene) packed column and serially connected thermal con-

ductivity and flame ionization detectors. Commercial H2, CO, C 1 - C6 hydrocarbon

and CO 2 gas standards were similarly injected via loops to each GC column for
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calibration. Absolute moles of gases evolved from each capsule were calculated by
correcting for sequential losses by injection, and normalized to the average volume
of the serum vials. The volume of the capsule and liquid contents once vented was

minor (<2 % of the total serum vial volume) and therefore not explicitly corrected
for. For semi-volatiles, there is likely some loss to the small organic liquid phase that
is not accounted for, and the values presented should be taken as minimums.

5.3 Chemical kinetic modeling

The construction of detailed kinetic mechanisms for free radical networks by hand

requires not only a pre-existing knowledge of the relevant chemistry and rate ki-

netics, but a systematic accounting of all the reactions that can take place, which

can be tedious and error-prone. Although such mechanisms provide new insights on
petroleum stability, [22, 55] they are difficult to extend to systems involving new
chemical species. Recent computational advances have made it possible to better
predict in detail the chemical kinetics for pyrolysis of complex organic molecules at
high temperatures (e.g. during combustion). Such predictions are based on ab initio

calculations or published data for key reaction steps and reactive intermediates, and

use automated mechanism construction software to build and handle the complex
networks of organic free radical reactions involved. Detailed models can now be con-

structed automatically by the RMG, which relies on an expansive and consistently
updated database of thermodynamic and kinetic values sourced from either published
literature or theory. RMG can generate kinetic predictions consistent with experimen-
tal pyrolysis of hydrocarbons, oxygenates and OS compounds at high temperatures.

[56-58]

It is also capable of considering effects of inorganic components such as H2S and
H2 0, yielding kinetics of OS and alkylbenzene reactivity at >400'C in the presence
of supercritical water that are consistent with experimental observations. [59, 60]
Although widely applied in combustion and pyrolysis research, RMG has yet to be
explored as a predictive tool for understanding lower temperature organic geochemical
phenomena associated with petroleum formation and destruction. It has, however,
predictive capability over a large range of temperature and pressure conditions, with
inherently more realistic representations of organic reaction networks than traditional
simulations currently in use in the petroleum industry. The approach differs strongly

from traditional models for petroleum formation and decomposition, which tend to

rely heavily on simplified Arrhenius parameters derived empirically at very high tem-

peratures (up to 500 C), often lumping families of compounds together and assuming
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simple first order kinetics. The veracity of this approach is regarded by many as highly

questionable, [11, 28, 611 as it fails to explain the apparent stability of hydrocarbons

in many high-temperature high-pressure reservoirs.

Several challenges exist in modeling the PDD-DEDS low temperature system.

First, kinetics derived from ab initio calculations have uncertainties about their nom-

inal values, which become larger at low temperatures. A modified Arrhenius rate

coefficient k(T) is used for reaction kinetics:

k(T) = A ( 1 T)exp (5.1)
1 K RT

where A is the pre-exponential factor, n is the temperature exponential factor, Ea

is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature. At low

temperatures, an uncertainty in the activation energy Ea = Ea,true 6E can lead to

increasing error in the overall k(T):

(Ea (Ea,rue 6E ( Ea,true ( 6E (5.2)
exp = = exp p - exp (.2

(_RT RT ex RT RT

For instance, a typical rate coefficient with an energy uncertain by a factor of 2

at 1000 K will have double that error at 500 K. Thus, predictions by kinetic models

extrapolated to geologic conditions must be validated extensively by experimental

data

5.3.1 Mechanism generation

RMG was used to generate a comprehensive model for PDD and DEDS decomposi-

tion. This was done by first generating a pyrolysis mechanism for each component

individually.

The PDD model was generated in RMG-Py at 35 MPa and 350 C, with a tolerance

of c = 0.04 and reaction termination time of 72 hours. The number of radical electrons

was restricted to 1 to aid model convergence and reduce the number of edge species

being generated. Reaction filtering was turned on in order to generate the model in

a timely manner. A skeletal PDD was produced containing 81 reactions and 1427

reactions.

The DEDS model was previously generated in RMG-Java by Caleb Class at 24

MPa and temperatures of 250, 300, and 350'C, with an initial DEDS mole fraction

of 1.0, a tolerance of e = 0.5, and termination DEDS conversion of 0.80. The number

of sulfur atoms per species was restricted to 2 and the number of carbon atoms was

restricted to 4 in the mechanism generation. The Leeds University sulfur mechanism
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extension to the methane oxidation mechanism was used as a reaction library. [62]
The final DEDS pyrolysis model contains 105 species (including inerts) and 3260
reactions. A DEDS kinetic library was constructed by Caleb based on this model.

Generation of a comprehenesive PDD-DEDS model is not trivial because PDD
is a C1. compound. With so many reaction sites, there are numerous memory and
convergence problems unless the error tolerance E is set loosely. However, doing so
often leads to incomplete reaction networks. The comprehensive PDD-DEDS model
we constructed merges the PDD model and the DEDS kinetic library created by
Caleb. Cross reactions between the models were then added and merged in. This
resulted in a final model containing 167 species and 3793 reactions. Currently, the
model lacks a number of recombination products and is missing pathways to several
observed experimental species. Improvements to RMG's capability to model large
compounds and estimate parameters for akylaromatic reactions are necessary to fully
capture the details within the PDD reaction network.

Reaction simulations used to create the plots found in this chapter were carried
out in CHEMKIN-PRO [63].

5.4 Results

PDD was pyrolyzed alone and in the presence of DEDS (- 8.5 mol.%) at 250 and
350'C and 35 MPa under confined, single phase conditions th abhSpnC of added

minerals or water for 1001 and 72 hours, respectively. The PDD conversion for the
experiments are presented in Table 5.1. The detailed speciation results from the
Reeves experiments at 350 'C are presented in Table 5.2. The speciation data for
the 250 'C experiments are omitted due to the low conversion lending poorly to high
confidence quantitative measurements.

Therefore, we concern our story primarily with the overall conversion of PDD at
the different temperatures, and the speciation differences between the neat PDD and
PDD-DEDS case at 350 'C.

A number of PDD isomers are found among the experimental products. These

isomers are depicted in Figure 5.3.

5.4.1 Neat PDD pyrolysis

The RMG model for PDD pyrolysis is simulated at various temperatures and 35
MPa and compared against existing literature data in Figure 5.4, with a shaded error

bar of 20%. The model underpredicts the conversion of PDD at shorter timescales

and lower tmperatures. The experiments conducted by Behar [22], Savage [19], and
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Table 5.1: PDD conversion in Lewan and Reeves experiments. Experiments with
DEDS contain an initial mole fraction of DEDS~~ 0.085.

Lewan Reeves
Temperature 350 350 250
Reaction time (hr) 72 72 1001
PDD conversion (neat) (%) 30 41.6 1.9 1.8 t 0.7
PDD conversion (w/ DEDS) (%) 54 43 2.7 9.8 0.6

2-PDD

3-PDD

4-PDD

5-PDD

6-PDD

Figure 5.3: PDD isomers identified in experiment.

Lewan [21] are carried out at lower pressures than the Reeves experiments. However,
there is general agreement between these datasets except for the Lewan experiments,

which were conducted at atmospheric pressure, in contrast to the Behar and Reeves

experiments conducted at 14 MPa and 35 MPa, respectively. Further experimental
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Table 5.2: Experimental molar yield of product species after PDD neat pyrolysis and
decomposition in the presence of DEDS at 350 'C after 72 hours of reaction time.

PDD PDD with DEDS

XPDD, initial 1.00 0.913
XDEDS, initial 0.00 .087

Species Molar Yield (%) t2s Molar Yield (%) 2s

PDD 58.37 1.94 56.631 2.67
Toluene 15.625 0.41 16.835 1.553
n-Undecane 0.44 0.07 1.636 0.002
E C11-ene 0.89 0.05 2.42 0.271
Ethylbenzene 1.17 0.23 3.346 0.365
n-Decane 3.419 0.2 1.93 0.160
MeSH 0.00 0.00 0.0031 0.0011
H2  0.42 0.09 0.126 0.005
CO 2  0.04 0.01 0.186 0.094
CH 4  0.28 0.11 1.33 0.23
Ethane 0.84 0.27 10.5 0.9
Ethene 0.005 0.002 0.0048 0.0001
Propane 0.77 0.24 1.202 0.14
Propene 0.08 0.02 0.034 0.004
n-Butane 0.65 0.16 1.025 0.11
i-Butane 0.0027 0.0016 0.021 0.003
EButenes 0.06 0.01 0.0168 0.0019
n-Pentane 0.49 0.12 0.591 0.052
EPentenes 0.02 0.01 0.0631 0.0061
n-Hexane 0.36 0.08 0.387 0.015
EHexenes 0.003 0.002 0.08 0.003
n-Nonane 0.58 0.01 0.651 0.091
Propyl Benzene 0.25 0.01 0.705 0.069
Butyl Benzene 0.71 0.06 0.928 0.064
Pentyl Benzene 0.55 0.03 1.042 0.126
Hexyl Benzene 0.22 0.03 0.333 0.036
Heptyl Benzene 0.18 0.04 0.189 0.011
Octyl Benzene 0.39 0.01 0.243 0.023
Nonyl Benzene 0.47 0.02 0.398 0.0298
Decyl Benzene 0.24 0.06 0.124 0.032
Undecyl Benzene 0.26 0.03 0.244 0.048
2-PDD 1.914 0.03 2.554 0.056
3-PDD 0.14 0.01 0.659 0.083
4-PDD 0.81 0.02 0.69 0.037
5-PDD 0.598 0.01 0.407 0.027
6-PDD 0.13 0.01 0.208 0.0229
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investigation mnay he necessary to determine the full extent of the effects of low

pressure oil PDD decomposition. The discrepancy between the mnodel and the Reeves

250 'C data may be explained by a greater experimental error than estimated in

Table 5.2. The measured conversion was very low (1.9%/,), and the initial and final

neasurenents in the 250 'C experiment were taken 1001 hours apart, which could

lead to greater systematic error. At the temperature and pressure conditions of the

Reeves experiment. coined pyrolysis occurs iII a single, liquid phase. We currently

use RBMG's gas phase kinetics to model this inside an ideal gas homiogenous batch

reactor. An investigation into the crror caused by these approxiinations is necessary

to distinguish the chemllistry error from the physics error. III the future. using an

equation of state to constrain the voluine profile in CHEM IKIN may be a partial

solution to approximating the physics of the system.

PDD PDD and DEDS
100 100

RMG Model 425' C
Behar 425' C
RMG Model 400 C

10 10 Behar 400'" C
Savage 400' C

-- RMG Model 375C

a 
Behar 375' C

, -- RMG Model 350'C
oQ /Behar 350' C

Lewan 350 C

1 1 Reeves 350 ' C
RMG Model 325' C
Behar 325' C
RMG Model 250' C

0 Reeves 250' C

0.1 0.1
0.1 1 10 100 1000 0.1 1 10 100 1000

Time (hr) Time (hr)

Figure 5.4: PDD conversion in neat, pyrolysis and iii the presence of DEDS with

respect to temperature. The RMG model is simulated at P = 35 MPa and at different

temperatures with an shaded erro'r bar of 20%/. The nodel is plotted against against

various experimental data by Lewan [21], Behar [22]., Savage [19]., and the new data

by Reeves presenlted in this chapter.

Additional validation of the model was performed through comparisons with

species profiles fron the 4000 C experiments of Savage and Klein [19] in Figures 5.5

to 5.7. The 1mo((l slightly underpredicts the PDD conversion and the decane and

ethylbenzene yields. Styrene is als overpredicted., while undecane is underpredicted.
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Figurc 5.5: SlimiLated PDD nieat pyNroINysis m1olar yiclds of major sp~ec-is -ompijared

againist Savage anid Kliein (xperimenits -onlducted at 400'C.

5.4.2 PDD pyrolysis in the presence of DEDS

The, amount of exp~erimenital da ta a-vailablc for PDD dec,(omplositioni iii the( presnwce

of DEDS is scarc and( monsists of a sinigle datap~oint at 350 'C from L(,wan ts initial

expeimftinti carried( out, at atmoisph1eric- pressure, anid our inew experimienital data at

350'C mid 250'C. The(se, datai poinits, airc presenlted( iii Figure 5.4 anid detailed iii Tai-

ble 5.1. At, 72 hiours anid 350 'C. Lcwanl obIs(rved( 54%/ conversioni at the, saimi inlitiAl

moke frac-tin of DEDS as ill our ( xpcriments. whiich shiowed onilyN 43V mioNversi0o.

Our results shiow that DEDS does niot sinifianltly accel~eratc anhiydrous PDD dI(-

mpjositioni at 350'C. ill montraist to the, Lewan [21] da1ta. Thioughi rIminiary. our

observations are ( onsistenit withi othier studies [64] shiowig a lac k of enhanmcemenit of

hy drocarboni breakdowni wvithi simiilar orgai suilfidles. Howeveri, there is more thian a

5-fold lincase ill PDD -oniversioni at 250'C wheni DEDS is p~rcscnt. yieldig d'tctab1le

quanitities of dec'(omplositiloll pr1.xhlcts.

Thierie( arc sclvcral major difference~s betwee~v n-odw-ts detecd iii neat PDD p)y-

rolysis versus iii the p~res(,nc-e of DEDS. These diff(,r-nce~s are, best hilghlighited uisinig

the FID resp~onse peaks for the two expcrimeit~s it 350 'C. shiowi iii Figure 5.8.

This inclJudes a chanige iii the imjor alkane pr-oduc"t distributin betweeni C, Iand CIO
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Figure 5.6: Simulated PDD ileat pyrolysis mnolar yields of aromai~tic species COmlpared

against Savage and KlJeini experiments conducted at 400'C.

species, a difference Iin the PDD isomner selectivities, and an absence of high mnolecuilar

weight recombination products wheni DEDS is present.

Given the lack of sound (puantitAtive speciation data, at 250 OC, we Instead compare

the experimental product selectivities at 350 'C against the model simulations. The

major product selectivities Ill the Beeves experiments are compared against mlodel

predictions inl Figure 5.9. The data was plotted against selec,(tivity (mioles product,

/ moles PDD reacted) rather than product, yield Ii order to separate the error ill

overall PDD conversion fromn the product selectivities. The major difference observed

is the increased selectivity for the dominant alkane formed. When DEDS is present,

higher concentrations of C I is formned over C I (, whereas the reverse is trite during

PDD neat pyrolysis. This change is not captured well by the mnodel: there is mnore

decane formned In both cases, and a larger C ()/C ratio exists when DEDS is present.

This could indicate a problemn Ii the br-anching fraction kinetics of the PDD radical

precursor's to the C, anld C,() products.

The (list ribu tilon of lighter alkali((s iln the PDD and PDD-DEDS experiments are

compared against simulation results Iin Figure 5.10. There is a significant increase

ill ethiane anld mlethiane generation when DEDS is present, which Is reflected by the
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Figure 5.8: GC-FID traces of PDD-DEDS (top). and PDD (bottom) pyrolysis at 350
0C after 72 hours. Key differences between the product distributions are highlighted.

model, though it has an overprediction of the methane selectivity.

Another major difference is highlighted in Figure 5.11. where the selectivity of

PDD isomers differs when DEDS is present. There is a larger selectivity towards

3-PDD as compared to other PDD isomers when DEDS is present. Unfortunately.
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Figure 5.9: Simulated and experiiental Reeves data of major species molar selectiv-
ities (moles produced / moles PDD reacted) at 350'C after 72 hours of reaction time

for PDD neat pyrolysis (blue) and decomposition in the presence of DEDS (red).

these PDD isomers do not appear in the model. Efforts to include these paths are

discussed in the next section.

5.5 Discussion

Flux analysis of the reaction network shows that shows that the major products

predicted in PDD neat pyrolysis are toluene. lilidecele, etlhlibenizene. and decane.

Toluene and undecene arise from PDDrad3. the radical forned by hydrogen abstrac-

tion fro the 31d carbon to the phenyl group in PDD. Styren, ethylbezene, and

decane form from PDDradl, the radical formed by hydrogen abstraction froiu the

1st carbon to the phenyl group in PDD. This radical is resonantly stabilized by the

presence of the aromatic ring. and its enthalpy is 12.55 kcal/mol iiore stable than all

other PDD radicals formed from hydrogen abstraction on the aliphatic chain.

The Reeves experimental data shows that there was no styrene formed, and the

Savage 119] experiments also show little styrene formation at 400 'C. This suggests

that styrene formation from PDDrad1 should convert alnost entirely to ethylbeiizene.

This pathway is foud by RMG: styrene can participate iII a reverse disproportioin-
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molar selectivities (moles produced / moles PDD reacted) at 350'C after 72 hours

of' reaction time for PDD neat pyrolysis (blue) and decolupositioll in the presence of
DEDS (red).

ation reaction with PDD to formi two resonantly stabilized radical species. leading

to the formation of ethvlbenzene: however, we still predict a substantial amount of

styrene in the model.

Although the R MG moldel predicts the tolimeie selectivity well, it overpredicts the

amllouit of ulldecelle a'nd1 I ullderpredicts the uudecane selectivity compared to both

the Reeves experiments. In the RIG model, there is little further deconposition

of undecene. Further reaction network analysis shows that undecene isomers are

continually regenerated through hydrogen abstraction reactions with PDD radicals.

However. radical alkvl chains should typically undergo beta-scissions, forming lighter

speeies and contributing to the yields of small alkalies and alkenes. This problemi may

be due to lack of m1o(1(l convergence, since the overall concentrations of these lighter

compounds detected in experiment are quite small, the umodel must be generated with

a sufficiently tight error tolerance in order to capture these product pathwaYs. The
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inclusion of these reactions mnay also increase the overall cnvrinof PDD iii the

model. Somne lighter hydrocarbons are produced in the model in low quantities fromn

beta-scissioll reactions of the initial PDD radicals. W~e also expect somne undecene

to he consumed by radical addition reactions. forming larger hydrocarbon species:

however. few of these appear in thei( model.

The undecane formation in the RMNG model is primiarily through the initiatiOnl

reaction wr PDD undergoes aI C-C bonld scission to forml benzyl and 1undecyl

radicals. The undecy,(,l radical then abstracts a hydrogen fromn another species to

form undecali. This initiation reaction is very slow. Once a, radical pool is formed

abstraction reactions on the PDD molecule are mnuch faster. Therefore the mlodel

should include another source of midecane production. One such reaction could be a

reverse disproportionation reaction involving undecene to formn the undecyl radical.

We compare our mnodel to a similar mechanistic study of pheiNyIlecane by Burkl6-

VitztHumII ct al. [551 These authors propose a significant decomposition channel at

low temperature through the molecular elimination -retro-ene" reaction which reacts

pnyivlde-ai, directly to toluene and an alkene via a 4-centered transition state (See
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Figure 5.12: Fluxes of PDD decomposition at 350'C and 10 hours.

top reaction in Figure 5.13. The activation energy for this reaction was fitted to

experiment and stated to be 54.4 kcal/mol. However, further investigation through

CBS-QB3 calculations on propylbenzene by Class [65] gave an activation energy of

over 100 kcal/mol with more than ten orders of magnitude decrease in the rate evalu-

ated at 250 'C. A subsequent calculation by Liu [66] of a similar molecular elimination

reaction via a lower energy 6-membered transition state gave a 72.1 kcal/mol acti-

vation energy which also results in a significantly slower direct elimination channel

to toluene and alkene from the parent alkylbenzene. Thus, we use the 6-membered

transitions state value rather than the value from the Burkl6-Vitzthum mechanism.
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Figure 5.13: The Retro-ene molecular elimination reaction from alkylaromatic to

toluene and alkene via a 4-membered transition state (top) and a 6-membered tran-

sition state(bottom). The 6-membered transition state is computed to be more fa-
vorable.

As shown in Figure 5.14, ipso-isomerizations of the PDD radicals generate the

various carbon-shifted isomers depicted earlier in Figure 5.3. These reactions are

analogous to the reactions previously published in the phenyldecane Burkl6-Vitzthum

mechanism. [55] RMG was able to find these reaction pathways; however, the fused

cyclic radical intermediates have poorly estimated thermochemistry, often with up to

50 kcal/mol error. Therefore, the addition of these reactions will require the addition

of the proper polycyclic ring corrections as well as review of the Intra_R_AddExocyclic

and Intra_R_AddEndocyclic family kinetics to ensure that these isomerizations are

correctly estimated in the mechanism. This work is still in progress. The expected

major product pathways resulting from #-scission and ipso-ipsomerization reactions

of the initial PDD radicals is presented in Table 5.5.

Higher molecular weight products were detected in the Reeves experiments al-

though their chemical structures could not be identified. We expect most of these

products to form from the recombination of resonantly stabilized radicals (Figure

5.15), although only a few of these appear in the model due to model incompleteness.

Further experimental probing using analytical chemistry techniques that can identify

the structures of these recombination products will be useful.

A general product trend in neat pyrolysis is that unsaturated hydrocarbons are

selectively formed over their saturated counterparts, i.e. there are higher concentra-

tions of butane vs. butene, hexane vs. hexene, octane vs octene, etc. This result

is corroborated in the Savage [19] data as well. One hypothesis is that at longer

timescales, unsaturated hydrocarbons begin to cyclize via diels-alder type reactions,
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Precursor Reaction Type Products

PDDradl O-scission styrene + decane

PDDrad2 O-scission propenylbenzene + nonane

ipso-isomerization 2-PDD

toluene + undecene

PDDrad3 butenylbenzene + octane

ipso-isomerization 3-PDD

.s o .ethylbenzene + decene

PDDrad4 pentenylbenzene + heptane

ipso-isomerization 4-PDD

.s o .propylbenzene + nonene

PDDrad5 hexenylbenzene + hexane

ipso-isomerization 5-PDD

.s o .butylbenzene + octene

PDDrad6 heptenylbenzene + pentane

ipso-isomerization 6-PDD

pentylbenzene + heptene

PDDrad7 octenylbenzene + butane

ipso-isomerization 5-PDD

hexylbenzene + hexene

nonenylbenzene + propane

heptylbenzene + pentene

decenylbenzene + ethane

octylbenzene + butene

undecenylbenzene + methane

PDDradll O-scission nonylbenzene + propene

PDDrad12 O-scission decylbenzene + ethene

Table 5.3: The 1 -scission and ipso-isomerization reactions of the PDD initial radicals
leading to products detected in experiment. PDDradl has a radical closest to the
phenyl group, while PDDrad12 has a radical furthest away from the phenyl group.
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Figure 5.14: Ipso-isomerization reaction of PDD radical leading to the formation of
a PDD isomer.
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Figure 5.15: Recombination products in neat PDD pyrolysis.

forming polycyclic and polyaromatic ring structures leading to coke. However, RMG

is currently not able to estimate these reactions due to our lack of elementary reaction
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families for polyaromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) formation.

The model has some deficiencies in modeling neat PDD pyrolysis, namely poor

prediction of the ipso-isomerization reactions and of the saturated vs. unsaturated

alkyl chain compounds. However, it is capable of predicting most other major product

selectivities, with the exception of undecane and styrene.

Next, we turn to the mechanistic investigation of the influence of DEDS on the

decomposition of PDD. The Reeves experimental results at 350 'C puts the original

Lewan effect under scrutiny; the conversion acceleration observed in stainless steel

reactors may be either related to either low pressures or catalytic wall reactions. It

is known that H2S, a known product of DEDS decomposition, reacts with stainless

steel to form pyrrhotite film on the reactor walls. [67]

The reaction network for PDD simulated with DEDS shows that DEDS decom-

poses completely to H2S and ethane within an hour at 350 C prior to significant

PDD conversion. DEDS-derived sulfanyl (HS -) and ethyl radicals do, however, ex-

ert some effects on dominant hydrocarbon production pathways through competition

with other radicals, which supports Lewan's hypothesis that sulfur participates in

radical decomposition pathways. However, as DEDS decomposes, the HS - and other

radicals recombine recombine with each other or other PDD-derived radicals, form-

ing stable products. After some time, much of the sulfur is present as H2S, which is

relatively stable and is in equilibrium with the reaction system.

At 2500C, DEDS conversion is slower, and shown to participate in initial ab-

straction reactions on the parent PDD molecules. This is consistent with remnant

DEDS only being detected experimentally in the products of the 250'C experiment.

The timescale of available free radicals may therefore be important in controlling the

pyrolysis of alkylaromatic compounds; the greater longevity of the sulfur-based free

radicals at 250'C accelerates PDD decomposition.

A more in depth analysis of DEDS reacting alone in the presence of argon, shown

in Figure 5.16, demonstrates that there is greater DEDS longevity with decreasing

temperature. At 350'C, DEDS is consumed almost entirely after 10 hours, whereas

less than 80% is converted at 250'C after 1000 hours.

Figure 5.17 shows the major reaction fluxes for DEDS at 350 'C after 60 seconds

of reacting alone. Ethane and H 2S are the major products anhydrous pyrolysis, and

agree with those observed experimentally when PDD is reacted in the presence of

DEDS.

Due to the fast timescale of DEDS decomposition at 350 'C, the acceleration effect

is not apparent at 72 hours reaction time. However, the model suggests that under
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Figure 5.16: RAMG model simulationi of the decomposition of neat DEDS (X= 0.0875)

in Argon as a function of temperature.

shorter reaction times, the sulfur radicals may have some effect oil the decomposition.

It would be useful to perform a series of short < 5 hour experiments at 350 'C and

gather timie-dependent data to further support our hypothesis that sulfur radical

timescales matter.

The product selectivity differences noted in the C,,/CI( and PDD isomer distri-

butions should be further investigated as it could be related to the reactivity of the

DEDS-derived sulfanyl (HS.-) radical. In contrast, the predominant radical in PDD

neat pyrolysis is benzyl. This difference is not yet predicted by the mnodel; how-

ever, a larger branching fraction for PDDrad3/PDDradl when HS - radical attacks

PDD could lead to a higher CII/CIO ratio when DEDS is present as compared to

PDD alone, since undecene results from the PDDrad3 beta-scission reaction, while

decane forms from PDDradl (see Figure 5.12). Furthermore, this leads to a higher

flux for ipso-isomerization reactionls involving PDDrad3, analogous to the reaction

depicted in Figure 5.14, resulting in the formation of 3-PDD product (also observed

as a difference in Figure 5.11).
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5.6 Conclusion

Our combined experimental observations and reaction network simulations support

the hypothesis that, under anhydrous conditions, organosulfur moieties could accel-

erate hydrocarbon free-radical reactions at the geologic temperatures associated with

kerogen and oil maturation. Experimentally, we show that DEDS does not substan-

tially accelerate PDD decomposition at 350'C, in contrast to previous investigations

in fixed volume reactors, but does exhibit statistically significant acceleration effects
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on decomposition at 250'C. The timescale of available free radicals are implicited in

the acceleration of PDD decomposition at lower temperatures due to their longevity.

These timescales may differ depending on the nature of the S moieties in question.

Less reactive organic sulfur compounds such as thiols or thiophenes will likely have

different effects on oil-to-gas composition. These effects will require further mechanis-

tic investigation to model kerogen with diverse sulfur content in petroleum systems.

The model generated by RMG predicts the major products of PDD neat pyrolysis

experiments found in literature and the new experiments performed by Reeves, but

overpredicts the conversion of PDD, likely due to model convergence issues in RMG.

There is also an overprediction of undecene and styrene and underprediction of un-

decane. These differences should be investigated by looking into the kinetics of the

beta-scission and reverse disproportionation reactions involving the initial PDD rad-

icals to verify that the branching ratios are correct. Polycyclic thermochemistry and

ipso-isomerization reactions should also be included to account for the PDD isomers

found in experiment.

Experimentally, we show that DEDS does not substantially accelerate PDD de-

composition at 350'C (after 72h), in contrast to previous investigations in fixed vol-

ume reactors, but does exhibit statistically significant acceleration effects on decom-

position at 250'C (after 1000h). The kinetic model shows that DEDS is predicted to

react within an hour in the presence of PDD at 350 C, forming mostly ethane and

hydrogen sulfide, whereas conversion of DEDS occurs more slowly at 250'C, allowing

sustained interactions with PDD. This is consistent with remnant DEDS only being

detected in the products of the 250'C experiment.

Reeves' flexible gold tube reactors allow for the independent control of reactant

mixture pressures using water as the pressurizing fluid to carry out the experiment

at high pressures far away from the 2-phase boundary for PDD, eliminatng vapor

phase reactions unrealistic at geological conditions. However, further investigation is

needed to understand the physics approximation error and whether RMG's gas phase

kinetics are a reasonable approximation for the single-phase, high pressure system.

Future work should be directed to simulating sulfur effects at even lower temper-

atures relevant for petroleum reservoir modeling. The expected effect of disulfides at

temperatures <250'C is to accelerate oil-to-gas decomposition, as HS - radicals are

expected to be longer-lived at those temperatures. We hypothesize that the presence

of other sulfur compounds that produce radicals more slowly than disulfides may

also lead to a sustained radical pool that accelerates oil-to-gas decomposition in real

petroleum systems.
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Water has been hypothesized to decrease the rate of oil cracking by quenching rad-

icals, forming oxygenated compounds in the process. [10] Practically all reservoirs are

water-wet to varying degrees and contain organic sulfur, thus additional experiments

were performed to investigate the effects of water in a combined PDD-DEDS-H20

system. The details of this followup study will not be a subject for this thesis.

We acknowledge financial support from ENI, a member of the MIT Energy Ini-

tiative, for the work done in this chapter.
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6
UNCERTAINTY PROPAGATION IN AUTOMATIC

MECHANISM GENERATION

Uncertainty analysis is the quantification of the relationship between the uncertainty,
or variance, in a model's outputs with respect to the uncertainties in the input param-

eters. In chemical kinetics, these input parameters may include initial concentrations,
temperature, pressure, rate coefficients, or thermodynamic quantities. In general,
combustion systems are highly nonlinear; uncertainties in a few rate coefficients can

become exaggerated while the rest become suppressed. [1, 2]

In RMG, uncertainty propagation is essential because rate coefficients are es-

timated and can have uncertainties up to several orders of magnitude, which can

adversely affect both model generation and predictions. For most users, the model

construction workflow is an iterative cycle: (1) generate model using RMG, (2) com-

pare results against experimental data, (3) conduct sensitivity analysis for key ob-

servables to identify the most sensitive input parameters, (4) refine the most sensitive

parameters by updating the RMG database, then regenerate the model via step (1)
and repeat the cycle until a satisfactory model is generated. However, efforts to refine

an input parameter are only worthwhile if the model is both sensitive to the param-

eter and if the uncertainty of the parameter is significant. Uncertainty analysis can

help identify the parameters which most strongly contribute to the overall model er-

ror. In this chapter, local first order and global uncertainty analysis are implemented

and performed for a toy phenyldodecane model generated by RMG. We also analyze

the effect of correlated uncertainties arising from the use of kinetics rate rules and

thermodynamic group additivity values.
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6.1 Background

All models seek to describe the true behavior of some physical phenomena. In order

to trust that a kinetic model is capturing the real pathways of a chemical reaction

system, it must be able to predict multiple sets of observables measured in experiment.

A comparison of error bars between the experimental data and model provides a

reliability check for both. In Figure 6.1, two cases are shown. Case 1 shows a model

that gives predictions that have overlapping error bars with the experimental data

but systematically deviate from the data's nominal values, while case 2 shows a model

that has no overlap with the data. In case 1, there is some confidence that the model

parameters are reasonable, and refinement of the uncertain input parameters within

their error bounds should be able achieve better predictions of the observable data.

In case 2, refining the model input parameters within their error bounds will not

produce better predictions, and we must understand the possible reasons for this

discrepancy before proceeding further:

1. The error bars on the input parameters in the model are underestimated.

2. The error bars on the experimental data are underestimated.

3. The propagated error bounds on the model due to the uncertainties in the input

parameters are underestimated.

4. The model structure is missing key features such as reaction pathways or species

found in experiment.

5. The simulation is missing key approximations or using the incorrect assumptions

to model the experimental conditions and physics.

The model generation workflow requires that these sources of error be investigated

systematically in conjunction with the uncertainty propagation methods presented in

this chapter, which primarily address (1) and (3): the assignment of error bars on

input parameters and accurately propagating error bounds on the model outputs.

A kinetic model can be described as a set of ordinary differential equations of the

form:

dy
=y f~y t; A)

dt (6.1)
y(to) Yo
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Case 1: model error bars
overlap with data

Case 2: model error bars
do not overlap with data
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Figure 6.1: Checking model validity against experimental data: two eases. Case 1:
inodel predictions and data overlap. though there is systenatic deviation between the

noninal experilmeltal values and the model. Case 2: model predictions and data do

not overlap.

where y is the solution vector. t is tine. A is the tinle-indepenldent vector of illlput

paramleters, and yo is the initial value of y.

Uncertainty analysis is the study of the how the joint probability delnsity fune-

tion (pdf) of the input paraneters A, which can include temperature. pressure, rate

coefficients. or therniodynanic quantities, affect the pdf of the output variables of

interest.

The relationship between the output y and the inlpult paraieters can be described

using a sinple Taylor expansion about the nomnnal value of the input paraieter AO:

y(t. A0  AA) =:y(t. AO) + DAy
Aj A

AAd 1 1: / D2 AA1AA -
m) j , DADOAAA

In local uncertainty analysis, the sensitivity coefficielits are evaluated at nominal

paraieter values A0 . This approximnation ('ail be extended to nultiple orders. For

instance. ill highly iloilinear applications. second-order local sensitivities are used for

greater accuracy. [3] lore coninonly, a "local first order" analysis is used. where

the Taylor expansion is truncated to a first order approximllation. For the rest of

this chapter. local uncertainties will refer to the first order approximllation, neglecting
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covariance, which gives following expresion for D, the variance in the model output

y:

D =o 2 (Y) y)2 a 2 (Aj) (6.3)

where an individual input parameter's contribution to the uncertainty is the pa-

rameter variance a2 (Aj) multiplied by the first order sensitivity coefficient of output

y with respect to parameter Aj:

/y 2Dj ~ A- u2 (Aj) (6.4)
A0

However, for kinetic input parameters A = k, it is often more useful to rewrite y

in terms of the transformed input parameter ln(kj), under the assumption that rate

coefficients have a multiplicative or logarithmic uncertainty distribution. [4]

D = 2 (Y n- k y 2 (In kj) (6.5)

Therefore, the first order sensitivity index Sj, or contribution of uncertainty from

an individual input kinetic parameter kj on the output distribution of y is:

21

D alnkj) a i k y
S- = -i~0(6.6)

D

Approximating error with first order sensitivity coefficients at nominal parameter

values may not be robust for handling large simultaneous uncertainties in model

parameters. [1] In highly nonlinear systems, the behavior within the error bounds in

an input parameter can vary greatly, and the linearity assumption in local uncertainty

analysis does not hold. In other words, local uncertainty propagation will lead to

incorrect output pdfs.

In RMG-generated models, rate coefficients are often uncertain to many orders

of magnitude, hence first order sensitivity coefficients may poorly describe them.

Furthermore, the assumption of independent random variables and no covariance

does not hold for mechanisms generated by RMG, since an individual kinetic rate

rule can be used to construct multiple rate coefficients in the same model. However,

the simplicity and speed at which first order sensitivity coefficients can be computed

make local uncertainty analysis a useful tool for gaining qualitative understanding.

Using first order sensitivity indices, it is possible rank the input rate coefficients
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in terms of their error contribution to the output uncertainties to determine which

parameters should be refined.

Global uncertainty analysis is capable of handling large variations in input pa-

rameters because they simulate the system over the entire range of parameter uncer-

tainties. A common method is stochastic Monte Carlo, which samples the parameter

space assuming that their uncertainties can be represented using a known pdf about

their nominal values. The output pdf is determined statistically after a large num-

ber of simulations probing the uncertain parameter space. Monte Carlo is simple to

implement, but the computational costs are high and scale exponentially with the

number of parameters. [5] To ameliorate the computational time, sampling tech-

niques can be chosen carefully to minimize the number of simulations required. For

example, Latin hypercube sampling or Sobol sequences can be used to generating

accurate output distributions much faster than Monte Carlo methods alone. [1, 6]

Other global uncertainty methods rely on using basis set expansions to describe

the output distributions post-sampling the parameter space. These methods also

require sampling the uncertain parameter space and simulating the model, but typ-

ically converge faster than Monte Carlo. These methods include the Fourier Am-

plitute Sensitivity Test (FAST), High-dimensional Model Representations (HDMR),
and Polynomial Chaos Expansions (PCE).

The Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test (FAST) method assumes that each in-

put parameter is statistically independent with a given pdf. The parameters are

perturbed simulataneously using sine functions with incommensurate frequencies to

obtain Fourier coefficients that estimate the output pdf. The FAST method uses less

sampling points than Monte Carlo methods. [5]

High-dimensional model representations (HDMR) [5] create a mapping between

the input variables A and the output y on the basis of their zeroth, first order, and

higher order interactions of the form:

n

y =f(A) =fo +jfj(Aj) + E fi,j(Aj, Ak) + ... + fi2 ... n(A1, A2, ...,I An) (6.7)
j I i<jsn

where fo is the zeroth order effect, fj(Aj) is the first-order term mapping the

effect of the input A3 on the output f, and so forth. The HDMR method is compu-

tationally efficient if the higher order interactions are negligible or converge quickly.

Tomlin and Ziehn have used the HDMR method on a methane flame model study

and demonstrated that a initial Morris Method screening step which discards non-
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influential parameters can be used to reduce high dimensional input spaces and reduce

computation time while maintaining accuracy. [2]

Polynomial chaos expansions (PCE) are becoming more widely used to track the

evolution of probability density functions within combustion systems. [7, 8] Sheen

and Wang have used PCEs in conjunction with experimental data to bound uncer-

tainty in input parameters. [8] CHEMKIN-PRO [9] also contains global uncertainty

capabilities using PCEs with parametric uncertainty analysis via the Deterministic

Equivalent Modeling Method (DEMM). [10] This module allows the user to assign

the PCE polynomial order and either a normal, lognormal, or uniform pdf for the

input parameters. However, the current version of CHEMKIN-PRO's global analysis

is cumbersome to use. All inputs and outputs must be viewed through the graphical

user interface, only fixed order polynomial expansions can be used, and there is at

least one unresolved bug associated with assigning the input parameter uncertainties.

The above methods use Bayesian inference to track global error propagation within

nonlinear chemical models and require prior knowledge of the input parameters'

probability distribution functions. A major drawback to these Bayesian methods

is the computation time required relative to local uncertainty analysis. Frenklach

and coworkers have devised an alternate method which uses bounded intervals to

represent input uncertainties instead of probability distributions to cut back on com-

putational costs. Rate parameters are then optimized on a feasible set constrained

by the experimental data and their associated uncertainties. [ii] This framework is

the basis of the PrIMe online kinetics database [12] and the GRI-Mech3.0 dataset

[13]. However, Bayesian methods are more widely used in the kinetics community.

6.2 Overview

This chapter describes the implementation of local and global uncertainty propagation

methods. First, input parameter uncertainties were assigned to the rate coefficients

and species thermochemistry estimated by RMG. Sensitivity analysis with respect to

the nominal parameter values was implemented in RMG using DASPK 3.1 [14]. A

framework for local uncertainty propagation was built to analyze output uncertainty

dependence on either independent or correlated input parameters. Finally, a frame-

work for global uncertainty propagation was implemented using PCEs constructed

with the adaptive Smolyak pseudospectral approximation method. [15]

A toy model for phenyldodecane was used to compare the various methods. Local

uncertainty analysis for independent and correlated coefficients was performed, fol-
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lowed by a comparison of local vs. global methods for independent parameters. These

results and their implications on the model generation workflow are then summarized.

6.3 Assigning uncertainties to RMG's databases

Rate coefficients and thermodynamic parmaters uncertainties must be assigned to

track error propagation. This is difficult because most uncertainty information is

often missing even from their original literature sources. Some uncertainties can

be estimated for parameters derived from ab initio calculations based on the level

of theory. Other rate coefficients are fitted using multiple quantum calculations or

experimental data and have additional uncertainties associated with fitting. [16, 17]

Baulch et al. [4] assigns lognormal distributions to rate coefficients about their

nominal value such that k E [kmin, kmax]. In our analysis, we will instead be using

log-uniform distribution about ln(ko), an uncertainty factor f can be defined:

f = 1 (__ ko kmax 1 In (kmax 6.8)
\kmin ko In10 ko

The standard deviation -ln k of a uniform distribution about ln(ko) can be ex-

pressed in terms of f (note that this expression differs slightly from the definitions

by Baulch et al. [4]):

12 kma In 10
o-ln k = F 2 [ln(kmax) - ln(kmin)] = 2 n ax = f (6.9)

S12 V12 ko V13

In most studies, the uncertainty in k is assumed to be the uncertainty associated

with the preexponential factor A in the modified Arrhenius expression:

k = ATexp (E) (6.10)
RT

although it is unrealistic to characterize the uncertainties of Ea and n to be zero.

Complete characterization of the uncertainties for A, Ea, and n requires a covari-

ance matrix to describe their pdf, since Arrhenius coefficients are highly correlated

and typically constrained through fitting to either experimental or theoretical data.

Turanyi et al. have described a method in which elements of the covariance matrix

can be determined through fitting to a set of temperature dependent rate uncertainty

data. [18] This results in an uncertainty in k that contains temperature dependence.
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6.3.1 Kinetics uncertainty

The RMG database contains kinetic data in the form of rate rules, training reac-

tions, and library reactions. Although these entries are equipped to store uncertainty

information, most contain no information. Therefore, a general assignment of uncer-

tainties must be carried out.

For simplicity in our initial implementation, we will assign uncertainties in k using

only a multiplicative uncertainty in the pre-exponential factor A, rather than com-

plete uncertainty characterization for all the coefficients in the Arrhenius expression.

Furthermore, we will consider the uncertainties to be uniform distributions about

ln(k) in their uncertainty intervals [ln(kmin), ln(kmax)]), rather than normal distribu-

tions in ln(k). This prevents problems during sampling for global analysis, arising

from nonphysical extreme values at the tail ends of the normal distribution. It also

supports the notion that the true rate coefficient could be any value within the error

bound, rather than having a higher likelihood of being close to the nominal value.

Different sources of kinetics within an RMG-generated model have different ex-

pected uncertainties. A reaction that matches a training reaction or library reaction

uses a rate calculated for that exact reaction, therefore the uncertainty matches that

of the original rate. If there is no uncertainty associated with the entry, an uncertainty

factor of f = 0.5 is assigned.

For rate coefficients estimated through the reaction families, a more thorough

treatment is needed. The forward rate coefficient kestimate depends on the kinetics

estimate kgt ' associated with the transition state of a particular reaction site m with

degeneracy dm:

kestimate = dmks"t (6.11)

We can consider the uncertainty A ln(k) between the true kinetics ktr"e and the

estimated kinetics kestimate as equal to the uncertainty A ln(kste) in the estimated

reaction site kinetics (with no dependence on d,):

Aln(k) = ln(ktrue) - ln (kestimate) A ln (k"te) (6.12)

In order to assign the uncertainty to A ln(kite), we must first understand how kste

is calculated. In RMG, the kinetics kste for a unique reaction site m is be estimated

using the geometric average of N rate rule(s) with individual kinetics k'ul":

1n(ke) = I (k" (6.13)
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The rate rule(s) used to approximate kite can be considered either an "exact" or

"non-exact" match. In practice, an exact match occurs only in the case of a single

rate rule (N = 1). A non-exact match can occur when the reaction site is described

using the average of either a single (N = 1) or multiple (N > 1) rate rules.

We can think of the uncertainty A ln(klite) in the estimated site kinetics to be

broken up into two components, a residual error term Am and an intrinsic error term

associated with the error from the rate rules:

[Al~kte)2=Am)+ { ln kaie ~ 2  2
[A In(k )r]u2 = (AM)2 + Oln ki )A ln(k ule (6.14)

The intrinsic second term describes the error associated with the rate rules' k[ule

origin of calculation, i.e. experiment or theory, including error arising from any

explicit dependence on species thermochemistry G,. A single rate rule's kinetics

Kul' can be described using the Evans-Polanyi modified Arrhenius expression:

krule(T) Ai exp -j"'1
(I K RT (6.15)

Ea,i max(O, aiAHxn + Eo,i)

where Ai is the pre-exponential factor, ni is the temperature exponential factor,
Ea,i is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, AHxn is

the enthalpy of reaction, and a2 and EO,i are constants. This expression simplifies to

the modified Arrhenius expression when ai = 0.

To calculate the intrinsic error from the rate rules, first we derive ln krule(T)

in (kule (T)) = ln(Ai) + ni ln(T) - maX(', aiAHxn + EOi) (6.16)
RT

For simplicity in describing the uncertainty in a single rate rule, we do not consider

the uncertainties associated with ni, ai, or Eo,i. Therefore the uncertainty in the

rate rule depends only on the kinetics A-factor uncertainty A ln Ai and the species

thermochemistry uncertainty AG,:

[A In (krule(T))]2 = (A ln Ai) 2 + (a) G AHr AG) (6.17)
species n

Note that in RMG, rate rules are defined for the forward direction kinetics within a

reaction family. Generated reactions are always defined in the same direction as the

reaction family, therefore, there is no thermochemistry dependence in the forward
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rate coefficients besides enthalpy dependence in the Evans-Polanyi form. A small

number of rate rules are fitted from training reactions at the beginning of the RMG

job. If the training reaction is defined in the reverse direction of the family's reaction

template, the rate rule must be fitted with the reverse rate coefficient using the species

thermochemistry. However, this thermochemistry dependence will not be considered

here, as we attribute this uncertainty to be part of the general A-factor uncertainty

A In Ai in the final rate rule.

For the preliminary analyses within this chapter, we ignore the thermochemistry

dependence entirely in the rate rule uncertainty (the second term in Equation 6.17),
since there are very few Evans-Polanyi rate rules in the database (the majority are

modified Arrhenius expressions). However, future analyses should include this term,
especially for low temperature systems where this uncertainty term becomes more

relevant.

Therefore, the intrinsic uncertainty term can be simplified to:

0 (In k' \2 2r~~ 1 N 1N
n A n( ki)J -A 

In (kVule)]2 - N (A In A) 2  (6.18)
rule i = =

The residual term Am is the error associated with the assumption of chemical

similarity through using the estimated reaction site kinetics ks t ' to describe the

k1ineUtiCs 01 a real reactiuonl or the basis of matching functional groups. A set of similar

reactions collapse to the same estimated reaction site kinetics, but their true rate

coefficients will differ from each other. Given the implementation in RMG, we can

think of the chemical similarity error term as being associated with both the error

AfamiY from how specific the reaction sites are defined in a particular reaction family,
as well as Amatch which differentiates between sites matched exactly or non-exactly

by the rate rules:

(Am) 2  (A[amily) 2 + (Amatch) 2  (6.19)

The term A muiY should differ for each reaction family based on the sparseness

of the reaction family tree: a more densely populated tree with many assigned rate

rules will contribute less chemical error. In the implementation in thie chapter, we

assume the same error value A milY for all reaction families. Future implementations

could use the leave-one-out cross validation statistic as a measure of this error. The

term Amatch should be large for non-exact rate rule matches for the reaction site and

small for exact matches.
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Table 6.1: Uncertainty factors for RMG kinetic parameters

Source of Kinetics Uncertainty factor (f)
Reaction library 0.5
Traning reaction 0.5

Reaction family rate estimate See Equation 6.21
Pressure dependent rate estimate 2

A value of Za ln(k[le) = A In Ai = 2.0 is assigned to the uncertainty of each

rate rule, Afamily - 1.0 for all families, and Amatch = 2.0 for non-exact matches and

Amatch = 0.0 for exact rate rule to reaction site matches.

In summary, kinetics estimated by rate rules have uncertainties Aln(k) that can

be broken down into both intrinsic and chemical similarity terms and expanded as

follows:

A ln(k) = A In(kste) = )2 + ln(kmI u"le
rule i (6.20)4 (Afamly)2 + (Amatch) 2 + 2kle2

N 2 i=1 lnrle~I

Hence, the uncertainty factor f for kinetics estimated by rate rules is:

_ v 1 N 2

In 10 Aln(k) = n 10 \ ( laZY)2 ( atch)2 + N 2  (I ln k,"le) (6.21)

For kinetics estimated through RMG's pressure-dependence module, we use sim-

plified, lumped uncertainty for A ln(k) with uncertainty factor f = 2.

The uncertainty factors for different kinetics sources are assigned in Table 6.1.

Since most database rate coefficients do not have explicit uncertainties, these factors

are used for the rest of the analyses in this chapter.

6.3.2 Thermochemistry uncertainty

In most uncertainty analyses, normal distributions are assumed for the uncertainties

in the thermodynamic parameters AH, AS and C,. [1, 19] In our implementation,
we will using a uniform distribution across the uncertainty interval instead. Like the

use of uniform distributions for kinetics, this prevents sampling the extreme values

at the tails of a normal distribution.
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In this chapter, we will be considering uncertainties AGn for the free energy of

an individual species n. We define the uncertainty distribution to be uniform about

the nominal value Go within the interval [Gmin, Gmax]. The uncertainty factor f for

thermodynamics can then be defined as:

f = Gmax - Go = Go - Gmin (6.22)

The relationship between the uncertainty factor f and the standard deviation

-(G) = AG is:

1 2 fAG = (Gmax - Gmin) = (Gmax - Go) = (6.23)
V12 f2 f3

Thermodynamic parameters for each species are either taken from exact matches

in Thermo Libraries or estimated through either Benson group additivity or on-the-fly

QMTP (for cyclic molecules only). The AGn for species thermochemistry estimated

from libraries is the intrinsic error associated with the experimental or theoretical

value. We assign an uncertainty of AG, = 1.0 kcal/mol for these values (note that

this correponds to a 2.0 kcal/mol uncertainty interval). For thermochemistry es-

timated using the QMTP module, the error is associated with the level of theory

used. Most QMTP calculations are carried out using semiempirical PM methods.

We can consider their error to be approximately AGn = 2.5 kcal/mol. For Benson

group additivity, the thermochemistry G, for a species n is estimated using the sum

of group values Gy'P corresponding to the degeneracy dj of each Benson functional

group j in the molecule:

n= S d3 Gq "o (6.24)
group j

Similar to kinetics, the error we expect between the estimated thermochemistry

and the true value comprises of the uncertainties in the themo groups as well as

a residual error An from using the group additivity approximation to estimate the

species thermochemistry:

2G 2
(AGn) 2  (An 2 + u OG UP) (AG y"UP)

2  (6.25)
group j ( 3

The residual error term An is expected to be small for most species, but likely

high for certain classes of species such as cyclics, where the available groups are not

specific enough. The certainty of each thermo group additivity value AGqroup will
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also be larger for groups fitted with less training data. The preliminary analyses in

this chapter uses An = 0 and AGq"'P = 0.075 kcal/mol for all Benson groups.

6.4 Sensitivity analysis

Previously, sensitivity analysis for RMG-generated models was conducted in CHEMKIN-

PRO [9], a proprietary software with substantial license fees. In CHEMKIN-PRO,
sensitivity coefficients for kinetic parameters can be obtained, but not for thermo-

dynamic parameters, which can also have a great influence on model outputs under

uncertainty.

Native sentivity analysis within RMG provides the advantage of local uncertainty

propagation without the use of external software and also the possibility of using

sensitivities as a metric for enlarging the model instead of fluxes. First order sen-

sitivities can be calculated using a variety of methods, including finite differences,
the decoupled direct method, Green's function method, or analytically integrated

Magnus. [5] In addition, many commercial and open source post-processing codes

are available such as SENKIN, KINALC, and the IDA solver in Sundials. [20] In

the Java version of RMG, sensitivity analysis was implemented by coupling two For-

tran codes: the automatic differentiation package DAEPACK [21] and the large scale

differential algebraic equation solver DASPK 2.0 [22]. DAEPACK is the first stiff

differential algebraic solver that uses sparse linear algebra for solving model systems.

However, DAEPACK is only available commercially and cannot be freely distributed.

We sought a solver with less restricted availability for the Python version of RMG.

Assimulo, the Python wrapper for Sundials [20] was considered but discarded in fa-

vor of Petzold's fortran DASPK 3.1 [14] solver. DASPK 3.1 enables native sensitivity

analysis and was the most compatible with the existing solvers in RMG, which relies

on PyDAS, [23] a python wrapper for DASSL [24], an older solver written by Pet-

zold. PyDAS was extended with a new submodule pydas .daspk containing a Python

wrapper for DASPK 3.1. RMG's base solvers can be interchangeably configured to

use either either the DASSL or DASPK 3.1 solver during compilation. This flexibil-

ity was given to users such that those without a DASPK 3.1 license (free-for-use for

academic users only) can be able to fall back to the open-source DASSL solver. The

RMG reaction system solver was optimized for speed using Cython [25]. Future work

may find it worthwhile to implement automatic differentiation in RMG's solvers for

speedup, as DASPK3.1 has some support capabilities for it when used in conjunction

with with ADIFOR, [26] an automatic differentiation library written in fortran.
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6.4.1 Mathematical description

Referring to the kinetic model of the form:

dy
=t f (y, t; A) (.6

y(to) Yo

where y is the solution vector, t is time, A is the time-independent vector of input

parameters, and yo is the initial value of y.

Define the first order sensitivity coefficient of output y (not to be confused with

the first-order sensitivity index described earlier) with respect to parameter Aj as sj

(lowercase):

Si = -- (6.27)

A set of differential equations for the sensitivity coefficients can be derived by

differentiating equation 6.1 with respect to Aj to obtain

ds= J(y, t; A)sj + fj (y, t; A)
dt

dt (6.28)
sj (to) =

OAj

where J is the Jacobian matrix whose terms are defined

Jmn = m (6.29)
ayn

and fj contains the explicit dependence of f on on the input parameter Aj

fi = -f (6.30)
a9A3

In RMG, we use a simple reactor system that is isothermal and isobaric. The

variable y is cast as the moles of each species yn and A consists of both forward rate

coefficients kf and species thermochemistry A = G. The functional form of f is:

=y f (yn, t; A) = V 1: kf H Creactant -- kr H cproduct (6.31)
d t rxn reactants products
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where c is the species concentration, defined as c = yn/V, and V is the volume,
which is computed using the ideal gas law algebraically:

PV = RT yn,i (6.32)
i

where P is the system pressure, R is the gas constant, and T is the system

temperature. In our isothermal, isobaric system, V is proportional to the total moles

Ei yni.
Molar sensitivities sj = dyn/dAj with respect to the forward rate coefficients and

the species thermochemistry can both be derived with a single jacobian calculation

and evaluation of the derivative f3 .
First, kr is be substituted given the thermodynamic constraint

kf = RT -n -AG n
Keq = = exp - (6.33)

kr POJ RT
where Keq is the equilibrium constant of the reaction, T is the reaction temper-

ature, R is the gas constant, P0 is the standard pressure (1 bar), AG'xn(T) is the

standard reaction free energy, and An is the change in moles in the reaction.

This gives d in terms of only the input parameters kf and G:

dy = V (k - kf f c / (6.34)
rxn eacantsPO xp (_RT products

In RMG, the residuals for dyn/dt are defined using Equation 6.34 above, and the

residuals for dsj/dt are simulataneously computed through evaluating the jacobian

analytically for the isothermal, isobaric system. These residuals are passed to DASPK

3.1 through the Python wrapper PyDAS, which integrates the system and computes

the solution vector of species moles yn and sensitivities sj. Since the initial moles Yn,O

are independent of kf and Gspecies, the initial values for the sensitivities sj(to) ='0.

We are interested in deriving sensitivities with respect to concentrations c rather

than moles yn, for comparability with outputs from CHEMKIN [9]. In order to

convert the molar sensitivities &yn/&Aj outputted from RMG to concentration sensi-

tivities oc/OAj, the following relationship is used

y= cV

cyn aC V+ (6.35)
- - = 2 --+
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Rearranging, the concentration sensitivities can be written in terms of the molar

sensitivities and a volume sensitivity term a:

Dc _1 (Dyn cDV-- = -y - C ) (6.36)
OAj V OAj OAj

The volume sensitivity term &V/Dkj can be derived from the ideal gas law con-

straint from Equation 6.32:

DV (9 D(R Yni)
O~j O~j(6.37)

In the case of the simple reactor at constant temperature and constant pressure,
this term can be further simplified:

OV RT ayn-- RT -- Yn' (6.38)
OAj P DAj

6.4.2 Running sensitivity analysis within RMG

Sensitivity analysis can be performed within RMG with respect to either the forward

kinetic rate parameters kf or thermochemistry G of an individual species.

We are particularly interested in the normalized sensitivity of the concentration

with respect to the forward rate coefficient km of reaction m:

aInc _ kmn ac (6.39)
Dlnk, C (0km)

and the semi-normalized sensitivity with respect to the Gn of species n:

=lnc - ac (6.40)
OG, c ( Gn)

RMG-Py input files were modified to handle optional sensitivity analysis options.

RMG prints time-dependent species sensitivities to a . csv file post model generation

and allows user-specified thresholds for the printed sensitivities (the default threshold

is to 1 x 10-3) in order to limit excessive output file sizes, providing the same flexibility

as CHEMKIN.

Both thermo and kinetic sensitivities can be automatically simulated within RMG,
either in a stand-alone analysis for a pre-existing CHEMKIN format model, or at the

end of an RMG job. The top 10 most sensitive rate coefficients and top 10 most

sensitive species thermo are automatically plotted for the outputs of interest and

saved to the solver folder.
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6.5 Local uncertainty propagation

The first-order local uncertainty propagation of uncertainties when considering the

forward rate coefficients km and species thermochemistry Gn as independent can be

expressed as:

[A(In c)]2 m (lnc 2 (A In km) 2 + On 2 (AGn)2
rxn M Ink,) species n On)

Oinc )2 [ Oinkm 2 rule 21

a k n k nkrue (A nk")2 (6.41)
rxn m mrule I

S(OIn c 2 [ 2 + a Gn 2 roup)2
+ E G n OGaroup ( AGg ")

speczes n [(n)+)group j (

Here, the first order sensitivity indices, or the variance contribution from the

kinetic parameter uncertainty A In km and the species free energy uncertainty AGn
on the species concentration variance are:

= (91c) (A In km)
2

S r[n ln c)]M [A(lnC)]2  

(6.42)
anc )2 (AG ) 2

S*pectes -_ (Gn )
[A(lnc)] 2

6.5.1 Correlated uncertainty analysis

Uncertainty quantification'for chemical kinetic models typically assumes independent

kinetic and thermo parameters. However, there are implicit correlations between

model parameters, even in hand constructed models. These correlations are usually

difficult to track. In automatic reaction mechanism generation, however, thermo-

dynamic and kinetic parameters are estimated using group-based contributions that

are easily identified. Therefore, these parameters uncertainties are explicitly corre-

lated, reducing the degrees of freedom and dimensionality of the model. Prager et al.

conducted a uncertainty propagation study on a propane/ethane/air mixture using

correlatated rate coefficients. [27] Their system contained correlated uncertainties for

two rate rules used as rate coefficients for two reactions each. PCEs were used to con-

struct the output ignition delay uncertainties. Their results show that the coupling

of the reaction uncertainties produces an increase in output uncertainty compared

to the case where the rate coefficient uncertainties are uncorrelated. Their analysis
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showed that accounting for correlations in the kinetic model leads to higher fidelity

uncertainty quantification as well as computational savings from reduced dimension-

ality. Wang and Sheen [28] also highlight two other viewpoints regarding rate-rule

induced uncertainty during model development. One viewpoint suggests that rate

parameters derived from a single rate rule or reaction class should be treated as de-

coupled from each other on the basis that the rate rule provides an initial guess for

the real kinetic rate. The other viewpoint argues that rate parameters of a single re-

action class should obey certain constraints due to chemical similarity. As described

earlier, in our assignment of uncertainties to the rate parameters, we include both

the error intrinsic to the rate rules as well as the residual error in approximating the

real reaction.

The first order sensitivity indices with respect to the uncertainties in the rate

rules Akrule and thermochemical groups AGr"P can be derived by first rewriting

the output uncertainty A(In c) in terms of the correlated rate rules and groups:

C)12 ~ ~ ~ - ue n c 0 In km - 2
[A(Zn )n2E= (A In k )kj

rule i rxn m 0 Ink_ I rl

+ (AG roup) 2  (OG:) (aG)] 2  (6.43)
group 3species n 3

Blc 2 -, /nC\2

rxn m 0 In km specis n aGn

The individual reaction kinetics km and species thermochemistry Gn are no longer

independent and their sensitivity terms are lumped with respect to the rate rules and

groups. Additional terms containing uncertainties Am and An are still independent

because they are residual errors.

In this representation, we see that the total uncertainty in the output concentra-

tion is smaller than when considering the parameters to be independent, due to the

loss in degrees of freedom. We can now compute first-order sensitivity indices for the

rate rules and thermochemical groups:

( n c )A In krule)2  [Zr xn m ( ) i& (A In kule)2

= [A(lnc)] 2  
[A(lnC)]2 (6.44)

2 -]2 (644

(AGcr"uP) 2 ( 0inc) ( Gn (grou ")2
( UP) (AG _species n -Gwp 8G

Sgroup= _ _ _ _ [z 3 (3

[A(lnc)] 2  [A(lnc)] 2
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These metrics can identify the rate rules and thermochemical groups that are the

most influential in a kinetic model. It is difficult to perceive when a single rate rule

is being overextended and used to estimate highly dissimilar reactions. Therefore, by

coupling group-based parameter uncertainties in our analysis, we are more likely to

uncover large output uncertainties that can lead to human flagging of those rate rules,
which will allow the user to identify cases where multiple rate rules should replace a

single rule.

The residual errors should not be entirely ignored, since they describe the error

from approximating chemical similarity. However, we will not be addressing these

errors in the correlated case in this chapter.

6.6 Global uncertainty propagation

Global uncertainty propagation was implemented using a probabilistic sampling method

and polynomial chaos expansions (PCE) to express the dependence of output vari-

ables on the uncertainties A ln(km) in kinetics and AG, in thermodynamic inputs.

We will consider the uncertain parameters to be independent and compare the global

sensitivity indices against the local first-order sensitivity indices.

Given that chemical kinetic models are often very large, it was desired to find a

method that gives the user flexibility in allocating CPU time for global uncertainty

analysis. We use the adaptive Smolyak pseudospectral approximation method de-

scribed in Conrad and Marzouk's separate paper. [15] The adaptive method is well

suited to chemical kinetic models because of the strong coupling expected between

certain inputs and weak dependence on others. Conrad and Marzouk show that using

the adaptive method leads to much faster convergence in the uncertainty propaga-

tion of a methane-air autognition system,with more than two orders of magnitude

reduction in error using the same number of model evaluations as compared to Monte

Carlo. This method is implemented in the MIT Uncertainty Quantification Library

(MUQ) [29] and is suitable for our needs. MUQ is an open-source code' written by

Marzouk and his uncertainty quantification group at MIT. It is written in C++ with

solvers from SUNDIALS. [20] Many of the classes in MUQ have Python wrappers,
making it highly compatible for use with RMG.

We consider a set of canonical random variables j to correspond to the uncertain

inputs i = 1, ... , d for d = M + N, where M is the total number of uncertain kinetic

parameters and N is the total number of uncertain thermodynamic parameters con-

sidered. The 's are independent and uniformly distributed over the unit interval
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[-1, 1]. We define the mapping of i to the log uniform uncertainty intervals in the

corresponding kinetics rate coefficient k-:

(k_ 
_ nkfilog %'max) = Aln kg

j.ki,o ln 10

log", ( ki (6.45)
ki,o

ki = 10"ki,o

where fi is the uncertainty factor associated with kinetics of reaction i, and ki,O

is the nominal value of the rate coefficient.

For the free energy G, we define the linear mapping of i with respect to the

nominal value Gi,o and the uncertainty factor fi for thermodynamics:

fi - Gi,max - G -,o = /JAG(
~ + Gi,0 (6.46)Gi = i fi + Gi,o'

The PCE expressing the dependence of the output concentration c on the un-

certain inputs = {=1, 2, ... , d} can be written as an infinite spectral expansion in

terms of a complete set of orthogonal basis functions I':

00

CW( -= afk Fk(( ) (6.47)
k=O

In our case, Ik are multi-dimensional Legendre polynomials defined as:

(n + 1) IF+,() (2n + 1) Tn(() - n1Fn_1(0) (6.48)

Legendre polynomials are orthogonal with respect to the uniform distribution of

(note that Hermite polynomials are used in the case of Gauss-normal distributions):

/ 1 2(v ) J'i(x)'I (x)dx = 2+ 61 (6.49)
-1 2n+ 1

The ak coefficients in the PCE for the output concentration c can be computed

using the Galerkin projection:

(z = (6.50)(,2)
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Computationally, the PCE is truncated to a fixed number of terms up to k = P

as an approximation of the true dependence on the uncertainties:

P

C( ) ~1_ E ak 'F(k (6.51)
k=O

Once the coefficients in the PCE are known, we can directly evaluate the moments,
i.e. expected value and variance of the output variable. Key metrics for evaluating

the influence of the uncertain parameters are the global main effect (first order) and

the total-effect sensitivity indices. [6] To compute these, we first express the total

variance on the output concentration c in terms of the first and higher order effects

of the uncertain inputs:

d d

Var(c) = E V + +... +V12d (6.52)
i=1 i<j

Vi is the contribution to output variance of c measuring the effect of varying an

uncertain paramter Ai alone, averaged over the variations in the other input param-

eters:

V= Var (E_2 (cIAj))

__ (6.53)
S- =

Var(c)

where A~, indicates the set of all A except A2. Vi and higher order terms describe

the variance attributed to interaction effects between uncertain inputs. Using the

first order variance contribution Vi, the main effect, or first order, sensitivity index

can be computed (and is directly comparable to the first order sensitivity indices in

local uncertainty analysis):

Si = (6.54)
Var(c)

Computationally, obtaining a total effect sensitivity index can be more accurate

when a small number of samples are taken. The total effect sensitivity index STi

measures the contribution of varying Aj, including all variance contributed by its

interactions with other uncertain inputs A:

STi = EA 2 (Varx2 (cjA~j)) (6.55)
Var(c)

It must be noted that the total-effect sensitivity indices typically do not sum to

1, because it double counts interaction effects between Ai and Aj.
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6.6.1 Implementation

We use the nonintrusive stochastic collocation method. adal)tive Sniolvak pse(udospec-

tral a)proXiiliatiolls. to colm)utc the al)l)roxiiiate Oq values. The scheiatic for ge-

erating global variance statistics is visualized in Figure 6.2. First. the ipil)its $ are

sailed within their prolability (listributions and liapl)ed to tie aI1)proI)riate kinet-

is k1 and thernlodynaimic G, values. Then a seiupience of independent sinmulations

are perforned in a Cantera class reactor to give the output mole fractions for species

of interest. The a q. valies are then colnpluted by MUQ. In the adaptive Snolvak

nethod. the salpiling of the inl)ut uncertainties is conducte(d using a siarse grid. and

the uncertainty space is saim)le(d adaptively to inimize global approxiiation error

to efficiently conmplite 1n..

Random Uniform Inputs (
Load kinetic model
and initialize ReactorModPiece
ReactorModPiece Map to parameters:

Create kinetics ln(km) and
MUQ SrnolyakPCEFactory thermodynamics G n antefa

MIT http://cantera.org

Uncertainty Initialize with Modify Cantera objects
Quantification Legendre using RMG

Library Polynomials ku

http://muq.mit.edu

Sample parameter Simulate reactor with
space Cantera

Obtain PCE and * Product Mole Fractions
variance statistics

Figure 6.2: Schematic of the global uncertaintv analysis workflow involving three key

packages: MUQ, Cantera,. and TIMG.

The Cantera simulation of the reactor system is fully einbedde(d in a constructed

ReactorModPiece class. which inherits from the l ibmuqmodeling. ModPiece miodule.

The class is initialized with a rmgpy .tools .CanteraModel .Cantera object contain-

ing the reactor conditions and an initialized RMG model, a list of desired outlut

slecies mole fractions. and a list of the uincertain kinetics and therio parameters to

be used. This flexibility allows the user to select only the iiost influential l)aran-

eters to perform the coml)utation intensive global analysis. The ReactorModPiece

class contaiis an EvaluateImpl function which takes an argumemit ins. a vector of

the randiom uniforn uncertain inluts = {1. ,2.....- } (and returns the output mole
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fractions of the user-specified output species from the Cantera simulation. These

uncertain inputs are mapped to their appropriate values using Equations 6.45 and

6.46 and updated in the Cantera object prior to simulation.

To perform the adaptive PCE construction, a libmuqApproximation. SmolyakPCEFactory

object is created outside of the ReactorModPiece class. This object is initialized with

the set of legendre polynomials (libmuqUtilities .LegendrePolynomialslDRecursive

objects) based on the number of uncertain inputs with Gauss-Patterson quadrature

(libmuqApproximation. GaussPattersonQuadraturelD objects).

The MUQ library provides several options for constructing PCEs: (1) with fixed

order P, (2) until a heuristic global error tolerance criteria is met, or (3) with a

user-specified wall clock time. These options are given to the user for performing

global uncertainty propagation on the kinetic model. After the PCE construction

is completed, the user can evaluate the output at a given input test point, and the

output variance, as well as the global main effect and total effect sensitivity indices

can be computed directly from the PCEs.

This module can be used to run uncertainty analysis for a multitude of different

targets and is specifically meant to be used a posteriori after local uncertainty analysis

to reduce the number of input parameters investigated. Computation time is a large

concern for global uncertainty methods, especially given the size of RMG-generated

models, which often contain hundreds of species and tens of thousands of reactions.

Therefore, using a small subset of uncertain parameters is recommended for global

analysis.

A future workflow might include an automatic screening of parameters through

local uncertainty analysis, such as screening via the Morris Method used by Tomlin

et al. , to eliminate noninfluential inputs prior to global analysis. [2]

6.7 Case study using a toy model

The toy model used to compare uncertainty propagation methods is an intermediate,
truncated phenyldodecane decomposition model used in developing the final mecha-

nism in Chapter 5. This model was generated at 350 'C and 350 bar using a phenyl-

dodecane mole fraction of 1.0 and a reaction time of 72 hours, with a limited number

of reaction families (HAbstraction, RRecombination, R_AdditionMultipleBond,
and Disproportionation). No reaction libraries were used during generation, so the

reactions are all based on rate rule estimates. A single thermo library was used, such

that some of the species thermochemistry was assigned from this library with trusted
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values. The model contains 81 species and 1427 reactions. The undecene product

is overpredicted by RMG in comparison to experimental and literature values, so

uncertainty propagation was performed for the output concentration of undecene.

Although the model contains 1427 reactions, the overall number of rate rules

accounted for is two orders of magnitude smaller, consisting of 14 rate rules from

H_Abstraction, 6 rate rules from RAdditionMultipleBond, 7 rate rules from

R_Recombination, and 13 rate rules from Disproportionation, giving a total of

only 40 rate rules used to estimate the kinetics in the entire model!

Uncertainties of AG, = 1.0 kcal/mol were assigned to the species thermochem-

istry taken from the thermo library. Uncertainties for thermochemistry estimated

via Benson group additivity were assigned their uncertainties based on the contribut-

ing thermo groups. The model contains 81 species; however, only 18 distinct group

additivity values are used to estimate their thermochemistry, along with 17 species

with thermochemistry values assigned with thermo library values. Out of these group

additivity values, 3 groups used placeholder, zero-value corrections: the ring group

Ring, the group R, and the gauche correction CsOsCdSs, which likely indicates the

lack of specific data for the corresponding functional group on the species.

6.7.1 Sensitivity analysis

RMG's native sensitivity analysis module was used to identify the most sensitive rate

coefficients and species thermochemistry. The top 5 normalized sensitivities with

respect to kinetics at 72 hours of reaction time are plotted in Figure 6.3. The top 5

semi-normalized sensitivities with respect to species thermochemistry are plotted in

Figure 6.4.

6.7.2 Local uncertainty analysis

Using the assigned uncertainties for the rate coefficients and thermochemistry, local

uncertainty propagation was performed considering the parameter uncertainties to be

independent. The total variance in the undecene concentration was [Aln(c)]2  1.47.

The first order sensitivity indices, or contribution of variance from each parameter

was computed. The top 5 reactions contributing uncertainty to the undecene yield

are shown in Figure 6.5. The top 5 species thermochemistry contributing to the

uncertainty are shown in Figure 6.6.

Comparing against sensitivity analysis alone, local uncertainty analysis provides

much more information. After accounting for the parameter uncertainties, we see

that the order of the most influential parameters shifts between sensitivity vs. local

uncertainty analysis. This weights highly uncertain and highly sensitive parameters,
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dln[C11ene(46)]/dln[k797]: STYRENE(3)+DECYL(56)=RAD1(14)

din[C11ene(46)]/din[k802]: CiOene(45)+EBZYL(59)=RAD4(17)

dln[C11ene(46)/dln[k804]: C9ene(44)+A3yl(61)=RAD5(18)

din[C11ene(46)]/dln[k808]: C7ene(42)+A5yl(63)=RAD7(20)

dln[C11ene(46)]/din[k812]: C5ene(40)+A7yl(65)=RAD9(22)

Figure 6.3: Top " iost sensitive react

(leCele at 72 hours of reaction time.

I
-0.15 -0.10 -0.05 0.00

din(c)/dln(k m)

ion kinetics affecting the concentration of niii-

dln[C11ene(46)I/dG[C11ene(46) -

din[C11ene(46)]/dG[TOLUENE(2)]

din[C11ene(46)]/dG[DECYL(56)]

dln[C11ene(46)/dG[ETHBENZ(4)]

din[C11ene(46)]/dG[C1Oene(45)]
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dln(c)/d(G n) [(kcal/mol)^-1]

Figure 6.4: Top 5 imost sensitive species therinocheiniistry affecting the coiceitratio1

of ulideceiie at 72 hours of reactioi time.

letting the modeler quickly identify which paraieter need to be iinproved first. III

additioii, the output concei1tratioii variaiice canl provide anl error bound oil the iodel

itself, which is useful in coiparisons against experiimental data. Finally e see that

when the uncertainties of both kinetics and thernio are accounted for, therniocheiii-

istry iiiertaiiities doiinate aid affect the yiihe(eiie vield iore than kinetics in tis

toy iiodel. III such Cases, iiiodelers s11ould pay attention to refining therinochienical
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k797: STYRENE(3)+DECYL(56)=RAD1(14)

k802: ClOene(45)+EBZYL(59)=RAD4(17)

k804: C9ene(44)+A3yl(61)=RAD5(18)

k814: C3ene(38)+A9yl(67)=RAD11(24)

k808: C7ene(42)+A5yl(63)=RAD7(20)

I
I

4 6
Uncertainty Contribution (%)

8 10

Figure 6.5: Top 5 reaction kinetics cont ributing to local incertahity in the undecene

coiiceltratioii at 72 hours of reaCl()11 tine.

G[Cllene(46)]

G[TOLUENE(2)]

G[DECYL(56)]

G[ClOene(45)]

G[ETHBENZ(4)]
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Uncertainty Contribution (%)

Figure G.G: Top 5 s thrmoochelistry monributing to local uncertainty in the

ull(ecele (olicentratloni at 72 hours of reactioll tinle.

I

parallleters ill addNitioll to refinn rate coeffcieiits.

6.7.3 Correlated local uncertainty analysis

We 1()V consider the case of uorrelations between the kiietics an(1 thernlOdnvaiu(s.

based oni their constnctiou though rate rules anl( tllerin(o groups, respectively. The

nIo(lel cltaills 81 species anld 1427 reactions, but these paralnieters collapse to oilly
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40 independent rate rules and 35 independent therinocheinical paramneters (18 therino

groups and 17 therino library values). There are. however, a full set of independent

residual errors A,,l in the kineties and A, in the theriocheiistry. In this study.

All 0, and A,, is set using the values and definitions froi Sectioi 6.3.1. The

correlations drastically reduce the degrees of freedom in the model and also reduce

the aniounit of expected variance A/n(c)]2 = 0.47 in the output variable through

error canicellation, as coimpared to considering the parameters to he fully independent

[A/n(c)] 2 =1.47.

The largest first order sensitivity indices. Or lincertainty contributions. for the rate

rules are plotted in Figure 6.7 and for the therniochemnical groups in Figure 6.8.

RAdditionMultipleBond: (Cds-HHCds-CbH;Csj-CsHH)

RAdditionMultipleBond: (Cds-HHCds-CsH;Cs-CsHH)

H_Abstraction: (C/H2/NonDeC;C-rad/H2/Cs)

R_AdditionMultipleBond: (Cds-HHCds-CsH;Csj-CbHH)

H_Abstraction: (C/H2/NonDeC;C rad/H/NonDeC)

0 5 10 15 20 25

Uncertainty Contribution (%)

Figure 6.7: Top 5 rate rules contributing to lincertaility in the concentratioll of un-

decene at 72 hours of reaction tine.

The niost influential reaction kinetics contributed just over 10% of the total vari-

ailne in the lindecelie concentration in the independent parameter consideration. while

iin the case of correlated paraieters. we see that two of the RAdditionMultipleBond

rate rules doniinate. This shows that even with cancellation effects, these two rate

rules have very strong effects on the output concentration. W'\e also see that although

thernmocheinistry contributes greatly to uncertaility in the independent para imeter

consideration. they have less influence in the correlated case (lie to cancellation ef-

fects letweell the therino groups. The results of the correlated analysis lead to very

different conclusions from that of local analysis and provide a inore accurate repre-

sentation of the uncertainty propagation in group-based kinetic iodels.
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Group group: Cb-H

Group gauche: Cs(Cs(CsRR)Cs(CsRR)RR)
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0 5 10 15 20 25
Uncertainty Contribution (%)

Figure 6.8: Top 5 thermo groups or lilrary values contribitiig to uncertainty in the

coiceiitratioii of undecene at 72 hours of reaction time.

6.7.4 Global uncertainty analysis

Global uncertainty analysis was perforlled using the toy ilodel and the ncertainty

module utilizing functions from Cantera. RMG. and IUQ. Here, we consi(er the

kinetics and thermodviiamic parameters to be idepedi(lelt. Onli the most iifluen-

ial parameters were used in the global analysis in order for the comptatioli to 1)e

completed withim a reasoiiable time amd accnra(y. The top 2 most influential rate

(oefficielits and top 3 most infmlueiial species thermochemistry oil the coiicenitration

of udecene were selected for the analysis. The parameters were sampled as a set of

uniform distrilbutions within their error bonmds with the same input uncertaities as

used in local ulcertaillty analysis.

The PCEs were constructed usimg Legendre polynomials with a Gauss-Pattersoim

quadrature. The adaptive Smolyak psemdospectral method was used to comistruct the

set of PCEs for descriiNig the output comlmetration of undecene. A wall time of 30

uminutes was choseii to perform the global UQ analysis (more accurate PCEs can be

coistructed )v running the SmolyakPCEFactory for a longer time or with tolerance

criteria.)

Global mincertanities for phenildodeca ne an unldme elne were copuIIllted after 1)rol)-

agationi of nicertainties in the 5 paramleters selected earlier. The results are shown iii

Tahle 6.2 anld compared to the values derived from local uncertainty analysis when

considering the same 5 parameter micertainties.

The relative varliance in the mole fraction x can be compared to Aln(c) used iii
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Table 6.2: Global vs. local output uncertainty for phenyldodecane and undecene in
toy model

. Global Mean Local Nominal Global Local
Mole Fraction Mole Fraction [Alnr(c)] 2 [Alnr(c)] 2

PDD(1) 0.187 0.146 0.58 1.64
C11ene(46) 0.141 0.108 0.53 1.28

local uncertainty analysis as they are equivalent when total concentration is fixed

(ctotai = P/RT in a constant temperature and pressure system).

c cRT
x = =

Ctotal P
AX AcRT _ A _ (6.56)

-_ c RT - -Aln(c)

We see that there are drastic differences in the results from global uncertainty

propagation as compared to local uncertainty analysis. The variance computed by

local analysis is much higher than in the global case due to the nonlinearities in

the system and the coupling of reactions. A linear increase in a rate coefficient will

not change the output concentration proportionally due to the dependence on other

parameters and species intermediates' concentrations. We also see that after sampling

from the entire uncertainty space, the mean mole fraction computed in the global

analysis differs significantly from the nominal mean fractions in local uncertainty

analysis. These again point to the high degree of nonlinearity in the system and the

inaccuracies of local uncertainty propagation.

The global first order sensitivity indices Si and total effect indices ST,j were com-

puted automatically for the phenyldodecane and undecene species with respect to

the 5 parameters selected. The results are presented and compared to the first order

sensitivity indices computed using local analysis in Table 6.3 and 6.4

Similar to local uncertainty analysis for independent parameters, global analysis

shows that the influence of species thermochemistry on the undecene concentration

is much greater than that of the rate coefficients. The thermodynamic parameters'

influence is greater in the global case than in the local case. In addition, the global

first order sensitivity indices vary widely from their corresponding values in the local

case. In addition, the global first order sensitivity indices sum up to less than 1,
indicating coupling in the system.
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Table 6.3: Global reaction sensitivity indices for toy model: phenyldodecane and
undecene

Output Species

PDD(1)
PDD(1)
Cllene(46)
Cl1ene(46)

Reaction Kinetics

STYRENE(3) +DECYL(56)=RAD 1(14)
Cl0ene(45)+EBZYL(59)=RAD4(17)
STYRENE(3)+DECYL(56) =RAD1(14)
ClOene(45)+EBZYL(59)=RAD4(17)

Table 6.4: Global
and undecene

thermochemistry sensitivity indices for toy model: phenyldodecane

Output Species

PDD(1)
PDD(1)
PDD(1)
Cl1ene(46)
Cllene(46)
Cllene(46)

Species Thermochemistry

Cllene(46)
TOLUENE(2)
DECYL(56)
Cllene(46)
TOLUENE(2)
DECYL(56)

6.8 Conclusion

Sensitivity analysis is the most commonly used tool for improving and refining chem-

ical kinetic mechanisms. However, this tool relies on human judgment regarding the

the uncertainty of individual rates. We have assigned uncertainties to RMG's reac-

tion rate coefficients and species thermochemistry and implemented native sensitivity

analysis in RMG. This enables us to perform local uncertainty propagation for chem-

ical kinetic mechanisms considering both input parameters as independent as well as

correlated through the kinetics rate rules and thermochemical groups.

Using local uncertainty propagation, modelers are easily able to visualize and

isolate the most influential and uncertain input parameters affecting model output

targets. Using a toy model for phenyldodecane, it was found that 81 species ther-

mochemistry parameters are estimated using just 35 independent thermodynamic

parameters, while 1427 reaction rate coefficients collapse to only 40 rate rule pa-

rameters. We show that considering the group-based uncertainties to be correlated

drastically reduces the degrees of freedom in the model and substantially reduces the

uncertainty in the outputs. We find that uncertainty contributions from the ther-
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modynamic inputs are much smaller in the correlated case than in the independent

case due to cancellation terms between reactants and products containing the same

thermo groups. This shows the importance of propagating correlated rather than

independent uncertainties in an automatically generated kinetic mechanism.

Finally, global uncertainty analysis was implemented through coupling RMG

classes with MUQ, [29] the MIT Uncertainty Quantification library. Adaptive Smolyak

pseudospectral approximation methods were used to sample the uncertain kinetic

and thermodynamic input space and generate output uncertainty distributions for a

toy model of phenyldodecane considering the input uncertainties to be independent.

Preliminary results show that nonlinearities exist and that there can be a substantial

difference in output error between global vs local first-order uncertainty propagation.

Future work should focus on implementing group-based global uncertainty propaga-

tion to provide a truly accurate assessment of model error.

In summary, we show that uncertainty analysis is necessary for understanding

the effects of correlated uncertainties in automatically generated models. These tools

should effectively replace sensitivity analysis in the model construction workflow.
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7
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

My thesis has contributed several methodologies for constructing high fidelity kinetic

models automatically. These contributions are available to the kinetics community

through the RMG software package. To put these methodologies into practice, I have

highlighted three combustion related processes modeled by RMG, highlighting our

software's capability to model complex physical phenomena. This chapter discusses

a number of challenges that remain in achieving the vision of predictive kinetics.

7.1 Improving the RMG database

We have reviewed the major pitfalls in RMG's thermochemistry and kinetics estima-

tion schemes. These errors largely stem from an incomplete database and is a general

problem for building computer-generated models. As with all group-based estimation

schemes, we rely on the assumption of a densely populated database. In reality, the

RMG database is sparsely populated and also biased. The database is filled by the

users, most of whom are Green Group members building models for specific species.

Subsequent users of RMG find a database populated with values that are relevant

for classes of molecules previously modeled but generally incomplete for new classes

of molecules. With uncertainty propagation in Chapter 6, it is easier to identify rate

rules that need refinement. However, the process of adding new data must be stream-

lined for ease of use and transparency. Doing so will accelerate model development

for new classes of molecules.

7.1.1 Infrastructure for an open access database

Currently, the RMG database can be visualized and searched on the RMG interactive

website. The website also displays sources for each entry, i.e. the literature it was

extracted from. The next step for improving user assessibility is to create new online

infrastructure for adding new entries to the database. A wealth of theoretical and
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experimental kinetic rates can already be found in literature but are difficult to add

to RMG. Even with the addition of new scripts for translating reaction libraries to

training reactions that fit kinetics rate rules, it is difficult and time consuming for

most users to transcribe tables of rates into the Python database format. Therefore,
new scripts should be added to facilitate the translation of real reaction data. The

RMG website was previously capable of allowing registered users to add training

reactions, which automatically made commits to Github. However, there has been

insufficient upkeep and maintainance of this workflow. We must take steps to reduce

the tedium and error associated with adding new entries and build better architecture

for an open access database. To improve the predictive capability within RMG,
the database must grow while maintaining transparency for the quantum chemists,
experimentalists, and theorists working with our software.

7.1.2 An automated workflow for adding data from quantum chemistry

calculations

To add all the rate rules would be a Herculean task. - Joshua W. Allen

For molecules with unexplored chemistries (i.e. cineole), associated thermochem-

istry and rate rules are difficult to find in literature. In this case, the fastest way

to build the model is tQ compute new parameter values through quantum chemical

calculations. However, adding these to a single library is not useful for extrapolating

these values to other similar classes of molecules. We would prefer to add data to

the thermodynamic groups and kinetics rate rules. RMG should borrow ideas from

machine learning and automatically fit rate rules and groups, keeping a set of training

data which retains original information. This will give the estimation schemes and

group definitions the flexibility to change and be retrained at will.

For thermochemistry, on-the-fly computations can be performed for cyclic com-

pounds through the QMTP interface. [1] However, these computations take sub-

stantially more time than group additivity and are performed using semi-empirical

methods, which have higher error bars than ab initio methods. In addition, these

calculations cannot be performed for non-cyclics in the current workflow. Ideally,
we want to derive a robust set of thermodynamic group additivity values based on

high fidelity quantum calculations. Currently, RMG has nearly all the capabilities to

perform ab initio calculations through the rmgpy. qm module, as well as the capability

to interpret those values through rmgpy. cantherm. By extending the functionality

to perform ab initio calculations on-the-fly, and using them to fit new GAVs (such

as for polycyclics) in the thermodynamic database, we can systematically improve
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estimates for a much broader set of molecules. Furthermore, parallelization of the

quantum calculations using the Python scoop package can lead to greater speed

gains.

For kinetics, automatic transition state searches within RMG have been in de-

velopment by Bhoorasingh and West. [2] Transition states geometry predictions for

hydrogen abstraction reactions have been successfully constructed through 3D dis-

tance geometries generated using a group-additive method. Other automatic tran-

sition search software independent of RMG have also surfaced, such as the KinBot

code by Zador [3] and the discovery of elementary chemical reactions using freezing

string and berny optimization methods by Suleimanov. [4] The growing availibility

of such codes gives us the opportunity to automate the generation of new training

reactions from quantum calculations to fill up the kinetics database. It is up to future

RMG developers to harness these new cheminformatics tools to fully utilize the raw

computing power of supercomputers such as NERSC for running calculations.

7.2 Aromatic chemistry and recognition of PAH pathways

Aromatic chemistry is a key area for improvement in RMG. Recently, benzene, indene

and naphthalene pathways from cyclopentadiene have been calculated by Vandeputte

and Merchant [5] and have been added as training reactions in RMG. However, sev-

eral problems prevent RMG from handling aromatics correctly, namely aromaticity

representation and representation, and aromatic-specific kinetic parameters.

RMG is currently incapable of recognizing aromatics other than 6-membered ben-

zene rings. Aromaticity perception is handled through RDKit [6]; however, conversion

to aromatic atomtypes Cb is only done for 6-membered benzene rings. This means

that rings containing heteroatoms such as furan or thiophene cannot be recognized

in RMG. Consequently, representatations of naphthalene and higher order PAH's are

problematic and can only be performed in their kekulized (single-double bond) form.

An additional complication arises from resonance isomer generation for aromatics,
which becomes unwieldy for higher order PAHs and radicals for which there exist

many kekulized forms.

Finally, reactions are assigned through the reaction families, which are often acting

on the kekulized isomers constituting an aromatic species, rather than its aromatic

form. Therefore the problem for assigning rate coefficients is two-fold: kekulized

forms do not represent aromatics accurately because they do not describe delocalized

electronic structures, and the rate rules assigned to these kekulized forms are also

generally derived from non-aromatic kinetic rates.
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To mitigate these issues going forward, the representation of aromatics in RMG

must be completely revamped. Generation of kekulized forms should be prevented,
and new, isolated aromatic reaction families should be created separately from the

original reaction families, or the aromatic rate rules should be segregated in their

original families from those describing non-aromatic rates.

7.3 Lumped kinetic models

Detailed chemical kinetics are a powerful tool for understanding pyrolysis and oxida-

tion chemistry. However, as molecules get larger, as seen in modeling PDD in Chapter

5, the number of species and reactions begin to grow rapidly due to the large number

of reaction sites. These can lead to both CPU speed and memory issues in RMG,
which can be partially remedied using methods such as reaction filtering, pruning or

parallelization, but only to a certain degree. For molecules larger than PDD or mix-

tures (i.e. heavy crude, kerogen, etc.), knowledge of the precise chemical structure

may be unknown, and lumping is necessary. A scheme for lumping species together

based on their reactivity or chemical structure similarity is needed to proceed in mod-

eling such chemistries. [7] For truly complex molecules and mixtures, post-processing

model reduction methods are insufficient, and lumping on-the-fly is required to gen-

erate kinetic models for these chemistries and aid analytical chemistry analysis.

7.4 Robust model generation under uncertainty

In the rate-based enlarging algorithm, the nominal values of the input parameters

(initial species concentration, thermodynamics, rate coefficients) determine which

species enter the model core and which pathways are explored. Thus uncertainty

in RMG's input parameters influences not only the output variables, but also the

model structure itself. Error in a rate parameter used during the iterative model

generation process may lead to "truncation error": exclusion of an important core

species and its subsequent daughter reactions, outside the bounds of the model's

tolerance specifications.

Formally, the rate-based termination rule in RMG can be expressed as

Ri(t, o) < ERchar(t, 0) for all edge species i (7.1)

where t is time, 0o is the vector of input parameters at their nominal values,
Ri(t) is the formation of edge species i, and Rchar(t, O) is characteristic from all core

species j, Rchar(t, 0o) ~ j Rj(t, 6o).
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Since the termination criteria applies only for the nominal parameter values, the

criteria may not be satisfied over the whole range of parameter uncertainties. In order

for the model to be valid over the entire parameter range, the following criteria must

be satisfied:

Rj(t, 6 + AO) < ERchar(t, 60 + AO) for all edge species i (7.2)

Jing Song performed some preliminary work describing an algorithm for generat-

ing robust models which satisfy this criteria for a user specified range of concentra-

tions. [8] In Song's method, the constraint in Equation 7.2 defines a characteristic

polyhedron for AO in parameter space when the terms in the inequality are expanded

about the nominal parameter point 60 using a first order Taylor approximation. The

characteristic polyhedron can then be bounded with a unique hyper-rectangle F for

the parameter range using feasibility analysis. [8]

F ={A6 - d 6- < AO < d06+} (7.3)

The algorithm describes a tighter practical tolerance c, to grow the model such

that the original tolerance criteria E is satisfied within the entirety of the uncertain

parameter space. This could be implemented in RMG in order to generate robust

models under uncertainty by tightening tolerances automatically based on the mag-

nitude of the input uncertainties.

Alternatively, first order sensitivity coefficients can be computed on-the-fly through

the PyDAS [9] backend during model generation, and a heuristic method for exploring

uncertain and sensitive reaction pathways could be employed.
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